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This report details the tests performed on R22 box and R744 breadboard versions of the US Army 
Environmental Control Unit (ECU) with a nominal cooling capacity of 9,000 BTU/hr (0.75 Tons or 2.64 kW).  An 
R22 ECU box currently used by the Army was tested and used as the baseline for comparison with the later R744 
testing.  This baseline system is generally used where portable air conditioning is needed in the field; the box is also 
equipped with electric resistance heaters.  The baseline box was found to outperform its rated capacity.  An R744 
system was tested in a breadboard format, this system was comprised of components similar to what would be used 
in an ECU box if it were converted from R22.  This breadboard system was capable of operating as both an air 
conditioner and as a heat pump.  A cooling COP approximately equal to the box system was attained with the 
breadboard. The breadboard did provide a HPF greater than unity for all heat pump tests, making it is more efficient 
than the electric resistance heaters found in the box system.  Detailed comparisons were made between several R744 
heat exchangers in different orientations under varying operating conditions.  Evaporators were tested in horizontal 
and vertical tube orientations.  The flat top fin evaporator was found to work well in both horizontal and vertical 
orientations.  The round top fin evaporator, which may have contained a manufacturing defect, performed much 
better with the tubes vertical, than with the tubes horizontal.  Overall the best heat exchanger was the round top fin 
evaporator with the tubes vertical; however this heat exchanger performed the worst with the tubes horizontal.  In air 
conditioning mode, both gas coolers performed similarly.  In heat pump mode, the six-port tube heat gas cooler 
performed better in almost every regard in comparison to the four-port tube with the only exception being the air 
side pressure drop. 
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Chapter 1. Introduction 
This report details the tests performed on R22 Box and R744 Breadboard versions of the US Army 
Environmental Control Unit (ECU).  The nominal cooling capacity of these units is 9,000 BTU/hr which is 
equivalent to 0.75 Tons or 2.64 kW.  This work was done at the Air Conditioning and Refrigeration Center at the 
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign.  The first section of this thesis deals with the testing of the R22 ECU 
box, which is used as the baseline for the later R744 testing.  This baseline system is presently used by the US Army 
for numerous applications where mobile air conditioning is needed.  Its primary function is as an air-conditioner; 
however, the box is also equipped with electric resistance heaters.  The second section of this report details the 
testing methodology and calibration.  Next, the system level testing of a breadboard, which is  comprised of 
components similar to what would be used in an ECU box if it were converted from R22 to R744, is discussed.  
Breadboard testing was conducted in both air-conditioning and heat-pump modes.   The fourth section makes 
detailed comparisons between several R744 heat exchangers in several different orientations under varying 
conditions.  Finally some conclusions from this experiment are recapitulated. 
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Chapter 2. R22 ECU Box Baseline Tests 
This section describes the test setup and results for the 9000 BTU/hr R22 box ECU.  These tests were 
conducted in order to have adequate data from which comparisons to the R744 breadboard system can be made.  
2.1 Test setup 
The main goal of the box testing was to determine the cooling capacity and coefficient of performance 
(COP) of the present, R22 system.  The R22 box tests were conducted, using ASHRAE standard 16, in one 
environmental chamber which was partitioned by an interior wall into indoor and outdoor rooms.  The air 
temperature and humidity on both sides of the wall could be independently controlled and measured.  The sensible 
load could be added by means of electric resistance heaters and removed via heat exchange with a chilled glycol-
water flow.  The power to the electric resistance heaters, and all other electric power going into the chambers, was 
measured with watt transducers from Ohio Semitronics.  The accuracy of these watt transducers is 0.02% of the 
reading.  These devices were capable or recording up to 12 kW of electrical power, each.  The electric power 
consumption of the box was used in the calculation of the COP.  The electric power consumption of the evaporator 
and condenser blowers was measured.  The blower power could be subtracted from the overall box consumption 
leaving the compressor power.  The power going to the ECU was measured with a watt transducer from Ohio 
Semitronics which was accurate to within 1% of the full scale, 8 kW.  The cooling from the glycol-water mixture 
was determined by multiplying the specific heat of the mixture by the mass flow rate of the mixture and the 
temperature difference between entering and exiting the chamber.  The mass flow and density of the glycol-water 
mixture was measured with a Micromotion CMF-10 mass flow meter.  The density measurement was used to 
determine the concentration of the glycol in solution.  The latent load was determined by measuring the rate at 
which condensation fell into a bucket using a load cell.   
The heat transfer from both the indoor and outdoor rooms via conduction through the walls was 
determined.  These tests were conducted by setting the duct blowers in both rooms to a fixed speed.  As real blowers 
are inefficient, the room heated up.  When the temperature remained constant, the power supplied to the blowers 
equaled the heat conduction through the walls. The heat leak from the indoor room to the outside of the chamber 
was 8.2 W/K.  The heat leak from the outdoor room to the outside of the chamber was 8.9 W/K.  Finally, the heat 
leak through the partition separating the indoor from outdoor rooms was 6.0 W/K.  Knowing the electric heating, 
glycol cooling, latent load, and transmission through the walls allows the capacity to be determined by the chamber 
side energy balance.   
The temperature of the refrigerant before and after both the evaporator and gas cooler was measured with 
type-T immersion thermocouples.  These thermocouples, from Omega, were covered in thermal paste in order to 
enhance conduction before being attached to the outside of the refrigerant piping.  Insulation was placed around the 
thermocouples to decrease convection with the surrounding air.  A schematic of the refrigerant circuit with 
temperature and power measurement locations labeled can be seen in Figure 1.  No piping modifications were made 
to the box from the time when it was received. 
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Figure 1. Schematic of R22 ECU box 
The air temperature was measured at the inlet and exit of both the evaporator and condenser using type-T 
thermocouples which were joined in parallel in order to provide an average value.  These thermocouples were arc 
welded in an Argon rich environment in order to decrease impurities in the metal.  The humidity, before and after 
the evaporator, was measured with a chilled mirror dew point sensor from General Eastern.  The air temperature and 
humidity were adjusted in order to meet the test conditions.  The test conditions for the box tests can be seen in 
Figure 2.  These conditions were selected to emphasis performance at high ambient conditions.     
No static pressure was added to the evaporator exit for the box testing.  Thus, no duct work was attached to 
the air exit. 













Figure 2. Air Conditioning text matrix for R22 box tests 
Besides the capacity tests for the box ECU, it was also essential to measure the air flow rate in the R22 box 
in order that the same flow rate could be replicated in the R744 breadboard testing. Static pressure was added in 
varying degrees in order to produce a blower curve.  The static pressure was measured with a water-filled U-tube 
manometer.  The air flow rate was determined by connecting the air outlets of the evaporator and condenser to a box 
containing air flow rate nozzles and differential pressure transducers.  This box was in turn connected to a blower 
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which could be adjusted via a variable frequency drive so as to compensate for the pressure drop caused by the 
nozzle box.  A schematic of this setup can be seen in Figure 3.   
 
Figure 3. Schematic of air flow measurement setup 
2.2 Test results 
The air flow rate of the box was measured using the schematic shown in Figure 3.  This chart, known as a 
blower curve, shows the stiffness of the blower.  Stiffness is a measure of how much the air flow rate is affected by 
changing pressure head on the blower.  It was found that the air flow rate over the evaporator was 320 cubic feet per 
minute at room temperature with no static pressure.  Figure 4 shows the blower curve produced by increasing the 
static pressure at the evaporator exit.  In this range, it can be seen that increasing static pressure causes a near linear 
decrease in air flow rate.  In the field, an increase in static pressure in the evaporator air stream could be produced 
by such things as attaching duct work, water condensation, or, if below freezing, frosting.  The condenser air flow 
rate was found to be 620 cubic feet per minute.  A blower curve was not made for the condenser air flow since a 
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Figure 4. Air flow rate versus static pressure at evaporator exit 
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The net cooling capacity for the R22 box can be seen in Figure 5.  The net capacity is the cooling capacity 
of the evaporator minus the evaporator blower power, which was measured to be 274 W.  The box exceeds the target 
capacity of 9000 BTU/hr (3/4 tons or 2.6kW) at the rating point condition (W3) by about 30%.  The net COP can be 
seen in Figure 6.  The net COP is the net capacity divided by the total electrical energy supplied to the BOX.  The 
condenser fan power was measured to be 243 W.   
In studying Figure 5 and Figure 6, it should be noted that the outdoor temperature is not equally spaced.  






































Figure 6. R22 box COP 
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Chapter 3.   Breadboard Tests - Setup and Calibration 
This section details the test setup and calibration for the breadboard system.  The purpose of this section is 
to provide information on how tests were designed and conducted.  The information should allow the replication of 
the experiments. 
3.1 Test setup 
The heat exchangers used for this testing were supplied by Modine.  Part of the testing was to study the 
system effects caused by using different heat exchangers.  Two different gas coolers were tested, the difference 
being that one had four-port tubes and the other had six-port tubes.  Two different evaporators were tested.  Both 
evaporators used six-port tubes.  One evaporator had flat top fins, shown in Figure 7 while the other had round top 
fins, shown in Figure 8.  Both evaporators were tested in tubes horizontal and tubes vertical orientations.  Figure 7 
and Figure 8 show the evaporators with the tubes running vertically.  Typically, the manufacturer suggests using the 
evaporators so that the header is located at the bottom, with the flow vertically upward through the tubes. 
 
Figure 7. Flat top fins 
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Figure 8. Round top fins 
The compressor for this experiment was a prototype R774 compressor supplied by Tecumseh.  The 
dimensions of the compressor were fourteen inches in both height and diameter.  The compressor weighed 
approximately 123 pounds.  The electrical power requirements for the compressor were 208 volts, 60 hertz, single 
phase, AC power.  The compressor contained 1100 grams of PAG oil.  At standard conditions, the oil had a 
viscosity of 64 centistokes.  The compressor discharge limits were 14 MPa and 140ºC.  The compressor can be seen 
in Figure 9. 
 
Figure 9. Compressor 
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The expansion valve used was a manual Swagelok needle valve.  The pipe leading up to the expansion 
valve was insulated with polyethylene foam pipe insulation, and was thought of as being part of the adiabatic 
expansion mechanism.  All piping connecting the components was thick walled 3/8” copper tube.  1/8” stainless 
steel tubing was used to connect to pressure gauges, which will be discussed later.  Based on experience running an 
Army ECU with approximately double the capacity, it was decided to insulate the compressor, accumulator, and 
piping that were colder than ambient temperature in the outdoor chamber during heat pump testing.   Closed-cell 
foam insulation was used on most of the pipes as well as the compressor and accumulator.  Due to the high 
temperature of the refrigerant discharge lines, the pipe was insulated with fiberglass insulation commonly used on 
steam pipes (rated at 0.29 Btu/hr. x in./sq. ft.).  Some of the insulation of these components for heat pump testing 
can be seen in Figure 10.   
 
Figure 10. Insulation in outdoor chamber for heat pump tests 
The environmental chamber used for the box testing was used in addition to another existing chamber 
which had been used to house the breadboard testing.  An extensive amount of work was done in both chambers to 
update the electrical system in order to give more flexibility for future experiments.   
In order to minimize the effect of erroneous measurements on system results, three independent energy 
balances were utilized in this experiment for calculating cooling capacity.  If there was close agreement, within 5%, 
between the three energy balances, then the data can be viewed as valid.  All tests were conducted at steady state 
with the prescribed conditions.  This procedure exceeds ASHRAE testing standards, which only call for two 
independent balances.  A view of the lab showing the outdoor chamber, in addition to the computer and data logger 
can be seen in Figure 11. 
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Figure 11. Laboratory 
The first of these balances is the chamber side energy balance.  For the experiment, there are two 
calorimetric chambers which are used to create the indoor and outdoor test conditions. The compressor, gas cooler, 
and an accumulator with an integrated suction-line heat exchanger are all located within the outdoor chamber.  The 
evaporator is located in the indoor chamber.  The expansion valve is just outside of the indoor chamber.  A basic 
diagram of this test setup can be seen in Figure 12.  The chamber is treated as a thermodynamic control volume, 
where the energy flows through the control volume are measured.  Some of that energy transmission flows in the 
form of electrical power (Welectrical).  Electrical power is used for a variety of sources which are summed in Equation 
1.  Electricity is used by blowers (Wblowers) to draw air through the heat exchanger and circulate air in order to make 
the room more homogeneous.  Electric power is used in the PID-controlled resistance heaters (Wheaters) in order to 
control the room temperatures.  Electrical power is also used for various small devices in the room which are 
plugged into outlets (Woutlets). 
outletsheatersblowerselectric WWWW ++=  (1) 
Steam is used to provide the latent load for the given test conditions.  At steady state, the mass flow of steam equals 
the mass of water condensed ( wm ).  The specific enthalpy of the steam (hsteam) entering the room is approximated 
by the fluid properties of saturated steam at atmospheric pressure.  The specific enthalpy of water (hwater) is 
determined for atmospheric pressure and the refrigerant temperature at the evaporator exit.  These terms are then 
summed to give the latent load (Qsteam) for the chamber balance as seen in Equation 2. 
( )watersteamwsteam hhmQ −=   (2) 
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The chambers can be forced to maintain a constant temperature by adding and removing heat.  Heat can be removed 
by glycol (Qglycol).  The heat conduction through the walls of the chamber can be computed based on the 
temperatures on the interior and exterior faces of the wall (Twi and Two, respectively) and the overall thermal 
conductivity (UA) of the chamber using Equation 3.  The procedure for measuring the overall thermal conductivity 
can be found on Page 14. 
( )wowitrans TTUAQ −=  (3) 
Summing all of the energy flows through the chamber walls allows for the calculation of heat exchanger capacity 
using only the chamber energy balance (Qe,c) as shown in Equation 4.  The form shown has positive values for all 
terms. 
glycoltranselectricsteamce QQWQQ −−+=,  (4) 
For heat pump tests, all components in the outdoor chamber, including the refrigerant lines, were insulated, with the 
exception of the evaporator.  A schematic of the system in heat pump mode can be seen in Figure 13.  The electrical 
draw of the compressor goes both into compressing the refrigerant and to waste heat.  Because of this, an 
independent chamber energy balance can not be computed for the outdoor chamber, as it requires overlapping 
information with the refrigerant balance. 
 
Figure 12. Schematic of system in air-conditioning mode 
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Figure 13. Schematic of system in heat pump mode 
The second energy balance is the air side energy balance, by which the change in the air’s energy as it 
flows across the heat exchangers is measured.  The indoor and outdoor wind tunnels can be seen in Figure 14 
andFigure 15 respectively.  The air flow is directed through the wind tunnels, where it first passes through a grid of 
Type-T thermocouples.  Next the air passes through the heat exchanger.  Another thermocouple grid is located 
directly after the heat exchanger.  These two grids allow for the calculation of the change in specific enthalpy of dry 
air by finding the difference of the specific enthalpy before (heai) and after (heao) the evaporator.  The mass flow rate 
of the air ( am ) is calculated from differential static pressure measurements across air flow nozzles with known 
diameters which are installed further downstream.  Two nozzles, one with a three inch throat diameter and one with 
a two inch throat diameter, are used in the evaporator duct.  One nozzle, with a six in throat diameter, is used in the 
gas cooler duct.  The throat diameters of the nozzles were selected according to ASHRAE Standard 41.2-1987.  
Another set of thermocouples is located in the throat of the nozzles.  The air flow rate is maintained at the test 
conditions by use of blowers that are controlled by variable frequency drives.  For the indoor duct, General Eastern 
chilled mirror dew point sensors are located before and after the evaporator.  This allows the change in the air’s 
moisture content to be calculated. All of these measurements allow the calculation of heat exchanger capacity (Qe,a) 
from air side measurements.  The method of calculating capacity from air side measurements can be seen in 
Equation 5. 
fgweaoeaiaae hmhhmQ  +−= )(,  (5) 
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Figure 14. Indoor wind tunnel 
 
Figure 15. Outdoor wind tunnel 
The third, and final, energy balance is the refrigerant side energy balance.  One corriolis type mass flow 
meter from Micromotion is used to measure the mass flow rate of the refrigerant-oil mixture ( rm ).  The flow meter 
is located in the high pressure line between the suction line heat exchanger and the expansion valve.  By this 
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placement, any pressure drop can be seen as a continuation of the pressure drop which is experienced by the 
throttling in the expansion valve.  Absolute and differential pressure sensors were used to determine the static 
pressure entering and leaving every major component.  Type-T immersion thermocouples were placed in the center 
of the refrigerant stream before and after each component.  The change in specific enthalpy, from component inlet to 
outlet, for both the refrigerant (ΔhR744) and the oil (Δhoil) can be determined from temperature and pressure 
measurements. Equation 6 shows this specific enthalpy difference. This equation shows that in the absence of 
enthalpy data for the R744 – PAG oil mixture, the effects of oil were taken in account in two ways:  One, by 
reducing the contribution from the refrigerant by the ratio of the oil in circulation. Two, by taking into account 
sensible heat contribution from the oil flow.  This enthalpy change in the oil is calculated with a quadratic equation 
of state.  The shortcoming of this method is that the heat of mixing was neglected.  This methodology for taking into 
account the oil contribution was developed by Yin, et al. 
( ) oiloilRoilr hxhxh Δ+Δ−=Δ 7441  (6) 
The locations for the pressure and temperature measurements, which can be used to find the specific enthalpies in 
Equation 6, are denoted by the dots in Figure 12 and Figure 13.  Multiplying the refrigerant mass flow rate by the 
enthalpy difference across the heat exchangers yields the refrigerant side energy balance (Qe,r), as seen in 
Equation 7.   
( )rerre hmQ ,, Δ=   (7) 
The cooling capacity (Qcooling), which is presented throughout the paper, is the mean of the three independent 






++=  (8) 
The coefficient of performance (COP) is method of calculating the system “efficiency” which relates cooling to the 
power requirement.  It should be noted that for the breadboard tests, the coefficient of performance does take into 
account blower power.  This can be seen in Equation 9, where the denominator is the compressor power (Wcomp) and 





COP =  (9) 
Similarly, a heating “efficiency” called the Heating Performance Factor (HPF) can be determined using Equation 





HPF =  (10) 
3.2 Calibration 
In order to make the chamber balance, it is critical to know the heat conduction through the chamber walls 
(Qtrans).  At steady state, when the temperature inside the chamber does not change relative to the temperature on the 
outside of the chamber, it is possible to determine the heat conduction through the walls.  If the energy input to the 
environmental chambers comes exclusively from electrical power, then: 
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electrictrans WQ =  
 (11) 
In order to precisely determine the overall thermal conductivity of the chambers (UA), accurate wall temperatures 
measurements are required.  The interior wall thermocouples in the chamber were replaced with new T-type 
thermocouples which were arc welded in an argon rich environment to ensure greater accuracy.  Five of these 
thermocouples were attached to each interior face of the chamber; which yields 30 interior thermocouples per 
chamber.  The thermocouples were all joined in parallel to give a mean temperature.  Utilizing Equation 11, the 
thermal conductivity of the chambers was calculated by measuring the electrical power going into the chambers 
(Welectric) and the steady state difference in temperatures between the inside (Twi) and outside (Two) of the chamber 
walls as seen in Equation12.   
( )wowielectric TTUAW −=  (12) 
All electric power going into the chambers for these calibrations was supplied to the blowers in order to create 
convection similar to what occurs during normal operation.  Due to the insulation, which is roughly one foot thick, 
these tests take about three days to reach equilibrium.  The outdoor chamber’s thermocouple on the inside of the 
wall had a large noise, about 1/4 degree Celsius in amplitude, but by comparing it to other thermocouples in the 
outdoor chamber it was found to be statistically random noise and did not offset the value when averaged.  The 
average UA value calculated for the indoor chamber was 12.5 W/K.  The average UA value for the outdoor chamber 
was 9.1 W/K.  Note that these values are different than those from the box testing due to the change in layout. 
Besides determining the thermal conductivity of the walls, a great deal of instrument calibration had to be 
completed before tests could be conducted.  To calculate the air side energy balance, the air flow rate must be 
calculated.  Knowing the differential air pressure across the air flow nozzles in both ducts allows the air flow rate to 
be iteratively determined.  The differential air pressure transducers were calibrated with a U-tube manometer which 
contained propanol (density=780 kg/m3).  The device was leveled and the offset measurement noted.  The scale was 
labeled in hundredths of an inch.  The blowers were raised and lowered in frequency between zero hertz and the 
frequency which yielded the upper limit of the transducers.  The manometer reading and the output voltage were 
recorded and plotted.  After the plot was complete, a linear least square curve fit was created.  A plot of the indoor 
differential air pressure calibration can be seen in Figure 16.  A similar plot for the outdoor wind tunnel can be seen 
in Figure 17.  The curve fits shown in Figure 16 and Figure 17 were then input into the data acquisition software to 
be utilized for future tests. 
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Figure 16. Indoor differential air pressure versus voltage 























Figure 17. Outdoor differential air pressure versus voltage 
It is essential to know the refrigerant pressure at several locations in the thermodynamic cycle in order to 
determine the refrigerant side energy balance.  The absolute refrigerant pressure transducers are used to determine 
the absolute pressure at the gas cooler outlet, the evaporator outlet, and the compressor inlet.  The calibrations were 
conducted by increasing and decreasing the charge of nitrogen gas in the system.  The pressure was measured using 
a Fluke 716 Pressure Calibrator, which measures the gauge pressure.  To find absolute pressure, atmospheric 
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pressure was added to the gauge pressure.  Figure 18 shows the absolute pressure at the gas cooler outlet versus 
voltage.  Similarly Figure 19 and Figure 20 show the data for the evaporator outlet and the compressor inlet, 
respectively. 



















Figure 18. Absolute gas cooler outlet pressure versus voltage 



















Figure 19. Absolute evaporator outlet pressure versus voltage 
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Figure 20. Absolute compressor inlet pressure versus voltage 
In order to measure refrigerant pressure drop through the system components, differential pressure 
transducers were used.  The refrigerant differential pressure transducers were calibrated in the same way as the 
absolute pressure transducers, except the low pressure side was open to the atmosphere.  One differential pressure 
transducer was used on the high pressure side of the cycle, and one was used on the low pressure side.  The 
differential pressure is plotted against the voltage for the high and low side differential pressure transducers in 
Figure 21 andFigure 22, respectively. 



























Figure 21. High side differential pressure versus voltage 
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Figure 22. Low side differential pressure versus voltage 
A load cell is used to measure the amount of water which is condensed out of the air by the evaporator.  
The load cell holds a bucket which collects the water.  Several objects were weighed on an AND FP-6000 electronic 
balance.  These objects were then placed in the bucket.  The resulting voltages from the load cell, which correspond 
to different masses, were recorded.  The masses of the measured items are plotted against the output voltage of the 
load cell in Figure 23.  A least square curve fit, which is shown in the figure, creates a linear relation between mass 
and voltage. 



















Figure 23. Mass versus voltage 
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The data acquisition software, HPVEE, was programmed to show the most important variables, such as 
temperatures, pressure, and electric power on the screen while running tests.  HPVEE also writes all measured data 
to Excel.  Excel, using Refprex, shows an up to date pressure-enthalpy diagram based on the computer’s second 
monitor using the data output by HPVEE.  A screenshot of the HPVEE screen can be seen in Figure 24.   
 
Figure 24. Data acquisition screenshot 
Engineering Equation Solver (EES) was programmed to do the required data reduction for this system.  
EES contains the fluid property data for both the air and refrigerant.  EES was programmed to provide the capacity 
from the three different energy balances, as well as other performance information. The error for the air, chamber, 





















−=  (15) 
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The air, chamber, and refrigerant side energy balances for all tests conducted are plotted against the mean of the 
energy balances (Qcooling) in Figure 25, Figure 26, andFigure 27.  As can be seen, most data is within 5% error, and 
almost all data points are within 10% error.  Those tests points with large errors were re-run and the smaller error 
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Figure 27. Refrigerant side energy balance 
The test matrix used for cooling mode can be seen in Figure 28.  All of the points used for breadboard 
testing were used in the box testing, but without the box test’s DAS and WAS conditions.  These test conditions 
were eliminated due to their closeness to conditions D3 and W3, respectively.  The test matrix used for heating 
mode can be seen in Figure 29.  The box did not have a heat pump mode, so this testing was unique to the 
breadboard. 










Figure 28. Breadboard cooling mode test matrix 
Test Condition Outdoor Temp [ºF/ºC] Indoor Temp [ºF/ºC] 
HP1 0 / -18 
HP2 15 / -9 
HP3 32 / 0 
HP4 50 / 10 
68/20 
Figure 29.  Breadboard heating mode test matrix 
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Chapter 4.  Breadboard System Results 
This chapter contains the overall system results for the breadboard tests.  System results include such things 
as capacity and measures of system efficiency.   
4.1 Cooling mode results 
The first set of tests which was run was the charge determination tests.  These tests were run at test 
condition D3, which is the warmest test condition.  The warmest of the outdoor temperatures should also require the 
largest charge.  A properly functioning accumulator stores the excess charge for lower temperature conditions.  A 
dry condition was chosen for the initial test condition because the condition can be more precisely controlled.  
Therefore condition D3 was used for the charge determination tests.   
Determining the ideal charge for the system is generally an iterative process.  For this test however, the 
high side pressure was matched to the high side pressure equation found for the 1.5 ton ECU breadboard test.  This 
was a reasonable starting place since there were many similarities between the systems.  The charge which 
maximized the cooling capacity was found to be 1300 g.   
The pressure which yields the maximum cooling capacity does not exist for ideal systems, however it exists 
for many real systems due to several secondary effects.  The method used for increasing high side pressure in this 
system was closing the expansion valve.  Closing the expansion valve decreases the mass flow rate of refrigerant.  
Besides the direct loss cost from decreasing the amount of refrigerant available to exchange enthalpy in a given time 
period, the lower flow rate also leads to more super-heat.  The larger super-heat is responsible for lower volumetric 
efficiency in the compressor.   
Once the optimal charge was determined, the optimal high side pressure for this system was found.  R744 
systems are generally controlled by adjusting the high side pressure.  Pressure is increased or decreased by closing 
and opening the expansion valve, respectively.  As with the charge determination test, the tests were conducted with 
the flat top fin evaporator with the tubes running horizontal and the four-port tube gas cooler.  A plot of capacity 
versus a range of pressures can be seen in Figure 30, in this figure the different test conditions are signified by 
different colors.  It should be noted that at some conditions the high side pressure was limited by the high pressure 
limit of the system, which is 14 MPa. The coefficient of performance (COP) for these same tests can be seen in 
Figure 31. This chart was then used in order to create a control strategy for the system.  The high side pressure is 
controlled based on the refrigerant temperature leaving the gas cooler.  The high side pressures which yielded the 
highest capacities at each test condition were plotted against the temperature of the refrigerant leaving the gas cooler 
in those tests. This plot, Figure 32, shows the high side pressure equation, which was made using a least squared 
curve fit through the points shown.  This equation was used in all subsequent tests, and was further validated by 









































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 31. COP with varying high side pressures 
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Figure 32. High side pressure control strategy 
The cooling capacity and COP of the system for the system in all configurations that were tested can be 
seen in Figure 33 and Figure 34.  All points were run with the same quantity of refrigerant charge.  The high side 
pressure was varied according to the empirically determined equation for this system which maximized cooling 
capacity.  Due to size constraints of the charts, the points for each color are D1, D2, D3, W1, W2, and W3.  The 
color coding system for Figure 33 and Figure 34 is as follows: 
Orange:  Flat top fin evaporator w/ tubes horizontal; 4 port tube gas cooler 
Green:  Flat top fin evaporator w/ tubes vertical; 4 port tube gas cooler 
Red:  Round top fin evaporator w/ tubes vertical; 4 port tube gas cooler 
Light Blue:  Round top fin evaporator w/ tubes horizontal; 4 port tube gas cooler 
Chartreuse:  Round top fin evaporator w/ tubes vertical; 6 port tube gas cooler 
























Figure 34. Coefficient of performance 
It was generally seen in the air conditioning tests, that the exit of the evaporator had a quality of about 95%.  
On average the suction line heat exchanger had an effectiveness of 75%.  Effectiveness is the ratio of actual heat 
transfer to the maximum possible heat transfer.  In calculating suction line heat exchanger effectiveness, it was 
assumed that both the high and low pressure streams had the same thermal capacitance.   
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Isentropic efficiency (ηisen) is a measure of how closely the compressor behaves to that of an ideal, or 
isentropic, compressor.  In real compressors, the process is not reversible and adiabatic; therefore there is a second 
law inefficiency.  As can be seen in Equation 16, isentropic efficiency is calculated from several specific enthalpies 
of the refrigerant, including at the compressor suction (hcpri) and discharge (hcpro).  The specific enthalpy at the 






−= ,η  (16) 
The isentropic efficiency of the compressor remained relatively constant throughout the air conditioning test matrix.  
The average isentropic efficiency of the compressor was 58%.  The range of isentropic efficiencies measured was 
from 54% to 61%.  The standard deviation of isentropic efficiencies through the entire test matrix was just 2%. 
An example pressure-enthalpy diagram for condition D2 can be seen in Figure 35.  Pressure-enthalpy 




















































































































































Figure 35. Pressure-enthalpy diagram 
The refrigerant pressure drop through the high side of the suction line heat exchanger averaged 9.3 kPa.  
Through the low side of the suction line heat exchanger, which also functions as the accumulator, the pressure drop 
was 10.5 kPa.   
4.2 Heating mode results 
The testing procedure for heat pump tests was similar to that used for air conditioning tests.  Based on 
previous heat pump experiences, generally the limiting factor for heat pump testing is the compressor discharge 
limit.  The high temperature limit given for the compressor by its manufacturer is 140ºC.  In order to allow a margin 
of safety, discharge temperatures were limited to 135ºC.  The first test to be conducted was the charge determination 
test.  The heating capacity at condition HP4 can be seen in Figure 36.  From this plot it can be seen that 1200g of 
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R744 gives the largest cooling capacity.  The sharp increase seen between 1150 and 1200g was due in large part to a 
large increase in refrigerant mass flow rate.  This sizeable increase was due to opening the expansion valve further 
in order to maintain discharge temperature and also due to increasing volumetric efficiency of the compressor due to 























Figure 36. Heating capacity from charge determination test 
Once the charge determination test was completed, the system was run at varying pressures.  It was seen 
that for conditions HP2, HP3, and HP4, the system attained the maximum capacity when the compressor discharge 
temperature was 135ºC.  For the coldest condition, HP1, the largest heating capacity occurred when the high side 
pressure was around 7000kPa.  The heating capacity of the system can be seen in Figure 37.  The heating 
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Figure 38. Heating performance factor 
A pressure enthalpy diagram can be produced for heat pump testing from refrigerant side measurements.  
Figure 39 depicts an example at condition HP4.  There is a great deal of enthalpy lost between the compressor 
discharge and the inlet of the indoor coil.  This is most likely caused by the large temperature gradient between the 
discharge line and the ambient temperature.  The length of the discharge pipe within the outdoor chamber is about 8 
feet.  An additional 20 feet of pipe are outside of the chamber.  The temperature loss between these two points was 
anywhere from 17ºC to 38 ºC.  This loss was in spite of the fiberglass insulation which was placed on the pipe. 
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The isentropic compressor efficiency was about 81%.  The effectiveness of the suction line heat exchanger 
averaged 58%.  The temperature of the air coming from the heat pump, sometimes called “the quality of heat,” is an 
important measure of comfort.  A heat pump which is blowing air just warmer than room temperature can actually 
make a person feel colder, instead of warmer, due to an increase in convection.  Figure 40 shows the air temperature 
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Figure 40. Indoor air discharge temperature 
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Chapter 5.  Heat Exchanger Performance in Breadboard Testing 
This section looks more in depth into the differences between the heat exchangers.  The flat top fin and 
round top fin evaporators were compared in two different orientations.  The four and six-port tube gas coolers were 
also compared.  In these sections evaporator refers to the indoor coil and gas cooler refers to the outdoor coil.  In this 
notation, the refrigerant evaporates in the gas cooler, and cools in the evaporator. 
5.1 Evaporator performance 
The two evaporators were compared using several different parameters.  One of the areas of study was 
pressure drop of the air flow across both evaporators with both tube orientations.  It can be seen in Figure 41 that 
both evaporators had very similar air pressure drops for dry conditions no matter what the orientation.  However, 
under wet conditions, the round top fin performed much better with the tubes vertical than horizontal.  For the flat 
top fin, there was little difference between the two orientations.  It should be noted that the air flow rate was the 






































Figure 41. Air pressure drop across evaporator 
The pressure drop across the evaporator in dry conditions with the tubes horizontal is shown in Figure 42.  
Evaporator air pressure drop versus volumetric flow rate  It can be seen that the pressure drop is slightly higher for 
the flat top fin than for the serpentine fin for the same volumetric air flow rate.  Also, the pressure drop across the 
both evaporators can be approximated by a quadratic function of volumetric air flow rate.   
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y = 0.0002x2 + 0.0522x - 1.4709
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Figure 42.  Evaporator air pressure drop versus volumetric flow rate 
Another useful method of comparing evaporators is by studying their effectiveness.  Effectiveness (ε) is a 
value between zero and one which describes the ratio of heat transferred (Q) to the maximum amount of heat that 
can theoretically be transferred (Qmax).  The relationship can be seen in Equation17.  The maximum amount of heat 
that can theoretically be transferred in the evaporator is determined using Equation18.   
maxQ
Q
hx =ε   (17) 
( )erieaipaa TTcmQ −= max  (18) 
Figure 43 shows the effectiveness for dry test conditions for both evaporators in both orientations.  It can be seen 
that in general the flat top fin evaporator was more effective than the round top fin evaporator.  Also, having the 



































Figure 43. Evaporator effectiveness for dry conditions 
Another method of quantifying the performance of a heat exchanger is studying its overall heat transfer 
coefficient.  This overall heat transfer coefficient is the inverse of the thermal resistance.  The usefulness of the 
overall heat transfer coefficient is that it allows the calculation of capacity based on the inlet and outlet temperatures 
of the fluid.  For the evaporator, the overall heat transfer coefficient (UA) can be multiplied by the log mean 
temperature difference (ΔTlm) to give the capacity (Q), as seen in Equation 19.  The dimensionless correction factor 
(F) is used because the heat exchanger is cross counter flow, instead of simply counter flow.  Since the temperature 
of the refrigerant in the evaporator is constant, the correction value equals one. The log mean temperature difference 
of the evaporator is given in Equation 20 as a function of the air temperatures at the inlet (Teai) and outlet (Teao) as 
well as the refrigerant temperatures at the inlet (Teri) and outlet (Tero). 
















,  (20) 
The overall heat transfer coefficient for both evaporators in both orientations can be seen in Figure 44.  Evaporator 
overall heat transfer coefficient  It can be seen that the heat transfer coefficient is greater for the flat top fin than for 
the serpentine fin.   Therefore the flat top fin is able to do more cooling with a given temperature difference.  With 
the exception of the serpentine fin in the vertical orientation, the heat transfer coefficient tends to decrease for wet 
conditions.  This is most likely due to the thermal resistance of the water which has condensed on the fin.  For the 





















































Figure 44.  Evaporator overall heat transfer coefficient 
A useful tool which can be used to qualitatively study evaporators is an infrared camera.  The camera sees 
temperatures, and can therefore help show distribution.  Warm areas in the evaporator, which are seen as red in the 
images, are those which are getting little flow or contain only vapor.  Cool areas, shown in blue, are receiving liquid 
refrigerant flow.  Infrared pictures of the evaporator at the D2 condition are shown in Figure 45, Figure 46, Figure 
47, and Figure 48.  The infrared camera was looking at the evaporator from the air inlet, or refrigerant outlet, side.  It 
can be seen that the round top fin evaporator is not receiving uniform flow, possibly due to a manufacturing defect.  
A more uniform refrigerant distribution is evident with the vertical tubes than with the horizontal tubes. 
 
Figure 45. Infrared image of flat top fin evaporator with tubes horizontal 
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Figure 46. Infrared image of flat top fin evaporator with tubes vertical 
 
Figure 47. Infrared image of round top fin evaporator with tubes horizontal 
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Figure 48. Infrared image of round top fin evaporator with tubes vertical 
Another qualitative technique employed was to take videos of water drainage off the evaporator coil when 
running wet conditions.  The flat top fin evaporator had the normal trickle down type of drainage in both 
orientations.  The round top fin evaporator also drained in this manner when it was oriented with is tubes vertical.  
However, the round top fin evaporator had poor drainage when it was oriented with tubes horizontal.  In this case, 
water would build up in all air passages until they were full.  Then the air pressure would eventually pull out all the 
water at once in a large sheet.  It should be noted that the round top fin was specifically designed to drain with the 
tubes vertical, so this result was anticipated. 
Another method used to judge the ability for the evaporators to handle condensation is to look at the rate at 
which water condensates on, and fall off, the evaporator.  The mass of the condensate accumulated per unit time was 
calculated based on the load cell readings during the test.  At steady state, the rate that water condensates on the 
evaporator is equal to the rate at which the water drains from the coil.  Figure 49 shows the rate of water drainage.  
Since humidity is difficult to control, only general trends should be garnered from the chart.  Larger values mean 
more latent load is being removed from the air.  It can be seen that the flat top fin evaporator removes water from 



































Figure 49. Water drainage rate for wet conditions 
Another way of presenting the latent cooling is by analyzing the percentage of the water removed from the 
air.  This is done by dividing the water drainage rate, which is shown in Figure 50, by the mass of water being drawn 
































Figure 50.  Percentage of water removed 
When the system also operates as a heat pump the evaporator coil also functions as the gas cooler.  For the 
heat pump testing, only the flat top fin evaporator in the tubes horizontal orientation was used.  This was done 
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because the evaporator in this configuration is what could most readily be installed in an actual box system.  The 
approach temperature for this heat exchanger is shown in Figure 51.  The trend seen between HP2 and HP4 is due to 
a steadily opening expansion valve allowing more refrigerant flow rate.  Since condition HP1 did not achieve its 
maximum capacity when by operating the system the compressor discharge temperature limit, it did not fit the trend 

























Figure 51. Indoor heat exchanger approach temperature 
5.2 Gas cooler performance 
Similar to the evaporator, the gas cooler was also compared on a number of different measures.  The first 
method used in comparing the gas coolers was by measuring the approach temperatures.  The approach temperature 
(ΔTapproach), given in Equation 21, is the difference between the air inlet (Tcai) and refrigerant outlet temperatures 
(Tcro).   
caicroapproach TTT −=Δ  (21) 
A smaller approach temperature is preferred because it means more enthalpy is being given up by the refrigerant to 
the air.  An infinite heat exchanger, with an infinite amount of time, would have an approach temperature of zero.  
The approach temperatures for both gas coolers can be seen in Figure 52.  It can be seen that the six-port gas cooler 
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Figure 52. Gas cooler approach temperature 
The pressure drop across the gas cooler was also studied.  The air pressure drop across the four-port tube 
gas cooler was 9.5 Pa, but was 10.74 Pa for the six-port tube gas cooler.  The refrigerant pressure drop through the 
four-port tube gas cooler was 57.7 kPa; it was 37.1 kPa for the six-port tube while running at the test condition.  
These differences are small enough that there will be little effect on system performance due to the pressure drop 
across these two heat exchangers.  The pressure drop across the gas cooler was also studied with respect to varying 
volumetric flow rates.  The results of these tests, conducted at room temperature, can be seen in Figure 53.  Once 
again, the six-port tube gas cooler is seen to have a higher pressure drop.  The equations shown on the graph give a 
representation of the air pressure drop as a function of volumetric flow rate. 
y = 8E-06x2 + 0.0098x + 0.82
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Figure 53.  Gas cooler air pressure drop versus volumetric flow rate 
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Similar to the evaporator, the overall thermal conductivity (UA) of the gas cooler can be found.  As this is a 
cross-counter flow heat exchanger, the correction factor (F) must be used.  In the gas cooler, both the refrigerant and 
air temperatures change.  Therefore, the correction factor must be found on correction factor charts.  Figure 54.  
Correction Factor Plot (Bowman, Mueller, Nagle) shows the chart from Bowman which is most similar to the 
configuration seen in the gas cooler.  The main difference is that the gas cooler used in our experiment has four 
passes, instead of two.  This has the effect of causing further “squaring off” the curves, so that the correction factor 
approaches unity at higher values of P.  A correction factor equal to 0.97 was estimated based on the dimensionless 
temperature ratios shown in Figure 54. 
 
Figure 54.  Correction Factor Plot (Bowman, Mueller, Nagle) 
The formula used to determine the overall heat transfer coefficient can be seen in Equation 19, but with the 
cooling capacity replaced by the gas cooler capacity.  The gas cooler capacity is determined from the refrigerant and 
air side energy balances.  The log mean temperature difference of the gas cooler (ΔTlmc), which can be calculated by 
utilizing Equation 22, is function of the air temperatures at the gas cooler inlet (Tcai) and outlet (Tcao) as well as the 


















The overall thermal conductivity can be seen in Figure 55.  Gas cooler overall heat transfer coefficient  The six-port 
tube gas cooler was able to transfer more heat given a certain temperature difference.  This may be due to increased 
































Figure 55.  Gas cooler overall heat transfer coefficient 
In heat pump mode, this outdoor heat exchanger functions as an evaporator.  Because the system was not 
designed with a defrost mechanism, the room was dehumidified before testing.  Therefore, the dew point 
temperature had to be decreased to a point below the refrigerant temperature prior to running in order to prevent 
frost from forming on the coil.  Frosting could be determined by monitoring the air pressure drop across the heat 
exchanger.  Frost causes a larger drop in air pressure across the heat exchanger.  Because of the required 
dehumidification the chamber doors could not be opened at any point the day of testing.  This precluded the ability 
to take infrared pictures, as the camera needs to be periodically supplied with liquid nitrogen. 
When the outdoor coil functions as an evaporator, it is useful to look into heat exchanger effectiveness.  
The heat exchanger effectiveness for the outdoor coil in heat pump mode can be seen in Figure 56.  As can be seen 
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Figure 56. Outdoor heat exchanger effectiveness 
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Chapter 6.  Conclusions  
Valuable knowledge was gained from this experiment.  The baseline box outperformed its rated capacity, 
making it more challenging to beat its capacity with R744.   
The R744 breadboard did perform well in both air conditioning and heap pump modes.  Lessons learned in 
previous ECU work have yielded improvements.  Due to an undersized compressor, the cooling capacity was not as 
large as that found on the R22 box.  A COP approximately equal to the breadboard system was attained.  The 
breadboard did provide a HPF greater than unity for all heat pump tests, making it is more efficient than the electric 
resistance heaters found in the baseline system. 
A great deal of knowledge was gathered from studying different evaporators and gas coolers in cross-
counter flow orientation.  
Evaporators were tested in horizontal and vertical tube orientations.  The flat top fin evaporator was found 
to work well in both horizontal and vertical orientations.  The round top fin evaporator, which may have contained a 
manufacturing defect, performed much better with the tubes vertical, than with the tubes horizontal.  Overall the best 
heat exchanger was the round top fin evaporator with the tubes vertical; however this heat exchanger performed the 
worst with the tubes horizontal.   
In air conditioning mode, both gas coolers performed similarly.  In heat pump mode, the six-port tube heat 
exchanger performed better in almost every regard in comparison to the four-port tube heat exchanger.  The only 
exception to this was air side pressure drop. 
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Appendix A.  Raw air conditioning data 
This section contains the raw data for all air conditioning test points as well as their respective pressure-
enthalpy diagrams.  The pressure-enthalpy diagrams were plotted using information calculated in the EES template. 
Many of these points were not directly used in determining system capacity, but were instead used in order 
to validate the high side pressure control strategy.  The tests that were used as the representative points for their 
given setups and test conditions, as well as for all performance data, were numbers 9, 13, 16, 18, 23, 27, 28, 31, 32, 




Test number: 1        
Evaporator  Flat top fin evaporator with tubes horizontal   
Gas cooler Four port tube gas cooler     
Test condition: D3        
Charge:   1150g        
Nominal high 
pressure: 13600kPa       
           
Dencg = 1.08  Pcpri = 4958.61  Teao = 17.35 
Deneg = 1.08  Pcro = 13688.23  Tegi = 27.58 
Denr = 1.79  Pero = 4891.60  Tego = 28.68 
dPca = 8.41  Tcai = 51.97  Tenao = 19.40 
dPcna = 170.62  Tcao = 68.81  Teri = 13.10 
dPcr = 55.71  Tcgi = -10.10  Tero = 25.23 
dPea = 30.34  Tcgo = 22.83  Tewi = 31.31 
dPena = 324.84  Tcnao = 71.11  Tewo = 20.86 
dPer = 48.37  Tcpri = 46.58  Tslhx2ro = 45.09 
dPslhx = 2.79  Tcpro = 159.52  Tslhxri = 26.08 
dPslhx2 = 14.24  Tcro = 53.62  Wcb = 0.27 
Dslope = 0.00  Tcwi = 50.94  Wch = 4.82 
Mcg = 42.05  Tcwo = 24.21  Wcomp = 1.80 
Meg = 109.12  TDPeai = 4.12  Web = 0.45 
Mr = 18.41  TDPeao = 4.12  Weh = 1.97 






















































































































































Test number: 2        
Evaporator  Flat top fin evaporator with tubes horizontal   
Gas cooler Four port tube gas cooler     
Test condition: D3        
Charge:   1200g        
Nominal high 
pressure: 13600kPa       
           
Dencg = 1.08  Pcpri = 5085.11  Teao = 17.14 
Deneg = 1.08  Pcro = 13558.78  Tegi = 27.58 
Denr = 1.79  Pero = 5016.10  Tego = 28.71 
dPca = 8.45  Tcai = 52.03  Tenao = 19.29 
dPcna = 171.62  Tcao = 69.27  Teri = 14.03 
dPcr = 55.67  Tcgi = -10.52  Tero = 21.56 
dPea = 30.26  Tcgo = 23.17  Tewi = 31.32 
dPena = 324.93  Tcnao = 71.67  Tewo = 20.87 
dPer = 55.77  Tcpri = 45.38  Tslhx2ro = 43.72 
dPslhx = 3.61  Tcpro = 154.56  Tslhxri = 22.46 
dPslhx2 = 14.67  Tcro = 53.86  Wcb = 0.29 
Dslope = 0.00  Tcwi = 51.08  Wch = 4.57 
Mcg = 76.50  Tcwo = 24.31  Wcomp = 1.79 
Meg = 107.34  TDPeai = 4.18  Web = 0.46 
Mr = 19.32  TDPeao = 4.19  Weh = 1.96 























































































































































Test number: 3        
Evaporator  Flat top fin evaporator with tubes horizontal   
Gas cooler Four port tube gas cooler     
Test condition: D3        
Charge:   1250g        
Nominal high 
pressure: 13700kPa       
           
Dencg = 1.08  Pcpri = 5171.50  Teao = 16.96 
Deneg = 1.08  Pcro = 13610.17  Tegi = 27.56 
Denr = 1.79  Pero = 5107.27  Tego = 28.72 
dPca = 8.46  Tcai = 51.83  Tenao = 19.20 
dPcna = 171.32  Tcao = 69.50  Teri = 14.66 
dPcr = 51.27  Tcgi = -10.93  Tero = 17.15 
dPea = 30.21  Tcgo = 21.18  Tewi = 31.30 
dPena = 324.75  Tcnao = 72.09  Tewo = 20.87 
dPer = 59.48  Tcpri = 43.45  Tslhx2ro = 41.02 
dPslhx = 6.18  Tcpro = 150.81  Tslhxri = 17.97 
dPslhx2 = 14.65  Tcro = 53.83  Wcb = 0.29 
Dslope = 0.00  Tcwi = 50.94  Wch = 4.50 
Mcg = 62.67  Tcwo = 24.31  Wcomp = 1.81 
Meg = 106.03  TDPeai = 3.06  Web = 0.45 
Mr = 19.96  TDPeao = 3.07  Weh = 1.97 
























































































































































Test number: 4        
Evaporator  Flat top fin evaporator with tubes horizontal   
Gas cooler Four port tube gas cooler     
Test condition: D3        
Charge:   1300g        
Nominal high 
pressure: 13700kPa       
           
Dencg = 1.08  Pcpri = 5251.73  Teao = 17.19 
Deneg = 1.08  Pcro = 13737.78  Tegi = 27.59 
Denr = 1.79  Pero = 5187.97  Tego = 28.74 
dPca = 8.49  Tcai = 51.77  Tenao = 19.25 
dPcna = 171.57  Tcao = 69.96  Teri = 15.21 
dPcr = 46.99  Tcgi = -11.06  Tero = 15.77 
dPea = 30.18  Tcgo = 20.03  Tewi = 31.17 
dPena = 325.50  Tcnao = 72.68  Tewo = 20.95 
dPer = 65.87  Tcpri = 40.75  Tslhx2ro = 37.29 
dPslhx = 8.45  Tcpro = 147.27  Tslhxri = 15.33 
dPslhx2 = 14.42  Tcro = 53.98  Wcb = 0.30 
Dslope = 0.00  Tcwi = 50.97  Wch = 4.41 
Mcg = 72.31  Tcwo = 24.26  Wcomp = 1.83 
Meg = 106.48  TDPeai = 3.40  Web = 0.46 
Mr = 20.72  TDPeao = 3.45  Weh = 1.95 























































































































































Test number: 5        
Evaporator  Flat top fin evaporator with tubes horizontal   
Gas cooler Four port tube gas cooler     
Test condition: W3        
Charge:   1300g        
Nominal high 
pressure: 9500kPa       
           
Dencg = 1.08  Pcpri = 5376.29  Teao = 19.82 
Deneg = 1.08  Pcro = 13777.05  Tegi = 27.83 
Denr = 1.79  Pero = 5311.08  Tego = 28.99 
dPca = 8.45  Tcai = 51.82  Tenao = 20.66 
dPcna = 170.81  Tcao = 70.65  Teri = 16.27 
dPcr = 51.42  Tcgi = -11.59  Tero = 16.88 
dPea = 42.44  Tcgo = 18.30  Tewi = 31.58 
dPena = 323.53  Tcnao = 73.26  Tewo = 20.94 
dPer = 67.00  Tcpri = 42.56  Tslhx2ro = 39.88 
dPslhx = 8.90  Tcpro = 146.52  Tslhxri = 17.61 
dPslhx2 = 15.34  Tcro = 54.20  Wcb = 0.29 
Dslope = 0.00  Tcwi = 50.98  Wch = 4.20 
Mcg = 54.66  Tcwo = 24.41  Wcomp = 1.84 
Meg = 103.92  TDPeai = 20.11  Web = 0.46 
Mr = 21.26  TDPeao = 18.91  Weh = 1.58 























































































































































Test number: 6        
Evaporator  Flat top fin evaporator with tubes horizontal   
Gas cooler Four port tube gas cooler     
Test condition: D1        
Charge:   1300g        
Nominal high 
pressure: 10300kPa       
           
Dencg = 1.08  Pcpri = 4841.48  Teao = 14.30 
Deneg = 1.08  Pcro = 9527.33  Tegi = 25.43 
Denr = 1.79  Pero = 4760.07  Tego = 26.43 
dPca = 10.26  Tcai = 32.18  Tenao = 16.90 
dPcna = 170.23  Tcao = 49.82  Teri = 11.87 
dPcr = 59.17  Tcgi = -12.81  Tero = 12.37 
dPea = 30.86  Tcgo = 3.98  Tewi = 30.33 
dPena = 335.77  Tcnao = 51.67  Tewo = 20.91 
dPer = 72.49  Tcpri = 30.13  Tslhx2ro = 30.36 
dPslhx = 3.80  Tcpro = 100.36  Tslhxri = 11.91 
dPslhx2 = 18.59  Tcro = 38.31  Wcb = 0.27 
Dslope = 0.00  Tcwi = 31.46  Wch = 4.27 
Mcg = 103.69  Tcwo = 23.56  Wcomp = 1.29 
Meg = 158.05  TDPeai = 6.25  Web = 0.46 
Mr = 22.92  TDPeao = 6.39  Weh = 1.39 
























































































































































Test number: 7        
Evaporator  Flat top fin evaporator with tubes horizontal   
Gas cooler Four port tube gas cooler     
Test condition: D1        
Charge:   1300g        
Nominal high 
pressure: 10791kPa       
           
Dencg = 1.08  Pcpri = 4690.30  Teao = 13.20 
Deneg = 1.08  Pcro = 10284.29  Tegi = 25.81 
Denr = 1.79  Pero = 4609.88  Tego = 26.83 
dPca = 10.27  Tcai = 32.43  Tenao = 15.98 
dPcna = 172.29  Tcao = 50.80  Teri = 10.27 
dPcr = 53.23  Tcgi = -11.83  Tero = 11.06 
dPea = 30.94  Tcgo = 5.13  Tewi = 30.16 
dPena = 336.70  Tcnao = 52.87  Tewo = 20.93 
dPer = 54.72  Tcpri = 28.55  Tslhx2ro = 27.18 
dPslhx = 3.30  Tcpro = 109.12  Tslhxri = 10.61 
dPslhx2 = 16.81  Tcro = 37.10  Wcb = 0.27 
Dslope = 0.00  Tcwi = 31.92  Wch = 4.13 
Mcg = 109.93  Tcwo = 23.54  Wcomp = 1.39 
Meg = 163.77  TDPeai = 6.85  Web = 0.47 
Mr = 21.38  TDPeao = 6.98  Weh = 1.44 
























































































































































Test number: 8        
Evaporator  Flat top fin evaporator with tubes horizontal   
Gas cooler Four port tube gas cooler     
Test condition: D1        
Charge:   1300g        
Nominal high 
pressure: 11400kPa       
           
Dencg = 1.08  Pcpri = 4635.26  Teao = 12.86 
Deneg = 1.08  Pcro = 10782.31  Tegi = 26.11 
Denr = 1.79  Pero = 4558.54  Tego = 27.16 
dPca = 10.28  Tcai = 32.47  Tenao = 15.67 
dPcna = 172.95  Tcao = 51.06  Teri = 9.65 
dPcr = 50.83  Tcgi = -11.37  Tero = 10.61 
dPea = 30.98  Tcgo = 5.56  Tewi = 30.08 
dPena = 337.68  Tcnao = 53.15  Tewo = 20.95 
dPer = 54.17  Tcpri = 27.29  Tslhx2ro = 25.45 
dPslhx = 3.04  Tcpro = 115.05  Tslhxri = 10.16 
dPslhx2 = 15.76  Tcro = 35.72  Wcb = 0.27 
Dslope = 0.00  Tcwi = 31.98  Wch = 4.03 
Mcg = 96.12  Tcwo = 23.55  Wcomp = 1.45 
Meg = 166.43  TDPeai = 7.45  Web = 0.47 
Mr = 20.64  TDPeao = 7.52  Weh = 1.43 























































































































































Test number: 9        
Evaporator  Flat top fin evaporator with tubes horizontal   
Gas cooler Four port tube gas cooler     
Test condition: D1        
Charge:   1300g        
Nominal high 
pressure: 11900kPa       
           
Dencg = 1.08  Pcpri = 4617.75  Teao = 12.85 
Deneg = 1.08  Pcro = 11392.27  Tegi = 26.38 
Denr = 1.79  Pero = 4543.54  Tego = 27.44 
dPca = 10.25  Tcai = 32.57  Tenao = 15.68 
dPcna = 173.06  Tcao = 51.52  Teri = 9.43 
dPcr = 48.62  Tcgi = -10.80  Tero = 10.49 
dPea = 30.98  Tcgo = 6.23  Tewi = 30.19 
dPena = 338.22  Tcnao = 53.60  Tewo = 20.95 
dPer = 47.72  Tcpri = 26.81  Tslhx2ro = 24.99 
dPslhx = 1.44  Tcpro = 120.86  Tslhxri = 10.33 
dPslhx2 = 14.93  Tcro = 35.13  Wcb = 0.27 
Dslope = 0.00  Tcwi = 32.05  Wch = 4.16 
Mcg = 139.31  Tcwo = 23.69  Wcomp = 1.52 
Meg = 168.88  TDPeai = 7.96  Web = 0.46 
Mr = 20.14  TDPeao = 8.02  Weh = 1.48 























































































































































Test number: 10        
Evaporator  Flat top fin evaporator with tubes horizontal   
Gas cooler Four port tube gas cooler     
Test condition: D1        
Charge:   1300g        
Nominal high 
pressure: 11600kPa       
           
Dencg = 1.08  Pcpri = 4610.67  Teao = 12.90 
Deneg = 1.08  Pcro = 11912.47  Tegi = 26.45 
Denr = 1.18  Pero = 4543.58  Tego = 27.53 
dPca = 10.24  Tcai = 32.59  Tenao = 15.75 
dPcna = 173.45  Tcao = 51.61  Teri = 9.31 
dPcr = 48.14  Tcgi = -10.70  Tero = 10.50 
dPea = 30.97  Tcgo = 6.41  Tewi = 30.19 
dPena = 337.51  Tcnao = 53.84  Tewo = 20.94 
dPer = 42.45  Tcpri = 26.74  Tslhx2ro = 24.96 
dPslhx = 0.60  Tcpro = 125.47  Tslhxri = 11.39 
dPslhx2 = 14.60  Tcro = 34.75  Wcb = 0.27 
Dslope = 0.00  Tcwi = 32.03  Wch = 4.11 
Mcg = 126.31  Tcwo = 23.70  Wcomp = 1.58 
Meg = 169.19  TDPeai = 8.21  Web = 0.47 
Mr = 19.84  TDPeao = 8.23  Weh = 1.42 























































































































































Test number: 11        
Evaporator  Flat top fin evaporator with tubes horizontal   
Gas cooler Four port tube gas cooler     
Test condition: D2        
Charge:   1300g        
Nominal high 
pressure: 12200kPa       
           
Dencg = 1.08  Pcpri = 5069.35  Teao = 16.59 
Deneg = 1.08  Pcro = 11575.23  Tegi = 28.17 
Denr = 1.79  Pero = 4995.82  Tego = 29.34 
dPca = 9.38  Tcai = 43.52  Tenao = 18.65 
dPcna = 175.75  Tcao = 60.88  Teri = 13.80 
dPcr = 53.88  Tcgi = -15.08  Tero = 14.27 
dPea = 34.25  Tcgo = 15.07  Tewi = 31.80 
dPena = 329.59  Tcnao = 63.13  Tewo = 21.07 
dPer = 67.09  Tcpri = 36.03  Tslhx2ro = 35.05 
dPslhx = 4.75  Tcpro = 122.87  Tslhxri = 13.78 
dPslhx2 = 16.65  Tcro = 47.03  Wcb = 0.27 
Dslope = 0.00  Tcwi = 42.71  Wch = 3.27 
Mcg = 42.88  Tcwo = 23.57  Wcomp = 1.54 
Meg = 87.12  TDPeai = 6.25  Web = 0.46 
Mr = 22.04  TDPeao = 6.39  Weh = 2.23 























































































































































Test number: 12        
Evaporator  Flat top fin evaporator with tubes horizontal   
Gas cooler Four port tube gas cooler     
Test condition: D2        
Charge:   1300g        
Nominal high 
pressure: 12800kPa       
           
Dencg = 1.08  Pcpri = 4993.57  Teao = 16.19 
Deneg = 1.08  Pcro = 12176.80  Tegi = 28.17 
Denr = 1.79  Pero = 4922.29  Tego = 29.36 
dPca = 9.41  Tcai = 43.41  Tenao = 18.41 
dPcna = 176.37  Tcao = 61.37  Teri = 13.05 
dPcr = 50.24  Tcgi = -14.93  Tero = 13.67 
dPea = 34.86  Tcgo = 14.52  Tewi = 31.72 
dPena = 329.90  Tcnao = 63.82  Tewo = 21.07 
dPer = 57.47  Tcpri = 35.44  Tslhx2ro = 33.18 
dPslhx = 5.35  Tcpro = 129.48  Tslhxri = 13.20 
dPslhx2 = 15.58  Tcro = 46.47  Wcb = 0.28 
Dslope = 0.00  Tcwi = 42.79  Wch = 3.02 
Mcg = 11.16  Tcwo = 23.60  Wcomp = 1.62 
Meg = 87.89  TDPeai = 6.85  Web = 0.46 
Mr = 21.11  TDPeao = 6.98  Weh = 2.19 























































































































































Test number: 13        
Evaporator  Flat top fin evaporator with tubes horizontal   
Gas cooler Four port tube gas cooler     
Test condition: D2        
Charge:   1300g        
Nominal high 
pressure: 13500kPa       
           
Dencg = 1.08  Pcpri = 4933.32  Teao = 16.02 
Deneg = 1.08  Pcro = 12753.70  Tegi = 28.19 
Denr = 1.79  Pero = 4865.12  Tego = 29.37 
dPca = 9.44  Tcai = 43.45  Tenao = 18.24 
dPcna = 175.69  Tcao = 61.50  Teri = 12.41 
dPcr = 47.11  Tcgi = -14.78  Tero = 13.17 
dPea = 35.75  Tcgo = 14.74  Tewi = 31.71 
dPena = 329.16  Tcnao = 63.85  Tewo = 21.10 
dPer = 58.25  Tcpri = 34.50  Tslhx2ro = 31.52 
dPslhx = 5.46  Tcpro = 135.90  Tslhxri = 12.70 
dPslhx2 = 14.57  Tcro = 45.60  Wcb = 0.28 
Dslope = 0.00  Tcwi = 42.78  Wch = 2.84 
Mcg = 27.29  Tcwo = 23.78  Wcomp = 1.69 
Meg = 87.52  TDPeai = 7.45  Web = 0.46 
Mr = 20.35  TDPeao = 7.52  Weh = 2.24 























































































































































Test number: 14        
Evaporator  Flat top fin evaporator with tubes horizontal   
Gas cooler Four port tube gas cooler     
Test condition: D2        
Charge:   1300g        
Nominal high 
pressure: 13400kPa       
           
Dencg = 1.08  Pcpri = 4905.33  Teao = 16.35 
Deneg = 1.08  Pcro = 13542.21  Tegi = 28.21 
Denr = 1.79  Pero = 4838.97  Tego = 29.39 
dPca = 9.41  Tcai = 43.49  Tenao = 18.06 
dPcna = 176.11  Tcao = 61.86  Teri = 12.10 
dPcr = 45.42  Tcgi = -14.84  Tero = 12.94 
dPea = 35.87  Tcgo = 14.88  Tewi = 31.71 
dPena = 330.02  Tcnao = 64.09  Tewo = 21.11 
dPer = 47.15  Tcpri = 33.97  Tslhx2ro = 31.22 
dPslhx = 1.11  Tcpro = 142.11  Tslhxri = 12.52 
dPslhx2 = 13.84  Tcro = 45.32  Wcb = 0.28 
Dslope = 0.00  Tcwi = 42.83  Wch = 2.69 
Mcg = 58.62  Tcwo = 23.80  Wcomp = 1.77 
Meg = 87.10  TDPeai = 8.02  Web = 0.47 
Mr = 19.74  TDPeao = 7.45  Weh = 2.26 























































































































































Test number: 15        
Evaporator  Flat top fin evaporator with tubes horizontal   
Gas cooler Four port tube gas cooler     
Test condition: D3        
Charge:   1300g        
Nominal high 
pressure: 14100kPa       
           
Dencg = 1.08  Pcpri = 5312.83  Teao = 17.75 
Deneg = 1.08  Pcro = 13400.00  Tegi = 28.29 
Denr = 1.79  Pero = 5246.81  Tego = 29.42 
dPca = 8.64  Tcai = 51.84  Tenao = 19.75 
dPcna = 174.18  Tcao = 69.67  Teri = 15.77 
dPcr = 49.36  Tcgi = -14.15  Tero = 16.25 
dPea = 30.70  Tcgo = 14.08  Tewi = 31.76 
dPena = 333.42  Tcnao = 72.21  Tewo = 21.13 
dPer = 46.41  Tcpri = 41.63  Tslhx2ro = 39.15 
dPslhx = 7.54  Tcpro = 143.17  Tslhxri = 15.81 
dPslhx2 = 15.14  Tcro = 54.29  Wcb = 0.27 
Dslope = 0.00  Tcwi = 51.02  Wch = 3.69 
Mcg = 31.63  Tcwo = 23.91  Wcomp = 1.77 
Meg = 91.52  TDPeai = 6.85  Web = 0.46 
Mr = 21.30  TDPeao = 6.98  Weh = 1.91 























































































































































Test number: 16        
Evaporator  Flat top fin evaporator with tubes horizontal   
Gas cooler Four port tube gas cooler     
Test condition: D3        
Charge:   1300g        
Nominal high 
pressure: 10200kPa       
           
Dencg = 1.08  Pcpri = 5245.58  Teao = 17.34 
Deneg = 1.08  Pcro = 14055.48  Tegi = 28.25 
Denr = 1.79  Pero = 5180.20  Tego = 29.41 
dPca = 8.64  Tcai = 51.79  Tenao = 19.42 
dPcna = 174.66  Tcao = 69.84  Teri = 15.12 
dPcr = 47.28  Tcgi = -14.12  Tero = 15.71 
dPea = 30.82  Tcgo = 14.14  Tewi = 31.85 
dPena = 333.24  Tcnao = 72.43  Tewo = 21.10 
dPer = 65.09  Tcpri = 41.27  Tslhx2ro = 37.77 
dPslhx = 9.01  Tcpro = 149.07  Tslhxri = 15.27 
dPslhx2 = 14.28  Tcro = 53.67  Wcb = 0.27 
Dslope = 0.00  Tcwi = 50.69  Wch = 3.95 
Mcg = 73.69  Tcwo = 23.82  Wcomp = 1.87 
Meg = 92.03  TDPeai = 7.45  Web = 0.46 
Mr = 20.58  TDPeao = 7.52  Weh = 2.05 






















































































































































Test number: 17        
Evaporator  Flat top fin evaporator with tubes horizontal   
Gas cooler Four port tube gas cooler     
Test condition: W1        
Charge:   1300g        
Nominal high 
pressure: 10800kPa       
           
Dencg = 1.08  Pcpri = 4978.21  Teao = 19.38 
Deneg = 1.08  Pcro = 10255.35  Tegi = 27.34 
Denr = 1.79  Pero = 4892.55  Tego = 28.15 
dPca = 10.31  Tcai = 32.64  Tenao = 19.72 
dPcna = 172.97  Tcao = 52.00  Teri = 13.08 
dPcr = 68.60  Tcgi = -7.06  Tero = 18.88 
dPea = 47.75  Tcgo = 20.77  Tewi = 30.32 
dPena = 320.06  Tcnao = 53.68  Tewo = 20.94 
dPer = 72.11  Tcpri = 32.01  Tslhx2ro = 31.78 
dPslhx = 3.03  Tcpro = 108.40  Tslhxri = 19.07 
dPslhx2 = 19.46  Tcro = 37.62  Wcb = 0.27 
Dslope = 0.00  Tcwi = 31.92  Wch = 5.43 
Mcg = -15.22  Tcwo = 24.62  Wcomp = 1.38 
Meg = 110.11  TDPeai = 20.73  Web = 0.47 
Mr = 22.89  TDPeao = 17.38  Weh = 0.52 























































































































































Test number: 18        
Evaporator  Flat top fin evaporator with tubes horizontal   
Gas cooler Four port tube gas cooler     
Test condition: W1        
Charge:   1300g        
Nominal high 
pressure: 11500kPa       
           
Dencg = 1.08  Pcpri = 4904.94  Teao = 19.51 
Deneg = 1.08  Pcro = 10848.07  Tegi = 27.23 
Denr = 1.79  Pero = 4822.06  Tego = 28.04 
dPca = 10.59  Tcai = 32.64  Tenao = 19.87 
dPcna = 179.03  Tcao = 52.10  Teri = 12.42 
dPcr = 67.47  Tcgi = -6.47  Tero = 20.71 
dPea = 45.94  Tcgo = 21.00  Tewi = 30.72 
dPena = 312.20  Tcnao = 54.19  Tewo = 21.01 
dPer = 56.30  Tcpri = 31.75  Tslhx2ro = 31.22 
dPslhx = 2.32  Tcpro = 113.83  Tslhxri = 20.86 
dPslhx2 = 18.69  Tcro = 36.64  Wcb = 0.28 
Dslope = 0.00  Tcwi = 32.01  Wch = 5.41 
Mcg = -11.40  Tcwo = 24.61  Wcomp = 1.45 
Meg = 112.33  TDPeai = 20.78  Web = 0.46 
Mr = 22.04  TDPeao = 17.44  Weh = 0.62 























































































































































Test number: 19        
Evaporator  Flat top fin evaporator with tubes horizontal   
Gas cooler Four port tube gas cooler     
Test condition: W1        
Charge:   1300g        
Nominal high 
pressure: 12300kPa       
           
Dencg = 1.08  Pcpri = 4839.58  Teao = 19.16 
Deneg = 1.08  Pcro = 11536.63  Tegi = 27.35 
Denr = 1.79  Pero = 4758.90  Tego = 28.16 
dPca = 10.55  Tcai = 32.64  Tenao = 19.52 
dPcna = 179.44  Tcao = 52.19  Teri = 11.73 
dPcr = 63.82  Tcgi = -6.50  Tero = 21.29 
dPea = 46.11  Tcgo = 21.10  Tewi = 30.40 
dPena = 311.29  Tcnao = 54.32  Tewo = 20.97 
dPer = 56.83  Tcpri = 30.82  Tslhx2ro = 29.94 
dPslhx = 4.58  Tcpro = 121.12  Tslhxri = 21.51 
dPslhx2 = 17.48  Tcro = 35.05  Wcb = 0.28 
Dslope = 0.00  Tcwi = 31.98  Wch = 5.33 
Mcg = -6.99  Tcwo = 24.59  Wcomp = 1.54 
Meg = 112.30  TDPeai = 20.63  Web = 0.46 
Mr = 21.14  TDPeao = 16.98  Weh = 0.49 























































































































































Test number: 20        
Evaporator  Flat top fin evaporator with tubes horizontal   
Gas cooler Four port tube gas cooler     
Test condition: W1        
Charge:   1300g        
Nominal high 
pressure: 10600kPa       
           
Dencg = 1.08  Pcpri = 4823.03  Teao = 19.24 
Deneg = 1.08  Pcro = 12321.85  Tegi = 27.34 
Denr = 1.79  Pero = 4745.89  Tego = 28.15 
dPca = 10.30  Tcai = 32.66  Tenao = 19.52 
dPcna = 173.13  Tcao = 52.76  Teri = 11.50 
dPcr = 61.66  Tcgi = -6.68  Tero = 22.05 
dPea = 45.83  Tcgo = 21.02  Tewi = 30.34 
dPena = 311.35  Tcnao = 54.82  Tewo = 20.94 
dPer = 46.48  Tcpri = 30.64  Tslhx2ro = 29.80 
dPslhx = 1.37  Tcpro = 127.95  Tslhxri = 22.22 
dPslhx2 = 16.53  Tcro = 34.67  Wcb = 0.27 
Dslope = 0.00  Tcwi = 31.96  Wch = 5.25 
Mcg = -12.94  Tcwo = 24.58  Wcomp = 1.63 
Meg = 111.46  TDPeai = 20.69  Web = 0.46 
Mr = 20.49  TDPeao = 16.91  Weh = 0.48 























































































































































Test number: 21        
Evaporator  Flat top fin evaporator with tubes horizontal   
Gas cooler Four port tube gas cooler     
Test condition: W2        
Charge:   1300g        
Nominal high 
pressure: 11400kPa       
           
Dencg = 1.08  Pcpri = 5430.05  Teao = 20.67 
Deneg = 1.08  Pcro = 10640.62  Tegi = 27.74 
Denr = 1.79  Pero = 5345.60  Tego = 28.76 
dPca = 9.42  Tcai = 43.48  Tenao = 21.23 
dPcna = 174.13  Tcao = 60.13  Teri = 17.05 
dPcr = 69.62  Tcgi = -14.05  Tero = 18.18 
dPea = 45.19  Tcgo = 22.50  Tewi = 31.91 
dPena = 326.46  Tcnao = 62.21  Tewo = 20.94 
dPer = 90.93  Tcpri = 39.07  Tslhx2ro = 40.34 
dPslhx = 10.22  Tcpro = 111.62  Tslhxri = 18.45 
dPslhx2 = 20.53  Tcro = 47.45  Wcb = 0.27 
Dslope = 0.00  Tcwi = 42.80  Wch = 3.35 
Mcg = -31.49  Tcwo = 24.56  Wcomp = 1.41 
Meg = 82.91  TDPeai = 20.55  Web = 0.47 
Mr = 25.19  TDPeao = 18.98  Weh = 1.75 























































































































































Test number: 22        
Evaporator  Flat top fin evaporator with tubes horizontal   
Gas cooler Four port tube gas cooler     
Test condition: W2        
Charge:   1300g        
Nominal high 
pressure: 12200kPa       
           
Dencg = 1.08  Pcpri = 5286.59  Teao = 20.23 
Deneg = 1.08  Pcro = 11392.11  Tegi = 27.42 
Denr = 1.79  Pero = 5206.99  Tego = 28.37 
dPca = 9.45  Tcai = 43.56  Tenao = 20.70 
dPcna = 173.84  Tcao = 61.41  Teri = 15.74 
dPcr = 64.17  Tcgi = -13.80  Tero = 18.26 
dPea = 46.30  Tcgo = 21.82  Tewi = 31.46 
dPena = 324.66  Tcnao = 63.68  Tewo = 20.92 
dPer = 79.06  Tcpri = 38.68  Tslhx2ro = 38.65 
dPslhx = 5.26  Tcpro = 120.21  Tslhxri = 18.61 
dPslhx2 = 18.78  Tcro = 47.18  Wcb = 0.27 
Dslope = 0.00  Tcwi = 42.69  Wch = 3.42 
Mcg = -41.26  Tcwo = 24.57  Wcomp = 1.52 
Meg = 84.77  TDPeai = 20.71  Web = 0.47 
Mr = 23.32  TDPeao = 18.60  Weh = 1.86 























































































































































Test number: 23        
Evaporator  Flat top fin evaporator with tubes horizontal   
Gas cooler Four port tube gas cooler     
Test condition: W2        
Charge:   1300g        
Nominal high 
pressure: 12300kPa       
           
Dencg = 1.08  Pcpri = 5203.71  Teao = 20.13 
Deneg = 1.08  Pcro = 12203.43  Tegi = 28.04 
Denr = 1.79  Pero = 5127.32  Tego = 29.07 
dPca = 9.42  Tcai = 43.47  Tenao = 20.53 
dPcna = 174.00  Tcao = 62.18  Teri = 14.96 
dPcr = 59.94  Tcgi = -13.78  Tero = 18.29 
dPea = 48.12  Tcgo = 23.08  Tewi = 31.68 
dPena = 321.56  Tcnao = 64.49  Tewo = 20.96 
dPer = 62.35  Tcpri = 38.13  Tslhx2ro = 37.15 
dPslhx = 4.18  Tcpro = 128.81  Tslhxri = 18.80 
dPslhx2 = 17.44  Tcro = 46.78  Wcb = 0.28 
Dslope = 0.00  Tcwi = 42.77  Wch = 3.11 
Mcg = -25.31  Tcwo = 24.54  Wcomp = 1.61 
Meg = 84.32  TDPeai = 20.49  Web = 0.47 
Mr = 22.10  TDPeao = 18.20  Weh = 1.69 























































































































































Test number: 24        
Evaporator  Flat top fin evaporator with tubes horizontal   
Gas cooler Four port tube gas cooler     
Test condition: W2        
Charge:   1300g        
Nominal high 
pressure: 13000kPa       
           
Dencg = 1.08  Pcpri = 5192.38  Teao = 20.22 
Deneg = 1.08  Pcro = 12250.90  Tegi = 27.96 
Denr = 1.79  Pero = 5113.84  Tego = 28.99 
dPca = 9.42  Tcai = 43.55  Tenao = 20.57 
dPcna = 174.37  Tcao = 62.18  Teri = 14.87 
dPcr = 60.65  Tcgi = -13.80  Tero = 19.16 
dPea = 47.55  Tcgo = 22.90  Tewi = 31.67 
dPena = 322.78  Tcnao = 64.45  Tewo = 20.94 
dPer = 62.00  Tcpri = 38.49  Tslhx2ro = 37.56 
dPslhx = 3.96  Tcpro = 128.23  Tslhxri = 19.65 
dPslhx2 = 17.67  Tcro = 46.78  Wcb = 0.28 
Dslope = 0.00  Tcwi = 42.84  Wch = 3.13 
Mcg = 2.44  Tcwo = 24.55  Wcomp = 1.62 
Meg = 84.47  TDPeai = 20.78  Web = 0.47 
Mr = 22.11  TDPeao = 18.13  Weh = 1.63 























































































































































Test number: 25        
Evaporator  Flat top fin evaporator with tubes horizontal   
Gas cooler Four port tube gas cooler     
Test condition: W3        
Charge:   1300g        
Nominal high 
pressure: 13700kPa       
           
Dencg = 1.08  Pcpri = 5427.94  Teao = 20.74 
Deneg = 1.08  Pcro = 13049.80  Tegi = 28.09 
Denr = 1.79  Pero = 5355.70  Tego = 29.08 
dPca = 8.60  Tcai = 51.85  Tenao = 21.28 
dPcna = 172.11  Tcao = 69.75  Teri = 16.83 
dPcr = 56.88  Tcgi = -11.37  Tero = 18.42 
dPea = 45.27  Tcgo = 23.94  Tewi = 31.64 
dPena = 324.73  Tcnao = 72.02  Tewo = 20.96 
dPer = 69.60  Tcpri = 43.23  Tslhx2ro = 42.22 
dPslhx = 4.70  Tcpro = 137.70  Tslhxri = 19.01 
dPslhx2 = 16.86  Tcro = 54.45  Wcb = 0.27 
Dslope = 0.00  Tcwi = 50.64  Wch = 5.01 
Mcg = -11.67  Tcwo = 24.60  Wcomp = 1.73 
Meg = 94.79  TDPeai = 20.64  Web = 0.47 
Mr = 22.36  TDPeao = 19.19  Weh = 1.52 























































































































































Test number: 26        
Evaporator  Flat top fin evaporator with tubes horizontal   
Gas cooler Four port tube gas cooler     
Test condition: W3        
Charge:   1300g        
Nominal high 
pressure: 14000kPa       
           
Dencg = 1.08  Pcpri = 5407.88  Teao = 20.77 
Deneg = 1.08  Pcro = 13685.40  Tegi = 28.09 
Denr = 1.79  Pero = 5338.18  Tego = 29.09 
dPca = 8.59  Tcai = 51.92  Tenao = 21.26 
dPcna = 173.02  Tcao = 70.36  Teri = 16.56 
dPcr = 53.93  Tcgi = -10.99  Tero = 18.61 
dPea = 46.17  Tcgo = 24.20  Tewi = 31.63 
dPena = 322.75  Tcnao = 72.89  Tewo = 20.98 
dPer = 64.55  Tcpri = 43.29  Tslhx2ro = 41.22 
dPslhx = 7.09  Tcpro = 144.81  Tslhxri = 19.26 
dPslhx2 = 15.88  Tcro = 54.30  Wcb = 0.27 
Dslope = 0.00  Tcwi = 51.01  Wch = 4.68 
Mcg = 14.13  Tcwo = 24.58  Wcomp = 1.82 
Meg = 96.35  TDPeai = 20.81  Web = 0.47 
Mr = 21.55  TDPeao = 19.06  Weh = 1.51 























































































































































Test number: 27        
Evaporator  Flat top fin evaporator with tubes horizontal   
Gas cooler Four port tube gas cooler     
Test condition: W3        
Charge:   1300g        
Nominal high 
pressure: 11500kPa       
           
Dencg = 1.08  Pcpri = 5377.68  Teao = 20.60 
Deneg = 1.08  Pcro = 14023.69  Tegi = 28.06 
Denr = 1.79  Pero = 5310.56  Tego = 29.09 
dPca = 8.62  Tcai = 51.93  Tenao = 21.10 
dPcna = 172.96  Tcao = 70.74  Teri = 16.28 
dPcr = 52.08  Tcgi = -10.98  Tero = 18.28 
dPea = 46.31  Tcgo = 23.94  Tewi = 31.60 
dPena = 322.31  Tcnao = 73.37  Tewo = 20.98 
dPer = 69.13  Tcpri = 43.21  Tslhx2ro = 40.33 
dPslhx = 10.43  Tcpro = 148.68  Tslhxri = 19.03 
dPslhx2 = 15.36  Tcro = 54.05  Wcb = 0.27 
Dslope = 0.00  Tcwi = 51.00  Wch = 4.62 
Mcg = -9.23  Tcwo = 24.60  Wcomp = 1.87 
Meg = 96.39  TDPeai = 20.60  Web = 0.48 
Mr = 21.08  TDPeao = 18.83  Weh = 1.50 























































































































































Test number: 28        
Evaporator  Flat top fin evaporator with tubes vertical   
Gas cooler Four port tube gas cooler     
Test condition: D1        
Charge:   1300g        
Nominal high 
pressure: 12100kPa       
           
Dencg = 1.08  Pcpri = 4768.67  Teao = 13.17 
Deneg = 1.08  Pcro = 11508.36  Tegi = 26.77 
Denr = 1.79  Pero = 4692.66  Tego = 27.61 
dPca = 10.31  Tcai = 32.09  Tenao = 16.53 
dPcna = 174.42  Tcao = 51.74  Teri = 10.03 
dPcr = 57.54  Tcgi = -7.09  Tero = 11.65 
dPea = 31.32  Tcgo = 20.37  Tewi = 31.05 
dPena = 343.00  Tcnao = 53.81  Tewo = 20.83 
dPer = 53.45  Tcpri = 25.49  Tslhx2ro = 23.50 
dPslhx = 0.73  Tcpro = 117.07  Tslhxri = 11.22 
dPslhx2 = 15.63  Tcro = 35.46  Wcb = 0.30 
Dslope = 0.00  Tcwi = 31.64  Wch = 5.29 
Mcg = 112.25  Tcwo = 23.00  Wcomp = 1.54 
Meg = 110.62  TDPeai = 4.02  Web = 0.47 
Mr = 21.27  TDPeao = 4.15  Weh = 0.60 























































































































































Test number: 29        
Evaporator  Flat top fin evaporator with tubes vertical   
Gas cooler Four port tube gas cooler     
Test condition: D1        
Charge:   1300g        
Nominal high 
pressure: 13000kPa       
           
Dencg = 1.08  Pcpri = 4766.58  Teao = 13.12 
Deneg = 1.08  Pcro = 12152.73  Tegi = 27.57 
Denr = 1.79  Pero = 4692.57  Tego = 28.63 
dPca = 10.33  Tcai = 32.27  Tenao = 16.54 
dPcna = 174.28  Tcao = 51.93  Teri = 9.83 
dPcr = 55.50  Tcgi = -7.46  Tero = 11.58 
dPea = 31.31  Tcgo = 20.37  Tewi = 31.30 
dPena = 343.87  Tcnao = 54.14  Tewo = 20.82 
dPer = 46.32  Tcpri = 25.21  Tslhx2ro = 23.44 
dPslhx = 0.76  Tcpro = 122.68  Tslhxri = 11.15 
dPslhx2 = 15.18  Tcro = 35.13  Wcb = 0.30 
Dslope = 0.00  Tcwi = 31.69  Wch = 5.37 
Mcg = 95.16  Tcwo = 23.13  Wcomp = 1.62 
Meg = 109.56  TDPeai = 5.89  Web = 0.47 
Mr = 23.56  TDPeao = 5.97  Weh = 0.21 























































































































































Test number: 30        
Evaporator  Flat top fin evaporator with tubes vertical   
Gas cooler Four port tube gas cooler     
Test condition: D2        
Charge:   1300g        
Nominal high 
pressure: 13300kPa       
           
Dencg = 1.08  Pcpri = 5137.10  Teao = 15.91 
Deneg = 1.08  Pcro = 13017.19  Tegi = 27.78 
Denr = 1.79  Pero = 5067.46  Tego = 28.96 
dPca = 9.21  Tcai = 43.76  Tenao = 18.64 
dPcna = 171.95  Tcao = 62.79  Teri = 13.34 
dPcr = 55.77  Tcgi = -12.25  Tero = 14.58 
dPea = 31.11  Tcgo = 20.36  Tewi = 31.52 
dPena = 341.40  Tcnao = 65.12  Tewo = 20.85 
dPer = 63.84  Tcpri = 33.66  Tslhx2ro = 30.80 
dPslhx = 4.76  Tcpro = 133.79  Tslhxri = 14.15 
dPslhx2 = 15.00  Tcro = 46.42  Wcb = 0.29 
Dslope = 0.00  Tcwi = 43.12  Wch = 3.59 
Mcg = 64.42  Tcwo = 23.58  Wcomp = 1.74 
Meg = 96.35  TDPeai = 6.76  Web = 0.47 
Mr = 24.06  TDPeao = 6.83  Weh = 0.89 























































































































































Test number: 31        
Evaporator  Flat top fin evaporator with tubes vertical   
Gas cooler Four port tube gas cooler     
Test condition: D2        
Charge:   1300g        
Nominal high 
pressure: 14000kPa       
           
Dencg = 1.08  Pcpri = 5130.23  Teao = 15.77 
Deneg = 1.08  Pcro = 13324.95  Tegi = 27.63 
Denr = 1.79  Pero = 5061.15  Tego = 28.74 
dPca = 9.23  Tcai = 43.49  Tenao = 18.58 
dPcna = 172.14  Tcao = 62.78  Teri = 13.24 
dPcr = 55.07  Tcgi = -12.56  Tero = 14.52 
dPea = 31.18  Tcgo = 19.42  Tewi = 31.40 
dPena = 341.16  Tcnao = 65.08  Tewo = 20.82 
dPer = 58.24  Tcpri = 33.51  Tslhx2ro = 30.78 
dPslhx = 2.63  Tcpro = 135.66  Tslhxri = 14.10 
dPslhx2 = 14.52  Tcro = 46.26  Wcb = 0.30 
Dslope = 0.00  Tcwi = 42.79  Wch = 3.73 
Mcg = 111.84  Tcwo = 23.03  Wcomp = 1.77 
Meg = 96.77  TDPeai = 6.50  Web = 0.47 
Mr = 23.85  TDPeao = 6.54  Weh = 1.38 























































































































































Test number: 32        
Evaporator  Flat top fin evaporator with tubes vertical   
Gas cooler Four port tube gas cooler     
Test condition: D3        
Charge:   1300g        
Nominal high 
pressure: 11300kPa       
           
Dencg = 1.08  Pcpri = 5389.03  Teao = 17.58 
Deneg = 1.08  Pcro = 14009.59  Tegi = 27.86 
Denr = 1.79  Pero = 5323.47  Tego = 29.06 
dPca = 8.50  Tcai = 51.56  Tenao = 19.93 
dPcna = 170.66  Tcao = 70.21  Teri = 15.53 
dPcr = 54.57  Tcgi = -11.71  Tero = 16.52 
dPea = 31.06  Tcgo = 18.64  Tewi = 31.56 
dPena = 338.82  Tcnao = 72.66  Tewo = 20.87 
dPer = 71.18  Tcpri = 39.33  Tslhx2ro = 35.94 
dPslhx = 7.91  Tcpro = 143.93  Tslhxri = 16.09 
dPslhx2 = 14.69  Tcro = 53.94  Wcb = 0.29 
Dslope = 0.00  Tcwi = 50.61  Wch = 4.46 
Mcg = 110.23  Tcwo = 23.60  Wcomp = 1.88 
Meg = 97.77  TDPeai = 7.17  Web = 0.47 
Mr = 24.20  TDPeao = 7.20  Weh = 0.72 























































































































































Test number: 33        
Evaporator  Flat top fin evaporator with tubes vertical   
Gas cooler Four port tube gas cooler     
Test condition: W1        
Charge:   1300g        
Nominal high 
pressure: 12600kPa       
           
Dencg = 1.08  Pcpri = 4986.89  Teao = 17.80 
Deneg = 1.08  Pcro = 11372.86  Tegi = 27.44 
Denr = 1.79  Pero = 4907.43  Tego = 28.61 
dPca = 10.42  Tcai = 32.22  Tenao = 19.78 
dPcna = 176.11  Tcao = 52.46  Teri = 12.14 
dPcr = 70.46  Tcgi = -10.87  Tero = 16.47 
dPea = 50.02  Tcgo = 3.54  Tewi = 31.60 
dPena = 315.09  Tcnao = 54.67  Tewo = 20.88 
dPer = 64.10  Tcpri = 29.34  Tslhx2ro = 28.15 
dPslhx = 5.28  Tcpro = 114.78  Tslhxri = 16.83 
dPslhx2 = 18.01  Tcro = 35.80  Wcb = 0.31 
Dslope = 0.00  Tcwi = 31.69  Wch = 3.78 
Mcg = 149.52  Tcwo = 23.02  Wcomp = 1.53 
Meg = 194.99  TDPeai = 20.47  Web = 0.47 
Mr = 21.61  TDPeao = 18.33  Weh = 0.69 























































































































































Test number: 34        
Evaporator  Flat top fin evaporator with tubes vertical   
Gas cooler Four port tube gas cooler     
Test condition: W2        
Charge:   1300g        
Nominal high 
pressure: 13900kPa       
           
Dencg = 1.08  Pcpri = 5340.16  Teao = 19.26 
Deneg = 1.08  Pcro = 12604.64  Tegi = 27.69 
Denr = 1.79  Pero = 5267.61  Tego = 28.85 
dPca = 9.22  Tcai = 43.87  Tenao = 21.09 
dPcna = 173.34  Tcao = 63.25  Teri = 15.34 
dPcr = 66.03  Tcgi = -14.92  Tero = 16.26 
dPea = 48.15  Tcgo = 12.87  Tewi = 31.68 
dPena = 316.65  Tcnao = 65.64  Tewo = 20.89 
dPer = 66.61  Tcpri = 36.96  Tslhx2ro = 35.57 
dPslhx = 6.17  Tcpro = 127.94  Tslhxri = 16.41 
dPslhx2 = 17.14  Tcro = 47.57  Wcb = 0.30 
Dslope = 0.00  Tcwi = 43.18  Wch = 2.86 
Mcg = 102.40  Tcwo = 23.08  Wcomp = 1.68 
Meg = 98.07  TDPeai = 20.83  Web = 0.46 
Mr = 21.95  TDPeao = 19.23  Weh = 2.03 























































































































































Test number: 35        
Evaporator  Flat top fin evaporator with tubes vertical   
Gas cooler Four port tube gas cooler     
Test condition: W3        
Charge:   1300g        
Nominal high 
pressure: 11500kPa       
           
Dencg = 1.08  Pcpri = 5494.35  Teao = 19.60 
Deneg = 1.08  Pcro = 13901.47  Tegi = 28.07 
Denr = 1.79  Pero = 5427.16  Tego = 29.25 
dPca = 8.52  Tcai = 51.59  Tenao = 21.50 
dPcna = 172.30  Tcao = 70.71  Teri = 16.51 
dPcr = 58.85  Tcgi = -13.07  Tero = 17.39 
dPea = 46.55  Tcgo = 15.89  Tewi = 31.40 
dPena = 319.63  Tcnao = 73.23  Tewo = 20.93 
dPer = 74.97  Tcpri = 41.02  Tslhx2ro = 38.10 
dPslhx = 10.74  Tcpro = 142.54  Tslhxri = 16.95 
dPslhx2 = 15.45  Tcro = 54.36  Wcb = 0.30 
Dslope = 0.00  Tcwi = 50.80  Wch = 3.83 
Mcg = 98.26  Tcwo = 23.21  Wcomp = 1.86 
Meg = 98.73  TDPeai = 20.45  Web = 0.48 
Mr = 21.27  TDPeao = 20.19  Weh = 1.46 























































































































































Test number: 36        
Evaporator  Round top fin evaporator with tubes vertical   
Gas cooler Four port tube gas cooler     
Test condition: D1        
Charge:   1300g        
Nominal high 
pressure: 12260kPa       
           
Dencg = 1.08  Pcpri = 4497.13  Teao = 16.38 
Deneg = 1.08  Pcro = 11476.47  Tegi = 25.99 
Denr = 1.79  Pero = 4429.72  Tego = 27.26 
dPca = 10.15  Tcai = 32.14  Tenao = 18.25 
dPcna = 174.23  Tcao = 50.76  Teri = 8.75 
dPcr = 42.72  Tcgi = -6.88  Tero = 9.48 
dPea = 29.28  Tcgo = 12.14  Tewi = 31.44 
dPena = 345.67  Tcnao = 52.83  Tewo = 19.28 
dPer = 85.32  Tcpri = 23.55  Tslhx2ro = 21.25 
dPslhx = 13.66  Tcpro = 120.62  Tslhxri = 9.10 
dPslhx2 = 0.56  Tcro = 34.92  Wcb = 0.30 
Dslope = 0.00  Tcwi = 31.74  Wch = 3.92 
Mcg = 66.42  Tcwo = 22.38  Wcomp = 1.52 
Meg = 147.52  TDPeai = 11.53  Web = 0.48 
Mr = 18.70  TDPeao = 11.53  Weh = 1.48 























































































































































Test number: 37        
Evaporator  Round top fin evaporator with tubes vertical   
Gas cooler Four port tube gas cooler     
Test condition: D1        
Charge:   1300g        
Nominal high 
pressure: 12620kPa       
           
Dencg = 1.08  Pcpri = 4462.23  Teao = 16.17 
Deneg = 1.08  Pcro = 12251.43  Tegi = 27.39 
Denr = 1.79  Pero = 4399.11  Tego = 28.74 
dPca = 10.23  Tcai = 32.26  Tenao = 18.06 
dPcna = 175.09  Tcao = 50.74  Teri = 8.27 
dPcr = 36.70  Tcgi = -10.66  Tero = 9.14 
dPea = 29.38  Tcgo = 22.06  Tewi = 31.83 
dPena = 346.13  Tcnao = 52.98  Tewo = 19.17 
dPer = 78.40  Tcpri = 22.80  Tslhx2ro = 20.29 
dPslhx = 12.77  Tcpro = 128.41  Tslhxri = 8.73 
dPslhx2 = 0.23  Tcro = 34.42  Wcb = 0.30 
Dslope = 0.00  Tcwi = 31.89  Wch = 2.74 
Mcg = 76.09  Tcwo = 22.60  Wcomp = 1.60 
Meg = 101.85  TDPeai = 11.18  Web = 0.47 
Mr = 17.96  TDPeao = 11.18  Weh = 2.62 























































































































































Test number: 38        
Evaporator  Round top fin evaporator with tubes vertical   
Gas cooler Four port tube gas cooler     
Test condition: D2        
Charge:   1300g        
Nominal high 
pressure: 12680kPa       
           
Dencg = 1.08  Pcpri = 4865.69  Teao = 17.23 
Deneg = 1.08  Pcro = 12624.61  Tegi = 27.32 
Denr = 1.79  Pero = 4799.46  Tego = 28.72 
dPca = 9.39  Tcai = 43.55  Tenao = 19.00 
dPcna = 177.42  Tcao = 61.30  Teri = 12.10 
dPcr = 56.02  Tcgi = -8.02  Tero = 12.54 
dPea = 26.59  Tcgo = 22.78  Tewi = 31.82 
dPena = 328.85  Tcnao = 63.41  Tewo = 19.62 
dPer = 86.73  Tcpri = 32.31  Tslhx2ro = 29.01 
dPslhx = 13.75  Tcpro = 134.22  Tslhxri = 12.14 
dPslhx2 = 2.11  Tcro = 45.40  Wcb = 0.31 
Dslope = 0.00  Tcwi = 42.65  Wch = 4.59 
Mcg = 97.96  Tcwo = 23.74  Wcomp = 1.66 
Meg = 114.02  TDPeai = 7.80  Web = 0.45 
Mr = 19.25  TDPeao = 8.31  Weh = 2.17 























































































































































Test number: 39        
Evaporator  Round top fin evaporator with tubes vertical   
Gas cooler Four port tube gas cooler     
Test condition: D2        
Charge:   1300g        
Nominal high 
pressure: 13520kPa       
           
Dencg = 1.08  Pcpri = 4897.55  Teao = 17.65 
Deneg = 1.08  Pcro = 12697.27  Tegi = 26.91 
Denr = 1.79  Pero = 4832.43  Tego = 28.27 
dPca = 9.14  Tcai = 43.45  Tenao = 19.09 
dPcna = 174.59  Tcao = 61.56  Teri = 12.64 
dPcr = 58.34  Tcgi = -8.22  Tero = 13.02 
dPea = 26.56  Tcgo = 21.05  Tewi = 31.76 
dPena = 330.72  Tcnao = 63.76  Tewo = 20.00 
dPer = 87.11  Tcpri = 32.96  Tslhx2ro = 29.61 
dPslhx = 13.78  Tcpro = 135.29  Tslhxri = 12.62 
dPslhx2 = 2.75  Tcro = 46.15  Wcb = 0.30 
Dslope = 0.00  Tcwi = 42.80  Wch = 5.19 
Mcg = 120.66  Tcwo = 22.29  Wcomp = 1.68 
Meg = 119.29  TDPeai = 10.02  Web = 0.45 
Mr = 19.34  TDPeao = 10.11  Weh = 2.30 























































































































































Test number: 40        
Evaporator  Round top fin evaporator with tubes vertical   
Gas cooler Four port tube gas cooler     
Test condition: D2        
Charge:   1300g        
Nominal high 
pressure: 12950kPa       
           
Dencg = 1.08  Pcpri = 4856.95  Teao = 17.52 
Deneg = 1.08  Pcro = 13526.88  Tegi = 27.13 
Denr = 1.79  Pero = 4795.32  Tego = 28.48 
dPca = 9.14  Tcai = 43.40  Tenao = 18.98 
dPcna = 174.21  Tcao = 61.75  Teri = 12.20 
dPcr = 44.72  Tcgi = -8.45  Tero = 12.70 
dPea = 26.60  Tcgo = 22.19  Tewi = 31.54 
dPena = 330.97  Tcnao = 63.89  Tewo = 20.02 
dPer = 79.44  Tcpri = 31.82  Tslhx2ro = 28.66 
dPslhx = 12.86  Tcpro = 141.63  Tslhxri = 12.23 
dPslhx2 = 0.68  Tcro = 45.77  Wcb = 0.30 
Dslope = 0.00  Tcwi = 42.76  Wch = 5.02 
Mcg = 124.23  Tcwo = 22.35  Wcomp = 1.77 
Meg = 118.18  TDPeai = 10.80  Web = 0.45 
Mr = 18.64  TDPeao = 10.95  Weh = 2.34 























































































































































Test number: 41        
Evaporator  Round top fin evaporator with tubes vertical   
Gas cooler Four port tube gas cooler     
Test condition: D3        
Charge:   1300g        
Nominal high 
pressure: 13520kPa       
           
Dencg = 1.08  Pcpri = 5303.28  Teao = 19.49 
Deneg = 1.08  Pcro = 12946.16  Tegi = 27.47 
Denr = 1.79  Pero = 5237.94  Tego = 28.98 
dPca = 8.42  Tcai = 51.87  Tenao = 20.80 
dPcna = 172.50  Tcao = 69.36  Teri = 16.16 
dPcr = 66.52  Tcgi = -6.89  Tero = 16.17 
dPea = 26.52  Tcgo = 24.11  Tewi = 31.85 
dPena = 329.65  Tcnao = 71.56  Tewo = 19.86 
dPer = 99.35  Tcpri = 39.96  Tslhx2ro = 37.77 
dPslhx = 15.22  Tcpro = 137.16  Tslhxri = 15.70 
dPslhx2 = 7.08  Tcro = 54.35  Wcb = 0.29 
Dslope = 0.00  Tcwi = 50.84  Wch = 5.98 
Mcg = 137.09  Tcwo = 24.01  Wcomp = 1.71 
Meg = 119.99  TDPeai = 13.06  Web = 0.44 
Mr = 20.91  TDPeao = 13.11  Weh = 1.92 























































































































































Test number: 42        
Evaporator  Round top fin evaporator with tubes vertical   
Gas cooler Four port tube gas cooler     
Test condition: D3        
Charge:   1300g        
Nominal high 
pressure: 14020kPa       
           
Dencg = 1.08  Pcpri = 4856.95  Teao = 17.52 
Deneg = 1.08  Pcro = 13526.88  Tegi = 27.13 
Denr = 1.79  Pero = 4795.32  Tego = 28.48 
dPca = 9.14  Tcai = 43.40  Tenao = 18.98 
dPcna = 174.21  Tcao = 61.75  Teri = 12.20 
dPcr = 44.72  Tcgi = -8.45  Tero = 12.70 
dPea = 26.60  Tcgo = 22.19  Tewi = 31.54 
dPena = 330.97  Tcnao = 63.89  Tewo = 20.02 
dPer = 79.44  Tcpri = 31.82  Tslhx2ro = 28.66 
dPslhx = 12.86  Tcpro = 141.63  Tslhxri = 12.23 
dPslhx2 = 0.68  Tcro = 45.77  Wcb = 0.30 
Dslope = 0.00  Tcwi = 42.76  Wch = 5.02 
Mcg = 124.23  Tcwo = 22.35  Wcomp = 1.77 
Meg = 118.18  TDPeai = 10.80  Web = 0.45 
Mr = 18.64  TDPeao = 10.95  Weh = 2.34 























































































































































Test number: 43        
Evaporator  Round top fin evaporator with tubes vertical   
Gas cooler Four port tube gas cooler     
Test condition: D3        
Charge:   1300g        
Nominal high 
pressure: 10980kPa       
           
Dencg = 1.08  Pcpri = 5197.56  Teao = 18.93 
Deneg = 1.08  Pcro = 14023.45  Tegi = 27.44 
Denr = 1.79  Pero = 5137.23  Tego = 28.92 
dPca = 8.43  Tcai = 52.03  Tenao = 20.28 
dPcna = 173.09  Tcao = 70.09  Teri = 15.06 
dPcr = 62.37  Tcgi = -6.19  Tero = 15.32 
dPea = 26.56  Tcgo = 23.64  Tewi = 31.69 
dPena = 330.17  Tcnao = 72.27  Tewo = 19.92 
dPer = 86.75  Tcpri = 38.71  Tslhx2ro = 34.84 
dPslhx = 13.39  Tcpro = 148.12  Tslhxri = 14.90 
dPslhx2 = 4.77  Tcro = 53.70  Wcb = 0.29 
Dslope = 0.00  Tcwi = 50.98  Wch = 5.97 
Mcg = 92.06  Tcwo = 23.95  Wcomp = 1.86 
Meg = 123.03  TDPeai = 12.71  Web = 0.44 
Mr = 19.52  TDPeao = 12.77  Weh = 1.98 






















































































































































Test number: 44        
Evaporator  Round top fin evaporator with tubes vertical   
Gas cooler Four port tube gas cooler     
Test condition: W1        
Charge:   1300g        
Nominal high 
pressure: 12490kPa       
           
Dencg = 1.08  Pcpri = 4817.22  Teao = 20.18 
Deneg = 1.08  Pcro = 10986.24  Tegi = 26.77 
Denr = 1.79  Pero = 4738.66  Tego = 28.02 
dPca = 10.61  Tcai = 32.18  Tenao = 21.51 
dPcna = 182.50  Tcao = 51.48  Teri = 11.95 
dPcr = 58.10  Tcgi = -2.84  Tero = 15.84 
dPea = 36.51  Tcgo = 9.73  Tewi = 31.33 
dPena = 330.32  Tcnao = 53.48  Tewo = 19.31 
dPer = 112.51  Tcpri = 29.06  Tslhx2ro = 27.76 
dPslhx = 17.37  Tcpro = 114.53  Tslhxri = 16.38 
dPslhx2 = 5.22  Tcro = 35.00  Wcb = 0.31 
Dslope = 0.00  Tcwi = 31.42  Wch = 5.49 
Mcg = 281.76  Tcwo = 23.77  Wcomp = 1.47 
Meg = 264.56  TDPeai = 20.64  Web = 0.44 
Mr = 20.74  TDPeao = 22.25  Weh = 1.80 























































































































































Test number: 45        
Evaporator  Round top fin evaporator with tubes vertical   
Gas cooler Four port tube gas cooler     
Test condition: W2        
Charge:   1300g        
Nominal high 
pressure: 13760kPa       
           
Dencg = 1.08  Pcpri = 5081.32  Teao = 19.82 
Deneg = 1.08  Pcro = 12494.92  Tegi = 27.52 
Denr = 1.79  Pero = 5010.86  Tego = 28.80 
dPca = 9.58  Tcai = 43.65  Tenao = 20.98 
dPcna = 180.75  Tcao = 62.02  Teri = 14.15 
dPcr = 65.16  Tcgi = -5.48  Tero = 14.38 
dPea = 35.91  Tcgo = 17.39  Tewi = 31.45 
dPena = 332.00  Tcnao = 64.36  Tewo = 19.09 
dPer = 102.95  Tcpri = 35.22  Tslhx2ro = 32.71 
dPslhx = 15.31  Tcpro = 132.00  Tslhxri = 13.97 
dPslhx2 = 7.39  Tcro = 45.85  Wcb = 0.31 
Dslope = 0.00  Tcwi = 42.75  Wch = 5.32 
Mcg = 139.06  Tcwo = 23.86  Wcomp = 1.66 
Meg = 133.47  TDPeai = 20.36  Web = 0.44 
Mr = 20.42  TDPeao = 19.58  Weh = 1.67 






















































































































































Test number: 46        
Evaporator  Round top fin evaporator with tubes vertical   
Gas cooler Four port tube gas cooler     
Test condition: W3        
Charge:   1300g        
Nominal high 
pressure: 10800kPa       
           
Dencg = 1.08  Pcpri = 5303.16  Teao = 20.50 
Deneg = 1.08  Pcro = 13761.42  Tegi = 27.68 
Denr = 1.79  Pero = 5237.96  Tego = 28.99 
dPca = 8.92  Tcai = 51.67  Tenao = 21.59 
dPcna = 180.85  Tcao = 69.64  Teri = 15.95 
dPcr = 69.49  Tcgi = -6.82  Tero = 16.10 
dPea = 34.37  Tcgo = 19.87  Tewi = 31.61 
dPena = 333.05  Tcnao = 72.07  Tewo = 19.11 
dPer = 96.20  Tcpri = 40.46  Tslhx2ro = 37.11 
dPslhx = 14.46  Tcpro = 145.41  Tslhxri = 15.68 
dPslhx2 = 9.29  Tcro = 53.36  Wcb = 0.31 
Dslope = 0.00  Tcwi = 50.70  Wch = 5.14 
Mcg = 166.90  Tcwo = 23.80  Wcomp = 1.83 
Meg = 120.17  TDPeai = 20.52  Web = 0.46 
Mr = 20.25  TDPeao = 19.96  Weh = 1.66 























































































































































Test number: 47        
Evaporator  Round top fin evaporator with tubes horizontal   
Gas cooler Four port tube gas cooler     
Test condition: D1        
Charge:   1300g        
Nominal high 
pressure: 12310kPa       
           
Dencg = 1.08  Pcpri = 4178.57  Teao = 18.70 
Deneg = 1.08  Pcro = 10794.23  Tegi = 26.64 
Denr = 1.79  Pero = 4113.74  Tego = 28.41 
dPca = 10.87  Tcai = 32.06  Tenao = 18.35 
dPcna = 185.68  Tcao = 48.55  Teri = 5.31 
dPcr = 39.43  Tcgi = -13.81  Tero = 6.25 
dPea = 38.32  Tcgo = 11.54  Tewi = 31.96 
dPena = 329.56  Tcnao = 50.50  Tewo = 18.71 
dPer = 76.20  Tcpri = 22.41  Tslhx2ro = 19.61 
dPslhx = 12.94  Tcpro = 122.04  Tslhxri = 5.87 
dPslhx2 = 0.69  Tcro = 33.93  Wcb = 0.29 
Dslope = 0.00  Tcwi = 31.72  Wch = 1.96 
Mcg = 149.28  Tcwo = 22.30  Wcomp = 1.46 
Meg = 105.50  TDPeai = 9.43  Web = 0.45 
Mr = 17.24  TDPeao = 9.10  Weh = 1.23 























































































































































Test number: 48        
Evaporator  Round top fin evaporator with tubes horizontal   
Gas cooler Four port tube gas cooler     
Test condition: D2        
Charge:   1300g        
Nominal high 
pressure: 12370kPa       
           
Dencg = 1.08  Pcpri = 4751.23  Teao = 17.08 
Deneg = 1.08  Pcro = 12314.59  Tegi = 25.70 
Denr = 827.09  Pero = 4686.61  Tego = 27.10 
dPca = 9.74  Tcai = 43.11  Tenao = 18.66 
dPcna = 185.19  Tcao = 60.22  Teri = 12.75 
dPcr = 49.73  Tcgi = -8.33  Tero = 12.10 
dPea = 27.32  Tcgo = 9.53  Tewi = 31.50 
dPena = 334.63  Tcnao = 62.41  Tewo = 18.47 
dPer = 76.88  Tcpri = 31.45  Tslhx2ro = 28.32 
dPslhx = 13.40  Tcpro = 131.50  Tslhxri = 11.65 
dPslhx2 = 1.25  Tcro = 45.00  Wcb = 0.29 
Dslope = 0.00  Tcwi = 42.28  Wch = 3.70 
Mcg = 165.97  Tcwo = 23.41  Wcomp = 1.62 
Meg = 139.55  TDPeai = 12.70  Web = 0.45 
Mr = 19.07  TDPeao = 12.85  Weh = 2.46 























































































































































Test number: 49        
Evaporator  Round top fin evaporator with tubes horizontal   
Gas cooler Four port tube gas cooler     
Test condition: D2        
Charge:   1300g        
Nominal high 
pressure: 12620kPa       
           
Dencg = 1.08  Pcpri = 4585.48  Teao = 19.74 
Deneg = 1.08  Pcro = 12368.83  Tegi = 27.11 
Denr = 1.79  Pero = 4523.66  Tego = 28.77 
dPca = 9.81  Tcai = 43.58  Tenao = 19.45 
dPcna = 184.36  Tcao = 59.86  Teri = 9.39 
dPcr = 50.23  Tcgi = -11.62  Tero = 10.01 
dPea = 36.70  Tcgo = 23.64  Tewi = 31.60 
dPena = 330.82  Tcnao = 62.08  Tewo = 18.70 
dPer = 77.70  Tcpri = 31.57  Tslhx2ro = 27.77 
dPslhx = 12.97  Tcpro = 137.55  Tslhxri = 9.60 
dPslhx2 = 2.05  Tcro = 45.28  Wcb = 0.29 
Dslope = 0.00  Tcwi = 42.45  Wch = 3.85 
Mcg = 80.84  Tcwo = 22.37  Wcomp = 1.67 
Meg = 99.91  TDPeai = 11.19  Web = 0.45 
Mr = 18.03  TDPeao = 11.31  Weh = 0.71 























































































































































Test number: 50        
Evaporator  Round top fin evaporator with tubes horizontal   
Gas cooler Four port tube gas cooler     
Test condition: D2        
Charge:   1300g        
Nominal high 
pressure: 13960kPa       
           
Dencg = 1.08  Pcpri = 4735.88  Teao = 16.93 
Deneg = 1.08  Pcro = 12616.95  Tegi = 26.44 
Denr = 834.90  Pero = 4670.73  Tego = 27.82 
dPca = 9.81  Tcai = 43.03  Tenao = 18.53 
dPcna = 185.07  Tcao = 60.30  Teri = 12.54 
dPcr = 45.50  Tcgi = -8.24  Tero = 11.92 
dPea = 27.31  Tcgo = 9.42  Tewi = 31.30 
dPena = 334.39  Tcnao = 62.44  Tewo = 18.48 
dPer = 74.24  Tcpri = 30.90  Tslhx2ro = 27.73 
dPslhx = 13.04  Tcpro = 135.28  Tslhxri = 11.46 
dPslhx2 = 0.77  Tcro = 44.74  Wcb = 0.29 
Dslope = 0.00  Tcwi = 42.30  Wch = 3.53 
Mcg = 178.71  Tcwo = 23.42  Wcomp = 1.65 
Meg = 140.26  TDPeai = 13.14  Web = 0.44 
Mr = 18.70  TDPeao = 13.27  Weh = 2.30 























































































































































Test number: 51        
Evaporator  Round top fin evaporator with tubes horizontal   
Gas cooler Four port tube gas cooler     
Test condition: D3        
Charge:   1300g        
Nominal high 
pressure: 11020kPa       
           
Dencg = 1.08  Pcpri = 5212.99  Teao = 18.61 
Deneg = 1.08  Pcro = 13955.97  Tegi = 27.44 
Denr = 1.79  Pero = 5151.49  Tego = 29.13 
dPca = 9.03  Tcai = 51.50  Tenao = 20.02 
dPcna = 181.91  Tcao = 69.56  Teri = 14.87 
dPcr = 59.67  Tcgi = -9.55  Tero = 15.32 
dPea = 28.67  Tcgo = 24.23  Tewi = 32.13 
dPena = 343.43  Tcnao = 71.96  Tewo = 18.74 
dPer = 82.05  Tcpri = 37.55  Tslhx2ro = 33.96 
dPslhx = 13.61  Tcpro = 147.42  Tslhxri = 14.89 
dPslhx2 = 3.45  Tcro = 53.27  Wcb = 0.28 
Dslope = 0.00  Tcwi = 50.60  Wch = 4.31 
Mcg = 125.66  Tcwo = 22.57  Wcomp = 1.89 
Meg = 108.83  TDPeai = 15.00  Web = 0.45 
Mr = 19.96  TDPeao = 15.19  Weh = 2.13 























































































































































Test number: 52        
Evaporator  Round top fin evaporator with tubes horizontal   
Gas cooler Four port tube gas cooler     
Test condition: W1        
Charge:   1300g        
Nominal high 
pressure: 11070kPa       
           
Dencg = 1.08  Pcpri = 4950.61  Teao = 21.96 
Deneg = 1.08  Pcro = 11024.09  Tegi = 27.16 
Denr = 790.30  Pero = 4873.28  Tego = 28.62 
dPca = 10.61  Tcai = 32.47  Tenao = 21.64 
dPcna = 182.35  Tcao = 52.22  Teri = 12.69 
dPcr = 63.83  Tcgi = -11.29  Tero = 17.11 
dPea = 57.82  Tcgo = 4.31  Tewi = 31.76 
dPena = 330.00  Tcnao = 54.27  Tewo = 18.90 
dPer = 113.73  Tcpri = 29.74  Tslhx2ro = 28.70 
dPslhx = 18.22  Tcpro = 112.95  Tslhxri = 17.56 
dPslhx2 = 5.58  Tcro = 35.63  Wcb = 0.29 
Dslope = 0.00  Tcwi = 32.01  Wch = 1.64 
Mcg = 225.32  Tcwo = 23.58  Wcomp = 1.47 
Meg = 138.27  TDPeai = 20.42  Web = 0.47 
Mr = 21.50  TDPeao = 23.48  Weh = 0.47 























































































































































Test number: 53        
Evaporator  Round top fin evaporator with tubes horizontal   
Gas cooler Four port tube gas cooler     
Test condition: W1        
Charge:   1300g        
Nominal high 
pressure: 12580kPa       
           
Dencg = 1.08  Pcpri = 4715.88  Teao = 20.15 
Deneg = 1.08  Pcro = 11068.43  Tegi = 27.43 
Denr = 838.26  Pero = 4637.49  Tego = 28.90 
dPca = 10.71  Tcai = 32.21  Tenao = 19.83 
dPcna = 184.08  Tcao = 51.60  Teri = 12.60 
dPcr = 53.86  Tcgi = -9.83  Tero = 11.81 
dPea = 54.19  Tcgo = 4.08  Tewi = 31.50 
dPena = 326.39  Tcnao = 53.52  Tewo = 18.57 
dPer = 92.82  Tcpri = 26.13  Tslhx2ro = 24.47 
dPslhx = 17.34  Tcpro = 114.13  Tslhxri = 11.38 
dPslhx2 = 2.39  Tcro = 34.91  Wcb = 0.29 
Dslope = 0.00  Tcwi = 31.77  Wch = 2.18 
Mcg = 210.14  Tcwo = 23.49  Wcomp = 1.47 
Meg = 167.83  TDPeai = 20.68  Web = 0.47 
Mr = 20.47  TDPeao = 18.25  Weh = 1.80 























































































































































Test number: 54        
Evaporator  Round top fin evaporator with tubes horizontal   
Gas cooler Four port tube gas cooler     
Test condition: W2        
Charge:   1300g        
Nominal high 
pressure: 13740kPa       
           
Dencg = 1.08  Pcpri = 5143.98  Teao = 20.94 
Deneg = 1.08  Pcro = 12580.88  Tegi = 27.67 
Denr = 788.16  Pero = 5073.45  Tego = 29.04 
dPca = 9.67  Tcai = 43.51  Tenao = 20.64 
dPcna = 183.51  Tcao = 61.81  Teri = 14.24 
dPcr = 67.81  Tcgi = -8.04  Tero = 14.68 
dPea = 56.35  Tcgo = 8.70  Tewi = 31.52 
dPena = 332.52  Tcnao = 64.17  Tewo = 18.94 
dPer = 96.40  Tcpri = 34.70  Tslhx2ro = 32.23 
dPslhx = 15.70  Tcpro = 130.64  Tslhxri = 14.30 
dPslhx2 = 7.65  Tcro = 45.80  Wcb = 0.29 
Dslope = 0.00  Tcwi = 42.85  Wch = 3.85 
Mcg = 250.34  Tcwo = 23.46  Wcomp = 1.67 
Meg = 157.19  TDPeai = 20.56  Web = 0.48 
Mr = 20.89  TDPeao = 18.99  Weh = 1.62 























































































































































Test number: 55        
Evaporator  Round top fin evaporator with tubes horizontal   
Gas cooler Four port tube gas cooler     
Test condition: W3        
Charge:   1300g        
Nominal high 
pressure: 13980kPa       
           
Dencg = 1.08  Pcpri = 5382.31  Teao = 21.86 
Deneg = 1.08  Pcro = 13743.95  Tegi = 27.52 
Denr = 771.27  Pero = 5316.72  Tego = 28.86 
dPca = 8.85  Tcai = 52.00  Tenao = 21.52 
dPcna = 181.01  Tcao = 69.97  Teri = 16.23 
dPcr = 72.64  Tcgi = -8.95  Tero = 16.57 
dPea = 56.18  Tcgo = 22.09  Tewi = 31.83 
dPena = 331.35  Tcnao = 72.42  Tewo = 18.74 
dPer = 91.14  Tcpri = 40.24  Tslhx2ro = 37.00 
dPslhx = 14.72  Tcpro = 143.25  Tslhxri = 16.14 
dPslhx2 = 9.86  Tcro = 53.86  Wcb = 0.28 
Dslope = 0.00  Tcwi = 51.04  Wch = 4.23 
Mcg = 199.54  Tcwo = 23.57  Wcomp = 1.83 
Meg = 111.36  TDPeai = 20.61  Web = 0.46 
Mr = 20.78  TDPeao = 19.90  Weh = 1.83 























































































































































Test number: 56        
Evaporator  Round top fin evaporator with tubes horizontal   
Gas cooler Four port tube gas cooler     
Test condition: W3        
Charge:   1300g        
Nominal high 
pressure: 10640kPa       
           
Dencg = 1.08  Pcpri = 5363.89  Teao = 21.63 
Deneg = 1.08  Pcro = 13897.92  Tegi = 27.71 
Denr = 776.72  Pero = 5298.22  Tego = 29.06 
dPca = 8.78  Tcai = 51.92  Tenao = 21.31 
dPcna = 179.76  Tcao = 69.75  Teri = 16.01 
dPcr = 69.89  Tcgi = -8.86  Tero = 16.40 
dPea = 55.68  Tcgo = 22.20  Tewi = 31.67 
dPena = 329.04  Tcnao = 72.17  Tewo = 18.77 
dPer = 88.87  Tcpri = 39.69  Tslhx2ro = 36.37 
dPslhx = 14.28  Tcpro = 145.00  Tslhxri = 15.98 
dPslhx2 = 7.87  Tcro = 53.57  Wcb = 0.28 
Dslope = 0.00  Tcwi = 51.13  Wch = 4.05 
Mcg = 187.76  Tcwo = 23.70  Wcomp = 1.83 
Meg = 110.43  TDPeai = 20.40  Web = 0.46 
Mr = 20.32  TDPeao = 19.69  Weh = 1.47 























































































































































Test number: 57        
Evaporator  Round top fin evaporator with tubes horizontal   
Gas cooler Four port tube gas cooler     
Test condition: D1        
Charge:   1300g        
Nominal high 
pressure: 11500kPa       
           
Dencg = 1.08  Pcpri = 4098.24  Teao = 19.90 
Deneg = 1.08  Pcro = 10635.22  Tegi = 25.03 
Denr = 866.54  Pero = 4037.06  Tego = 26.46 
dPca = 10.71  Tcai = 32.27  Tenao = 18.33 
dPcna = 184.17  Tcao = 48.40  Teri = 6.76 
dPcr = 36.05  Tcgi = -9.10  Tero = 6.08 
dPea = 41.30  Tcgo = 3.79  Tewi = 31.64 
dPena = 324.32  Tcnao = 50.17  Tewo = 18.37 
dPer = 70.31  Tcpri = 22.18  Tslhx2ro = 19.42 
dPslhx = 12.17  Tcpro = 120.33  Tslhxri = 5.78 
dPslhx2 = -0.06  Tcro = 34.02  Wcb = 0.29 
Dslope = 0.00  Tcwi = 31.71  Wch = 2.57 
Mcg = 163.60  Tcwo = 23.30  Wcomp = 1.40 
Meg = 170.99  TDPeai = 11.40  Web = 0.45 
Mr = 16.87  TDPeao = 11.03  Weh = 1.49 























































































































































Test number: 58        
Evaporator  Round top fin evaporator with tubes horizontal   
Gas cooler Four port tube gas cooler     
Test condition: D1        
Charge:   1300g        
Nominal high 
pressure: 12500kPa       
           
Dencg = 1.08  Pcpri = 4077.33  Teao = 19.41 
Deneg = 1.08  Pcro = 11464.64  Tegi = 26.60 
Denr = 881.19  Pero = 4019.57  Tego = 27.98 
dPca = 10.77  Tcai = 32.26  Tenao = 17.82 
dPcna = 184.79  Tcao = 48.31  Teri = 6.49 
dPcr = 30.51  Tcgi = -9.30  Tero = 5.86 
dPea = 40.57  Tcgo = 3.70  Tewi = 31.04 
dPena = 326.35  Tcnao = 50.38  Tewo = 18.40 
dPer = 65.26  Tcpri = 21.46  Tslhx2ro = 18.49 
dPslhx = 11.31  Tcpro = 128.38  Tslhxri = 5.59 
dPslhx2 = -0.09  Tcro = 33.51  Wcb = 0.29 
Dslope = 0.00  Tcwi = 31.73  Wch = 2.47 
Mcg = 183.15  Tcwo = 23.40  Wcomp = 1.48 
Meg = 169.68  TDPeai = 10.29  Web = 0.46 
Mr = 16.27  TDPeao = 10.41  Weh = 1.14 























































































































































Test number: 59        
Evaporator  Round top fin evaporator with tubes horizontal   
Gas cooler Four port tube gas cooler     
Test condition: D1        
Charge:   1300g        
Nominal high 
pressure: 10730kPa       
           
Dencg = 1.08  Pcpri = 4097.63  Teao = 19.51 
Deneg = 1.08  Pcro = 12504.92  Tegi = 26.83 
Denr = 894.34  Pero = 4042.95  Tego = 28.19 
dPca = 10.71  Tcai = 32.24  Tenao = 17.94 
dPcna = 185.27  Tcao = 48.21  Teri = 6.63 
dPcr = 27.06  Tcgi = -9.42  Tero = 6.04 
dPea = 40.13  Tcgo = 3.88  Tewi = 31.01 
dPena = 326.99  Tcnao = 50.30  Tewo = 18.41 
dPer = 60.68  Tcpri = 21.06  Tslhx2ro = 17.97 
dPslhx = 10.65  Tcpro = 137.24  Tslhxri = 5.79 
dPslhx2 = 2.35  Tcro = 33.22  Wcb = 0.29 
Dslope = 0.00  Tcwi = 31.71  Wch = 2.39 
Mcg = 130.50  Tcwo = 23.41  Wcomp = 1.59 
Meg = 169.09  TDPeai = 10.27  Web = 0.45 
Mr = 15.78  TDPeao = 10.46  Weh = 1.08 























































































































































Test number: 60        
Evaporator  Round top fin evaporator with tubes horizontal   
Gas cooler Four port tube gas cooler     
Test condition: D1        
Charge:   1300g        
Nominal high 
pressure: 10960kPa       
           
Dencg = 1.08  Pcpri = 4055.35  Teao = 19.35 
Deneg = 1.08  Pcro = 10726.88  Tegi = 27.13 
Denr = 870.36  Pero = 3995.26  Tego = 28.49 
dPca = 10.73  Tcai = 32.19  Tenao = 17.85 
dPcna = 185.98  Tcao = 48.13  Teri = 6.31 
dPcr = 34.24  Tcgi = -9.95  Tero = 5.66 
dPea = 39.32  Tcgo = 3.38  Tewi = 31.05 
dPena = 328.02  Tcnao = 49.99  Tewo = 18.43 
dPer = 68.05  Tcpri = 21.90  Tslhx2ro = 18.97 
dPslhx = 11.85  Tcpro = 124.03  Tslhxri = 5.30 
dPslhx2 = -0.09  Tcro = 33.72  Wcb = 0.29 
Dslope = 0.00  Tcwi = 31.64  Wch = 2.40 
Mcg = 111.66  Tcwo = 23.47  Wcomp = 1.41 
Meg = 166.07  TDPeai = 10.06  Web = 0.45 
Mr = 16.42  TDPeao = 9.81  Weh = 1.02 























































































































































Test number: 61        
Evaporator  Flat top fin evaporator with tubes horizontal   
Gas cooler Six port tube gas cooler     
Test condition: D1        
Charge:   1300g        
Nominal high 
pressure: 10990kPa       
           
Dencg = 1.08  Pcpri = 4553.16  Teao = 14.85 
Deneg = 1.08  Pcro = 10955.22  Tegi = 27.05 
Denr = 823.77  Pero = 4478.13  Tego = 28.41 
dPca = 11.54  Tcai = 32.40  Tenao = 16.03 
dPcna = 180.92  Tcao = 50.73  Teri = 8.56 
dPcr = 28.58  Tcgi = -10.50  Tero = 9.79 
dPea = 42.78  Tcgo = 6.23  Tewi = 31.77 
dPena = 335.15  Tcnao = 50.15  Tewo = 18.44 
dPer = 49.62  Tcpri = 26.02  Tslhx2ro = 24.15 
dPslhx = 14.89  Tcpro = 113.82  Tslhxri = 9.35 
dPslhx2 = 1.78  Tcro = 34.50  Wcb = 0.40 
Dslope = 0.00  Tcwi = 32.27  Wch = 1.72 
Mcg = 37.17  Tcwo = 21.84  Wcomp = 1.46 
Meg = 128.94  TDPeai = 11.62  Web = 0.45 
Mr = 19.45  TDPeao = 11.20  Weh = 1.44 























































































































































Test number: 62        
Evaporator  Flat top fin evaporator with tubes horizontal   
Gas cooler Six port tube gas cooler     
Test condition: D1        
Charge:   1300g        
Nominal high 
pressure: 12550kPa       
           
Dencg = 1.08  Pcpri = 4548.18  Teao = 14.61 
Deneg = 1.08  Pcro = 10990.58  Tegi = 28.09 
Denr = 835.12  Pero = 4475.22  Tego = 29.56 
dPca = 11.56  Tcai = 32.57  Tenao = 15.88 
dPcna = 181.82  Tcao = 51.12  Teri = 8.85 
dPcr = 27.35  Tcgi = -0.67  Tero = 9.92 
dPea = 41.77  Tcgo = 5.87  Tewi = 32.26 
dPena = 314.19  Tcnao = 50.48  Tewo = 18.64 
dPer = 48.33  Tcpri = 25.13  Tslhx2ro = 23.04 
dPslhx = 15.08  Tcpro = 113.63  Tslhxri = 9.51 
dPslhx2 = -1.90  Tcro = 34.93  Wcb = 0.39 
Dslope = 0.00  Tcwi = 32.40  Wch = 5.38 
Mcg = 398.12  Tcwo = 23.40  Wcomp = 1.46 
Meg = 481.89  TDPeai = 11.89  Web = 0.44 
Mr = 19.55  TDPeao = 11.34  Weh = 1.25 























































































































































Test number: 63        
Evaporator  Flat top fin evaporator with tubes horizontal   
Gas cooler Six port tube gas cooler     
Test condition: D2        
Charge:   1300g        
Nominal high 
pressure: 12570kPa       
           
Dencg = 1.08  Pcpri = 4892.93  Teao = 16.16 
Deneg = 1.08  Pcro = 12553.28  Tegi = 26.47 
Denr = 798.54  Pero = 4826.23  Tego = 28.05 
dPca = 10.61  Tcai = 43.59  Tenao = 17.66 
dPcna = 183.14  Tcao = 61.23  Teri = 11.86 
dPcr = 35.52  Tcgi = -4.19  Tero = 12.77 
dPea = 40.94  Tcgo = 10.36  Tewi = 31.43 
dPena = 317.57  Tcnao = 60.94  Tewo = 18.32 
dPer = 46.47  Tcpri = 33.54  Tslhx2ro = 30.87 
dPslhx = 14.31  Tcpro = 131.50  Tslhxri = 12.41 
dPslhx2 = 3.75  Tcro = 45.48  Wcb = 0.38 
Dslope = 0.00  Tcwi = 43.05  Wch = 5.30 
Mcg = 88.93  Tcwo = 22.45  Wcomp = 1.68 
Meg = 206.29  TDPeai = 14.30  Web = 0.45 
Mr = 19.80  TDPeao = 14.06  Weh = 2.27 























































































































































Test number: 64        
Evaporator  Flat top fin evaporator with tubes horizontal   
Gas cooler Six port tube gas cooler     
Test condition: D2        
Charge:   1300g        
Nominal high 
pressure: 13870kPa       
           
Dencg = 1.08  Pcpri = 4930.55  Teao = 16.70 
Deneg = 1.08  Pcro = 12571.15  Tegi = 26.60 
Denr = 793.58  Pero = 4861.33  Tego = 28.23 
dPca = 10.57  Tcai = 43.50  Tenao = 18.04 
dPcna = 183.18  Tcao = 61.28  Teri = 12.15 
dPcr = 36.27  Tcgi = -3.96  Tero = 13.04 
dPea = 41.57  Tcgo = 10.53  Tewi = 31.94 
dPena = 332.12  Tcnao = 61.08  Tewo = 18.32 
dPer = 48.00  Tcpri = 34.11  Tslhx2ro = 31.49 
dPslhx = 15.05  Tcpro = 131.31  Tslhxri = 12.65 
dPslhx2 = 5.10  Tcro = 45.39  Wcb = 0.39 
Dslope = 0.00  Tcwi = 43.02  Wch = 5.21 
Mcg = 98.28  Tcwo = 22.55  Wcomp = 1.69 
Meg = 207.57  TDPeai = 14.35  Web = 0.46 
Mr = 19.97  TDPeao = 14.34  Weh = 2.61 























































































































































Test number: 65        
Evaporator  Flat top fin evaporator with tubes horizontal   
Gas cooler Six port tube gas cooler     
Test condition: D3        
Charge:   1300g        
Nominal high 
pressure: 9230kPa       
           
Dencg = 1.08  Pcpri = 5210.28  Teao = 18.23 
Deneg = 1.08  Pcro = 13882.90  Tegi = 26.99 
Denr = 775.19  Pero = 5147.28  Tego = 28.45 
dPca = 9.89  Tcai = 52.00  Tenao = 19.62 
dPcna = 182.69  Tcao = 69.39  Teri = 14.61 
dPcr = 39.32  Tcgi = -4.55  Tero = 15.33 
dPea = 40.18  Tcgo = 18.36  Tewi = 31.73 
dPena = 331.64  Tcnao = 69.39  Tewo = 18.43 
dPer = 44.91  Tcpri = 40.23  Tslhx2ro = 36.82 
dPslhx = 13.73  Tcpro = 145.28  Tslhxri = 14.98 
dPslhx2 = 6.88  Tcro = 53.60  Wcb = 0.38 
Dslope = 0.00  Tcwi = 51.15  Wch = 5.06 
Mcg = 53.12  Tcwo = 23.33  Wcomp = 1.87 
Meg = 129.51  TDPeai = 16.35  Web = 0.45 
Mr = 19.97  TDPeao = 16.54  Weh = 2.15 























































































































































Test number: 66        
Evaporator  Flat top fin evaporator with tubes horizontal   
Gas cooler Six port tube gas cooler     
Test condition: W1        
Charge:   1300g        
Nominal high 
pressure: 10230kPa       
           
Dencg = 1.08  Pcpri = 5142.00  Teao = 19.77 
Deneg = 1.08  Pcro = 9233.19  Tegi = 27.06 
Denr = 673.09  Pero = 5045.30  Tego = 28.60 
dPca = 11.66  Tcai = 32.11  Tenao = 20.46 
dPcna = 182.72  Tcao = 49.98  Teri = 14.40 
dPcr = 57.52  Tcgi = -7.29  Tero = 17.42 
dPea = 55.34  Tcgo = 4.56  Tewi = 31.68 
dPena = 317.72  Tcnao = 49.84  Tewo = 18.42 
dPer = 79.56  Tcpri = 32.62  Tslhx2ro = 33.91 
dPslhx = 22.48  Tcpro = 92.55  Tslhxri = 17.62 
dPslhx2 = 7.84  Tcro = 38.11  Wcb = 0.39 
Dslope = 0.00  Tcwi = 31.91  Wch = 3.43 
Mcg = 103.05  Tcwo = 23.49  Wcomp = 1.23 
Meg = 214.08  TDPeai = 20.59  Web = 0.46 
Mr = 24.82  TDPeao = 18.60  Weh = 0.71 























































































































































Test number: 67        
Evaporator  Flat top fin evaporator with tubes horizontal   
Gas cooler Six port tube gas cooler     
Test condition: W1        
Charge:   1300g        
Nominal high 
pressure: 10780kPa       
           
Dencg = 1.08  Pcpri = 4915.57  Teao = 19.06 
Deneg = 1.08  Pcro = 10233.59  Tegi = 26.87 
Denr = 752.76  Pero = 4827.29  Tego = 28.39 
dPca = 11.64  Tcai = 32.14  Tenao = 19.67 
dPcna = 182.40  Tcao = 51.79  Teri = 12.25 
dPcr = 41.45  Tcgi = -6.91  Tero = 18.95 
dPea = 55.83  Tcgo = 5.14  Tewi = 31.57 
dPena = 318.77  Tcnao = 51.50  Tewo = 18.42 
dPer = 71.60  Tcpri = 31.11  Tslhx2ro = 30.83 
dPslhx = 19.84  Tcpro = 104.77  Tslhxri = 19.30 
dPslhx2 = 3.00  Tcro = 36.23  Wcb = 0.39 
Dslope = 0.00  Tcwi = 31.94  Wch = 3.21 
Mcg = 29.76  Tcwo = 23.34  Wcomp = 1.38 
Meg = 216.85  TDPeai = 20.48  Web = 0.46 
Mr = 22.23  TDPeao = 17.65  Weh = 0.87 























































































































































Test number: 68        
Evaporator  Flat top fin evaporator with tubes horizontal   
Gas cooler Six port tube gas cooler     
Test condition: W1        
Charge:   1300g        
Nominal high 
pressure: 12320kPa       
           
Dencg = 1.08  Pcpri = 4871.44  Teao = 18.96 
Deneg = 1.08  Pcro = 10779.13  Tegi = 26.67 
Denr = 771.79  Pero = 4786.29  Tego = 28.16 
dPca = 11.60  Tcai = 32.24  Tenao = 19.66 
dPcna = 182.37  Tcao = 52.25  Teri = 11.84 
dPcr = 34.85  Tcgi = -6.82  Tero = 20.06 
dPea = 55.75  Tcgo = 5.38  Tewi = 31.44 
dPena = 318.91  Tcnao = 51.88  Tewo = 18.43 
dPer = 68.91  Tcpri = 30.76  Tslhx2ro = 30.17 
dPslhx = 18.77  Tcpro = 111.11  Tslhxri = 20.46 
dPslhx2 = 3.37  Tcro = 35.33  Wcb = 0.39 
Dslope = 0.00  Tcwi = 32.00  Wch = 3.17 
Mcg = 48.14  Tcwo = 23.26  Wcomp = 1.46 
Meg = 217.36  TDPeai = 20.53  Web = 0.47 
Mr = 21.43  TDPeao = 17.32  Weh = 0.96 























































































































































Test number: 69        
Evaporator  Flat top fin evaporator with tubes horizontal   
Gas cooler Six port tube gas cooler     
Test condition: W2        
Charge:   1300g        
Nominal high 
pressure: 12620kPa       
           
Dencg = 1.08  Pcpri = 5172.79  Teao = 19.82 
Deneg = 1.08  Pcro = 12320.13  Tegi = 27.63 
Denr = 749.18  Pero = 5099.09  Tego = 29.01 
dPca = 10.65  Tcai = 43.52  Tenao = 20.49 
dPcna = 183.06  Tcao = 62.32  Teri = 14.43 
dPcr = 37.59  Tcgi = -5.08  Tero = 17.62 
dPea = 55.91  Tcgo = 11.65  Tewi = 31.77 
dPena = 322.73  Tcnao = 62.31  Tewo = 18.57 
dPer = 60.55  Tcpri = 37.56  Tslhx2ro = 36.40 
dPslhx = 17.31  Tcpro = 127.24  Tslhxri = 18.44 
dPslhx2 = 4.90  Tcro = 46.09  Wcb = 0.39 
Dslope = 0.00  Tcwi = 43.02  Wch = 4.21 
Mcg = 75.27  Tcwo = 24.00  Wcomp = 1.65 
Meg = 166.37  TDPeai = 20.50  Web = 0.46 
Mr = 21.44  TDPeao = 18.73  Weh = 1.80 























































































































































Test number: 70        
Evaporator  Flat top fin evaporator with tubes horizontal   
Gas cooler Six port tube gas cooler     
Test condition: W2        
Charge:   1300g        
Nominal high 
pressure: 13060kPa       
           
Dencg = 1.08  Pcpri = 5164.31  Teao = 19.88 
Deneg = 1.08  Pcro = 12623.79  Tegi = 27.70 
Denr = 757.61  Pero = 5089.04  Tego = 29.00 
dPca = 10.63  Tcai = 43.42  Tenao = 20.57 
dPcna = 182.14  Tcao = 62.46  Teri = 14.35 
dPcr = 39.08  Tcgi = -5.70  Tero = 18.36 
dPea = 55.98  Tcgo = 11.29  Tewi = 31.80 
dPena = 321.53  Tcnao = 62.58  Tewo = 18.51 
dPer = 60.02  Tcpri = 37.63  Tslhx2ro = 36.04 
dPslhx = 16.94  Tcpro = 130.37  Tslhxri = 19.12 
dPslhx2 = 6.90  Tcro = 45.77  Wcb = 0.38 
Dslope = 0.00  Tcwi = 42.99  Wch = 4.02 
Mcg = 84.38  Tcwo = 24.02  Wcomp = 1.70 
Meg = 163.87  TDPeai = 20.62  Web = 0.47 
Mr = 21.13  TDPeao = 18.75  Weh = 1.93 























































































































































Test number: 71        
Evaporator  Flat top fin evaporator with tubes horizontal   
Gas cooler Six port tube gas cooler     
Test condition: W2        
Charge:   1300g        
Nominal high 
pressure: 13000kPa       
           
Dencg = 1.08  Pcpri = 5120.14  Teao = 19.69 
Deneg = 1.08  Pcro = 13057.18  Tegi = 27.81 
Denr = 771.72  Pero = 5046.70  Tego = 29.06 
dPca = 10.62  Tcai = 43.41  Tenao = 20.37 
dPcna = 182.25  Tcao = 62.37  Teri = 13.94 
dPcr = 43.04  Tcgi = -5.98  Tero = 18.43 
dPea = 56.22  Tcgo = 11.31  Tewi = 31.53 
dPena = 321.86  Tcnao = 62.36  Tewo = 18.51 
dPer = 58.25  Tcpri = 37.34  Tslhx2ro = 35.36 
dPslhx = 16.29  Tcpro = 134.72  Tslhxri = 19.27 
dPslhx2 = 7.55  Tcro = 45.30  Wcb = 0.38 
Dslope = 0.00  Tcwi = 43.00  Wch = 3.99 
Mcg = 132.93  Tcwo = 23.97  Wcomp = 1.76 
Meg = 162.42  TDPeai = 20.45  Web = 0.46 
Mr = 20.64  TDPeao = 18.55  Weh = 1.55 























































































































































Test number: 72        
Evaporator  Flat top fin evaporator with tubes horizontal   
Gas cooler Six port tube gas cooler     
Test condition: W3        
Charge:   1300g        
Nominal high 
pressure: 13820kPa       
           
Dencg = 1.08  Pcpri = 5412.28  Teao = 20.59 
Deneg = 1.08  Pcro = 12996.61  Tegi = 27.92 
Denr = 717.32  Pero = 5342.40  Tego = 29.08 
dPca = 9.96  Tcai = 51.76  Tenao = 21.22 
dPcna = 181.05  Tcao = 69.20  Teri = 16.43 
dPcr = 43.04  Tcgi = -6.39  Tero = 17.05 
dPea = 54.33  Tcgo = 16.83  Tewi = 31.94 
dPena = 325.04  Tcnao = 69.32  Tewo = 18.59 
dPer = 55.92  Tcpri = 42.51  Tslhx2ro = 41.52 
dPslhx = 16.36  Tcpro = 134.28  Tslhxri = 17.89 
dPslhx2 = 4.75  Tcro = 54.02  Wcb = 0.39 
Dslope = 0.00  Tcwi = 51.03  Wch = 4.63 
Mcg = 60.61  Tcwo = 23.60  Wcomp = 1.71 
Meg = 122.39  TDPeai = 20.55  Web = 0.48 
Mr = 21.66  TDPeao = 19.53  Weh = 1.81 























































































































































Test number: 73        
Evaporator  Flat top fin evaporator with tubes horizontal   
Gas cooler Six port tube gas cooler     
Test condition: W3        
Charge:   1300g        
Nominal high 
pressure: 10920kPa       
           
Dencg = 1.08  Pcpri = 5363.53  Teao = 20.06 
Deneg = 1.08  Pcro = 13808.72  Tegi = 27.28 
Denr = 747.88  Pero = 5297.09  Tego = 28.70 
dPca = 9.92  Tcai = 51.94  Tenao = 21.04 
dPcna = 182.81  Tcao = 70.03  Teri = 15.93 
dPcr = 42.78  Tcgi = -5.60  Tero = 16.98 
dPea = 52.98  Tcgo = 18.66  Tewi = 31.68 
dPena = 321.93  Tcnao = 70.35  Tewo = 18.42 
dPer = 51.93  Tcpri = 42.78  Tslhx2ro = 40.10 
dPslhx = 15.60  Tcpro = 142.95  Tslhxri = 18.18 
dPslhx2 = 10.23  Tcro = 53.77  Wcb = 0.38 
Dslope = 0.00  Tcwi = 51.16  Wch = 4.89 
Mcg = -7.98  Tcwo = 23.72  Wcomp = 1.87 
Meg = 125.28  TDPeai = 20.45  Web = 0.46 
Mr = 20.80  TDPeao = 19.53  Weh = 1.53 























































































































































Test number: 74        
Evaporator  Round top fin evaporator with tubes vertical   
Gas cooler Six port tube gas cooler     
Test condition: D1        
Charge:   1300g        
Nominal high 
pressure: 12420kPa       
           
Dencg = 1.09  Pcpri = 4394.10  Teao = 15.19 
Deneg = 1.08  Pcro = 10919.68  Tegi = 24.50 
Denr = 850.24  Pero = 4324.08  Tego = 26.07 
dPca = 11.57  Tcai = 32.29  Tenao = 17.33 
dPcna = 182.45  Tcao = 50.13  Teri = 7.72 
dPcr = 24.53  Tcgi = -9.33  Tero = 8.51 
dPea = 26.96  Tcgo = 4.86  Tewi = 30.63 
dPena = 329.08  Tcnao = 49.44  Tewo = 18.35 
dPer = 89.54  Tcpri = 23.12  Tslhx2ro = 20.76 
dPslhx = 14.26  Tcpro = 114.29  Tslhxri = 8.05 
dPslhx2 = 1.06  Tcro = 34.31  Wcb = 0.40 
Dslope = 0.00  Tcwi = 32.11  Wch = 2.66 
Mcg = 146.79  Tcwo = 21.10  Wcomp = 1.47 
Meg = 168.89  TDPeai = 8.98  Web = 0.44 
Mr = 18.92  TDPeao = 9.01  Weh = 1.59 























































































































































Test number: 75        
Evaporator  Round top fin evaporator with tubes vertical   
Gas cooler Six port tube gas cooler     
Test condition: D2        
Charge:   1300g        
Nominal high 
pressure: 13690kPa       
           
Dencg = 1.08  Pcpri = 4804.29  Teao = 16.88 
Deneg = 1.08  Pcro = 12423.92  Tegi = 25.88 
Denr = 816.98  Pero = 4736.99  Tego = 27.32 
dPca = 10.73  Tcai = 42.97  Tenao = 18.48 
dPcna = 184.32  Tcao = 60.29  Teri = 11.58 
dPcr = 32.56  Tcgi = -5.42  Tero = 12.13 
dPea = 26.68  Tcgo = 9.64  Tewi = 30.44 
dPena = 329.28  Tcnao = 60.17  Tewo = 18.36 
dPer = 89.32  Tcpri = 31.25  Tslhx2ro = 28.24 
dPslhx = 14.20  Tcpro = 129.49  Tslhxri = 11.59 
dPslhx2 = 2.64  Tcro = 44.83  Wcb = 0.40 
Dslope = 0.00  Tcwi = 42.57  Wch = 4.75 
Mcg = 180.91  Tcwo = 21.33  Wcomp = 1.66 
Meg = 192.84  TDPeai = 10.00  Web = 0.44 
Mr = 19.61  TDPeao = 10.07  Weh = 1.09 























































































































































Test number: 76        
Evaporator  Round top fin evaporator with tubes vertical   
Gas cooler Six port tube gas cooler     
Test condition: D3        
Charge:   1300g        
Nominal high 
pressure: 10990kPa       
           
Dencg = 1.08  Pcpri = 5158.15  Teao = 18.47 
Deneg = 1.08  Pcro = 13690.90  Tegi = 26.26 
Denr = 795.37  Pero = 5094.27  Tego = 27.56 
dPca = 9.86  Tcai = 51.47  Tenao = 19.74 
dPcna = 180.20  Tcao = 68.89  Teri = 14.66 
dPcr = 39.42  Tcgi = -6.38  Tero = 15.03 
dPea = 26.58  Tcgo = 17.35  Tewi = 30.48 
dPena = 326.68  Tcnao = 69.06  Tewo = 18.37 
dPer = 88.80  Tcpri = 37.37  Tslhx2ro = 33.88 
dPslhx = 13.88  Tcpro = 141.40  Tslhxri = 14.50 
dPslhx2 = 5.25  Tcro = 53.22  Wcb = 0.39 
Dslope = 0.00  Tcwi = 50.97  Wch = 4.62 
Mcg = 109.56  Tcwo = 21.62  Wcomp = 1.84 
Meg = 123.88  TDPeai = 10.56  Web = 0.44 
Mr = 20.20  TDPeao = 10.61  Weh = 0.77 























































































































































Test number: 77        
Evaporator  Round top fin evaporator with tubes vertical   
Gas cooler Six port tube gas cooler     
Test condition: W1        
Charge:   1300g        
Nominal high 
pressure: 12440kPa       
           
Dencg = 1.08  Pcpri = 4824.16  Teao = 18.89 
Deneg = 1.08  Pcro = 10990.22  Tegi = 26.32 
Denr = 829.93  Pero = 4741.75  Tego = 27.93 
dPca = 11.72  Tcai = 32.23  Tenao = 20.12 
dPcna = 182.26  Tcao = 52.35  Teri = 11.54 
dPcr = 37.04  Tcgi = -8.09  Tero = 12.23 
dPea = 39.05  Tcgo = 2.00  Tewi = 31.57 
dPena = 340.13  Tcnao = 51.95  Tewo = 18.87 
dPer = 112.25  Tcpri = 25.28  Tslhx2ro = 23.84 
dPslhx = 17.76  Tcpro = 106.98  Tslhxri = 11.79 
dPslhx2 = 2.37  Tcro = 35.12  Wcb = 0.40 
Dslope = 0.00  Tcwi = 32.18  Wch = 4.32 
Mcg = 295.61  Tcwo = 21.93  Wcomp = 1.49 
Meg = 291.91  TDPeai = 20.53  Web = 0.45 
Mr = 21.93  TDPeao = 18.66  Weh = 2.04 























































































































































Test number: 78        
Evaporator  Round top fin evaporator with tubes vertical   
Gas cooler Six port tube gas cooler     
Test condition: W2        
Charge:   1300g        
Nominal high 
pressure: 13820kPa       
           
Dencg = 1.09  Pcpri = 5142.14  Teao = 19.77 
Deneg = 1.08  Pcro = 12437.19  Tegi = 26.58 
Denr = 801.34  Pero = 5069.81  Tego = 28.11 
dPca = 10.75  Tcai = 43.58  Tenao = 20.80 
dPcna = 182.57  Tcao = 62.28  Teri = 14.39 
dPcr = 46.88  Tcgi = -9.66  Tero = 14.83 
dPea = 37.04  Tcgo = 9.97  Tewi = 31.63 
dPena = 329.96  Tcnao = 62.33  Tewo = 18.93 
dPer = 103.94  Tcpri = 32.87  Tslhx2ro = 30.46 
dPslhx = 16.29  Tcpro = 124.24  Tslhxri = 14.41 
dPslhx2 = 6.15  Tcro = 45.92  Wcb = 0.40 
Dslope = 0.00  Tcwi = 43.23  Wch = 4.03 
Mcg = 165.46  Tcwo = 22.04  Wcomp = 1.68 
Meg = 142.05  TDPeai = 20.58  Web = 0.45 
Mr = 21.80  TDPeao = 19.19  Weh = 1.78 























































































































































Test number: 79        
Evaporator  Round top fin evaporator with tubes vertical   
Gas cooler Six port tube gas cooler     
Test condition: W3        
Charge:   1300g        
Nominal high 
pressure: 13910kPa       
           
Dencg = 1.08  Pcpri = 5308.63  Teao = 20.16 
Deneg = 1.08  Pcro = 13816.75  Tegi = 26.84 
Denr = 793.12  Pero = 5241.74  Tego = 28.23 
dPca = 10.04  Tcai = 51.37  Tenao = 21.14 
dPcna = 181.73  Tcao = 69.53  Teri = 15.77 
dPcr = 44.22  Tcgi = -7.52  Tero = 16.16 
dPea = 36.41  Tcgo = 13.21  Tewi = 31.42 
dPena = 330.46  Tcnao = 69.74  Tewo = 19.11 
dPer = 96.09  Tcpri = 37.57  Tslhx2ro = 34.43 
dPslhx = 14.63  Tcpro = 139.03  Tslhxri = 15.70 
dPslhx2 = 5.65  Tcro = 53.23  Wcb = 0.39 
Dslope = 0.00  Tcwi = 50.94  Wch = 5.47 
Mcg = 221.04  Tcwo = 22.51  Wcomp = 1.86 
Meg = 153.86  TDPeai = 20.35  Web = 0.45 
Mr = 21.17  TDPeao = 19.67  Weh = 1.67 























































































































































Test number: 80        
Evaporator  Round top fin evaporator with tubes vertical   
Gas cooler Six port tube gas cooler     
Test condition: W3        
Charge:   1300g        
Nominal high 
pressure: 11060kPa       
           
Dencg = 1.08  Pcpri = 5382.78  Teao = 20.80 
Deneg = 1.08  Pcro = 13909.66  Tegi = 27.16 
Denr = 790.99  Pero = 5316.09  Tego = 28.74 
dPca = 9.93  Tcai = 51.89  Tenao = 21.80 
dPcna = 181.13  Tcao = 70.44  Teri = 16.51 
dPcr = 46.05  Tcgi = -7.77  Tero = 16.80 
dPea = 36.44  Tcgo = 18.38  Tewi = 32.23 
dPena = 338.38  Tcnao = 70.60  Tewo = 18.50 
dPer = 96.66  Tcpri = 38.12  Tslhx2ro = 35.11 
dPslhx = 14.92  Tcpro = 139.07  Tslhxri = 16.32 
dPslhx2 = 7.15  Tcro = 53.85  Wcb = 0.39 
Dslope = 0.00  Tcwi = 51.48  Wch = 4.51 
Mcg = 157.61  Tcwo = 22.14  Wcomp = 1.87 
Meg = 118.00  TDPeai = 20.86  Web = 0.46 
Mr = 21.48  TDPeao = 20.15  Weh = 1.78 






















































































































































Appendix B.  Infrared Pictures 
This section contains infrared pictures for dry test conditions and for both evaporators in both orientations.  
The camera was located on the air inlet (refrigerant outlet) side. 
 




Flat top fin, tubes horizontal, D2 
 
 
Flat top fin, tubes horizontal, D3 
 
 




Round top fin, tubes vertical, D2 
 




Round top fin, tubes horizontal, D1 
 
 




Round top fin, tubes horizontal, D3 
 
 129
Appendix C.  EES code for air conditioning  
 
{*************************************************************************************************************} 
{This EES program is for US ARMY ECU 3/4 ton  R744 breadboard test  by Scott Wujek on 1/30/2006} 
{*************************************************************************************************************} 
 
{Procedure AirFlowRate ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
This procedure calculates air flow rates and velocities through the nozzles. 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Calls: none 
Called by: main program 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Inputs: 
CDguess nozzle discharge coefficient guess 
D  nozzle throat diameter, [m] 
Tn  nozzle temperature, [C] 
Pn  nozzle entrance pressure, [kPa] 
DPn pressure drop across nozzle, [Pa] 
Wn humidity ratio at nozzle 
 
Outputs: 
Ma_wet wet air mass flow rate, [kg/s] 
Ma_dry dry air mass flow rate, [kg/s] 
Q_m3 volumetric flow rate, [m^3/s] 
Q_scfm volumetric flow rate, [scfm] 
Vel air velocity through nozzle, [m/s] 
Vn  specific volume of air at nozzle, [m^3/kg] 
Re  Reynolds Number at nozzle 




Procedure AirFlowRate (Nozzle$, CDguess, D, Tn, Pn, DPn, Wn : Ma_wet, Ma_dry, Q_m3, Q_scfm, Vel, 
Vn, Re, CDold) 
                An = pi * D^2/4 {nozzle throat area [m^2]} 
 Vn = VOLUME(AirH2O,T=Tn,P=Pn,w=Wn) 
 CDnew = CDguess 
 repeat {iterate to find proper discharge coefficient} 
 CDold = CDnew 
 Q_m3 = CDold * An * (2 * DPn * Vn)^0.5 
 Q_scfm = Q_m3/(1.2 * Vn) * convert(m^3/s, ft^3/min) 
 Vel = Q_m3/A 
 {Flow properties at nozzle exit, despite inlet is standard} 
 Ma_wet = Q_m3/Vn 
 {treat as incompressible AirH2O flow} 
 Ma_dry = Ma_wet/(1+Wn) 
 rho = DENSITY(AirH2O, T = Tn, P = Pn, w=Wn) 
 {air density at nozzle, [kg/m^3]} 
 mu = VISCOSITY(AirH2O, T = Tn, P=Pn, w=Wn) 
 {air viscosity at nozzle, [kg/m-sec]} 
 Re = rho * Vel * D/mu 
 CDnew = .9986 - 7.006/Re^.5 + 134.6/Re 
 {discharge coefficient correlation} 
 until (abs(CDold - CDnew) < .001) 
 
 130






UAc = 0.00909 [kW/K]   





{***********************************Indoor chamber calculation****************************************} 
{transmission through wall} 
Qindoor_tran = UAe * (Tewi - Tewo)  " Indoor heat transfer through wall to outside in kW" 
 
{electric load} 
W_e = Web +  Weh + Wel        " Total input electric power into indoor chamber in kW" 
 
 
{latent load calculation} 
Ts = 100 
hs = ENTHALPY(Steam_IAPWS, T = Ts, x = 1) " saturated steam inlet enthalpy, [kJ/kg] " 
hw = ENTHALPY(Steam_IAPWS, T = Teao, P=Patm) " condensate exit enthalpy, [kJ/kg] " 
Q_steam = Dslope* (hs -  hw)                                                      "Latent load in [kW]" 
Qe_c = Q_steam + W_e - Qindoor_tran                          "Evaporator capacity in kW from chamber 
balance = Gross unit cooling capacity" 
COPin_chamber = Qe_c / Wcomp 
 
 
{*****************************************Indoor Air Side Calculation***********************************} 
 
Pena=Patm-dPena/1000-dPea/1000 
RHeai = RELHUM(AirH2O, T = Teai, P = Patm, D = TDPeai) 
Wei = HUMRAT(AirH2O, T = Teai, P = Patm, D = TDPeai) 






Call AirFlowRate('e1', CD_e1, De1, Tenao, Pena, DPena, Wen : ma_wet_e1, ma_dry_e1, AFR_m3_e1, 
AFR_scfm_e1, Vel_e1, Vn_e1, Re_e1, CDe1a) 
Call AirFlowRate('e2', CD_e2, De2, Tenao, Pena, DPena, Wen : ma_wet_e2, ma_dry_e2, AFR_m3_e2, 













Q_indoor_dry=Ma_indoor_wet*(enthalpy(air, T=Teai)-enthalpy(air, T=Teao)) 
 
 
hwveai=enthalpy(Steam_NBS, T=Teai, x=1) 








{*******************************Outdoor chamber calculation*******************************************} 
 
{transmission through wall} 
Qoutdoor_tran = UAc * (Tcwi - Tcwo)  "Outdoor heat transfer through wall in kW" 
 
{electric load} 
W_c=Wcb+Wch+Wcomp  "Total input electric power into outdoor chamber in kW" 
 
{glycol cooling} 
Call BRINEPROP ('Density', 'EG', Conc, Tcgi : Dencg*1000) 
Call BrineProp ('SpecHeat', 'EG', Conc, Tcgi : Cpcgi) 
Call BrineProp ('SpecHeat', 'EG', Conc, Tcgo : Cpcgo) 
Cpcg_avg = (Cpcgi + Cpcgo)/2 
Qc_glycol = Meg*convert(g/s,kg/s)  * Cpcg_avg * (Tcgo - Tcgi)  "cooling from glycol in kW" 
 
    
 
Qc_c= Qc_glycol+Qoutdoor_tran-W_c+Mr*convert(g/s, kg/s)*(hslhxri-hslhx2ro)  "Gas cooler capacity in 
kW from chamber balance" 
 
 





D_c=6*convert(in, m)  {nozzle = 6"} 
Wci=HumRat(AirH2O, P=100, T=Tcnao, R=.4) 
Call AirFlowRate('c', CD_c, D_c, Tcnao, Pcn, DPcna, Wci : ma_wet_c, ma_dry_c, AFR_m3_c, 

















{refrigerant enthalpies, from P and T} 
hcro=enthalpy(R744, T=Tcro, P=Pcro)  "gas cooler inlet enthalpy" 
hcpro=enthalpy(R744, T=Tcpro, P=Pcro)  "gas cooler outlet enthalpy" 
hslhx2ro=enthalpy(R744, T=Tslhx2ro, P=Pslhx2ro)  "high side suction line heat exchanger outlet 
enthalpy" 
hcpri=enthalpy(R744, T=Tcpri, P=Pcpri)  "compressor inlet enthalpy" 
 
{refrigerant enthalpies, calculated with assumptions} 
heri=hslhx2ro  {isenthalpic expansion valve}    "evaporator inlet enthalpy" 
hslhxri=hcpri-(hcro-hslhx2ro)                                    "low side suction line heat exchanger inlet" 
hero=hslhxri                                                                    "evaporator outlet enthalpy" 
hcri=hcpro 
 
Teri_sat=temperature(R744, P=Peri, x=1) 
"evaporator capacity from refrigerant balance in kW" 
Qe_r=Mr*convert(g/s, kg/s)*(1-x_oil)*(hero-heri)+Mr*convert(g/s, kg/s)*x_oil*(2.0499*(Tero-
Teri_sat)+2.261e-3/2*(Tero^2-Teri_sat^2))  
"gas cooler capacity from refrigerant balance in kW"    
Qc_r=Mr*convert(g/s, kg/s)*(1-x_oil)*(hcri-hcro)+Mr*convert(g/s, kg/s)*x_oil*(2.0499*(Tcpro-
Tcro)+2.261e-3/2*(Tcpro^2-Tcro^2)) 






hslhx_max=enthalpy(R744, P=Pcpri, T=Tcro)  "maximum possible enthalpy in slhx" 
Q_slhx_max=Mr*convert(g/s, kg/s)*(hslhx_max-hslhxri) 
 
epsilon_slhx=(Q_slhx_1+Q_slhx_2)/(2*Q_slhx_max )              





scpri=entropy(R744, T=Tcpri, P=Pcpri)  "Compressor inlet entropy" 







{**********************Evaporator refrigerant inlet quality**********************************************} 
 
h_liq_in=enthalpy(R744, T=Teri_sat, x=0)  {saturated liquid enthalpy} 
h_vap_in=enthalpy(R744, T=Teri_sat, x=1)  {saturated vapor enthalpy} 



















1/Denr=(OCR)/1000+(1-OCR)/(density(R744, P=Pcro-dPslhx2, T=Tslhx2ro)) 
 














Appendix D.  Raw heat pump data 
This section contains the raw data for all heat pump test points.  
Many of these points were not directly used in determining system capacity, but were instead used in order 
to validate the control strategy.  The tests that were used as the representative points for their given setups and test 
conditions, as well as for all performance data, were numbers 1, 5, 8, 14, 15, 19, 23, and 26. 
 
Test number:  1       
Indoor coil:   Flat top fin evaporator with tubes horizontal 
Outdoor coil:  Six port tube gas cooler    
Test condition:  hp1       
Charge:    1200g       
Nominal high pressure: 6864kPa       
           
Dencg = 1.089925  Pcro = 6864.75  Tegi = -21.4527 
Deneg = 1.087746  Pero = 1607.491  Tego = 18.40853 
Denr = 759.1117  Tcai = -18.0446  Tenao = 27.27125 
dPca = 13.80296  Tcao = -23.933  Teri = 86.34313 
dPcna = 148.0231  Tcgi = -24.3589  Tero = 23.71153 
dPcr = -2.01099  Tcgo = -23.492  Tewo = 17.97987 
dPea = 30.66144  Tcnao = -24.4328  Tslhx2ro = -14.468 
dPena = 338.7721  Tcpri = -7.86523  Tslhxri = -26.0752 
dPer = 2.546093  Tcpro = 117.6312  Wcb = 0.317875 
dPslhx = 12.78832  Tcri = -25.8875  Wch = 0.864868 
dPslhx2 = 3.444455  Tcro = 21.81869  Wcomp = 0.900564 
Mcg = 337.6901  Tcwi = -2.4E+15  Web = 0.4781 
Meg = 352.2513  Tcwo = 20.59848  Weh = 0.10173 
Mr = 5.922838  Teai = 20.00111  Wel = 0.097954 




Test number:  2       
Indoor coil:   Flat top fin evaporator with tubes horizontal 
Outdoor coil:  Six port tube gas cooler    
Test condition:  hp1       
Charge:    1200g       
Nominal high pressure: 8140kPa       
           
Dencg = 1.089845  Pcro = 8139.871  Tegi = -21.4819 
Deneg = 1.087615  Pero = 1465.11  Tego = 18.84128 
Denr = 813.853  Tcai = -18.1126  Tenao = 26.11391 
dPca = 17.29508  Tcao = -24.3232  Teri = 87.77734 
dPcna = 144.6623  Tcgi = -24.4879  Tero = 21.38159 
dPcr = -0.66914  Tcgo = -23.4553  Tewo = 17.98314 
dPea = 30.56524  Tcnao = -23.3049  Tslhx2ro = -14.0427 
dPena = 339.5111  Tcpri = -7.37163  Tslhxri = -29.1655 
dPer = 9.75193  Tcpro = 131.55  Wcb = 0.316994 
dPslhx = 1.846642  Tcri = -28.9851  Wch = 0.539799 
dPslhx2 = -2.19292  Tcro = 19.49696  Wcomp = 0.920683 
Mcg = 337.5315  Tcwi = -8.9E+14  Web = 0.475766 
Meg = 349.9157  Tcwo = 20.5836  Weh = 0.058758 
Mr = 4.804288  Teai = 20.35178  Wel = 0.098213 




Test number:  3       
Indoor coil:   Flat top fin evaporator with tubes horizontal 
Outdoor coil:  Six port tube gas cooler    
Test condition:  hp1       
Charge:    1200g       
Nominal high pressure: 8780kPa       
           
Dencg = 1.089808  Pcro = 8781.386  Tegi = -21.3517 
Deneg = 1.08757  Pero = 1518.856  Tego = 18.82416 
Denr = 826.6188  Tcai = -18.2247  Tenao = 26.1307 
dPca = 15.65917  Tcao = -24.3777  Teri = 93.64442 
dPcna = 146.1123  Tcgi = -24.3897  Tero = 21.38921 
dPcr = -2.38382  Tcgo = -23.4603  Tewo = 18.05428 
dPea = 30.56037  Tcnao = -23.973  Tslhx2ro = -12.7414 
dPena = 339.1287  Tcpri = -6.30286  Tslhxri = -27.8573 
dPer = 1.718444  Tcpro = 136.9953  Wcb = 0.317905 
dPslhx = 9.662754  Tcri = -27.6904  Wch = 0.583932 
dPslhx2 = -0.68351  Tcro = 19.25603  Wcomp = 0.957315 
Mcg = 337.2794  Tcwi = -8.8E+14  Web = 0.475232 
Meg = 349.9182  Tcwo = 21.01358  Weh = 0.030579 
Mr = 4.916427  Teai = 20.3308  Wel = 0.098449 




Test number:  4       
Indoor coil:   Flat top fin evaporator with tubes horizontal 
Outdoor coil:  Six port tube gas cooler    
Test condition:  hp2       
Charge:    1200g       
Nominal high pressure: 8560kPa       
           
Dencg = 1.087321  Pcro = 8558.226  Tegi = -16.1896 
Deneg = 1.085693  Pero = 1843.928  Tego = 16.32461 
Denr = 822.3244  Tcai = -8.26709  Tenao = 28.8326 
dPca = 16.60674  Tcao = -17.0021  Teri = 101.0157 
dPcna = 141.4184  Tcgi = -16.4524  Tero = 21.27702 
dPcr = 1.110767  Tcgo = -15.655  Tewo = 18.16812 
dPea = 30.2664  Tcnao = -15.1873  Tslhx2ro = -4.77485 
dPena = 335.3656  Tcpri = 0.777238  Tslhxri = -22.1726 
dPer = 15.31686  Tcpro = 132.3936  Wcb = 0.317572 
dPslhx = 3.297283  Tcri = -21.959  Wch = 1.367941 
dPslhx2 = -2.01929  Tcro = 20.10826  Wcomp = 1.03766 
Mcg = 391.4045  Tcwi = -6.1E+14  Web = 0.368543 
Meg = 416.2196  Tcwo = 21.48774  Weh = 0.458931 
Mr = 6.52022  Teai = 20.10395  Wel = 0.101003 




Test number:  5       
Indoor coil:   Flat top fin evaporator with tubes horizontal 
Outdoor coil:  Six port tube gas cooler    
Test condition:  hp2       
Charge:    1200g       
Nominal high pressure: 10250kPa      
           
Dencg = 1.086985  Pcro = 10250.99  Tegi = -14.5065 
Deneg = 1.085662  Pero = 1943.381  Tego = 16.10522 
Denr = 847.5932  Tcai = -7.90478  Tenao = 28.54542 
dPca = 18.00632  Tcao = -16.6551  Teri = 104.1761 
dPcna = 142.6021  Tcgi = -14.627  Tero = 21.50815 
dPcr = -0.00134  Tcgo = -14.2222  Tewo = 18.27942 
dPea = 30.1537  Tcnao = -15.1252  Tslhx2ro = -3.58573 
dPena = 333.7577  Tcpri = 1.458758  Tslhxri = -20.0415 
dPer = 14.92448  Tcpro = 136.2401  Wcb = 0.327122 
dPslhx = 3.240348  Tcri = -19.8658  Wch = 0.777834 
dPslhx2 = -2.28881  Tcro = 20.45774  Wcomp = 1.143071 
Mcg = 401.402  Tcwi = -5.5E+14  Web = 0.366088 
Meg = 435.168  Tcwo = 21.4749  Weh = 0.45065 
Mr = 7.29843  Teai = 20.63992  Wel = 1.390688 




Test number:  6       
Indoor coil:   Flat top fin evaporator with tubes horizontal 
Outdoor coil:  Six port tube gas cooler    
Test condition:  hp2       
Charge:    1200g       
Nominal high pressure: 10805kPa      
           
Dencg = 1.08756  Pcro = 10805.37  Tegi = -16.4407 
Deneg = 1.085543  Pero = 1940.073  Tego = 16.60054 
Denr = 850.3675  Tcai = -9.05817  Tenao = 28.94651 
dPca = 14.35428  Tcao = -16.758  Teri = 105.1113 
dPcna = 144.1028  Tcgi = -16.5783  Tero = 21.88736 
dPcr = -0.43497  Tcgo = -15.9384  Tewo = 18.22327 
dPea = 30.21573  Tcnao = -16.4099  Tslhx2ro = -3.79081 
dPena = 334.4414  Tcpri = 1.420575  Tslhxri = -20.5462 
dPer = 14.99868  Tcpro = 137.2267  Wcb = 0.318942 
dPslhx = 3.062827  Tcri = -20.3503  Wch = 1.333771 
dPslhx2 = -2.39826  Tcro = 20.55931  Wcomp = 1.174027 
Mcg = 388.2482  Tcwi = -4.1E+14  Web = 0.366241 
Meg = 413.5558  Tcwo = 21.90063  Weh = 0.876047 
Mr = 6.606896  Teai = 20.78599  Wel = 0.100986 




Test number:  7       
Indoor coil:   Flat top fin evaporator with tubes horizontal 
Outdoor coil:  Six port tube gas cooler    
Test condition:  hp3       
Charge:    1200g       
Nominal high pressure: 6910kPa       
           
Dencg = 1.085204  Pcro = 6912.462  Tegi = -9.44005 
Deneg = 1.084431  Pero = 2546.618  Tego = 9.198581 
Denr = 514.7645  Tcai = -0.21511  Tenao = 30.60876 
dPca = 13.64391  Tcao = -9.17771  Teri = 89.35625 
dPcna = 146.5438  Tcgi = -9.19371  Tero = 28.20507 
dPcr = 12.6556  Tcgo = -8.52952  Tewo = 17.9429 
dPea = 30.3275  Tcnao = -8.57779  Tslhx2ro = 3.641913 
dPena = 332.0599  Tcpri = 9.59668  Tslhxri = -11.0173 
dPer = 25.7664  Tcpro = 105.2493  Wcb = 0.32024 
dPslhx = 8.765687  Tcri = -10.7452  Wch = 1.543103 
dPslhx2 = -0.32826  Tcro = 28.42951  Wcomp = 0.999424 
Mcg = 425.9529  Tcwi = -5.5E+14  Web = 0.367523 
Meg = 507.9311  Tcwo = 21.19691  Weh = 1.463997 
Mr = 24.02975  Teai = 19.70665  Wel = 1.347864 




Test number:  8       
Indoor coil:   Flat top fin evaporator with tubes horizontal 
Outdoor coil:  Six port tube gas cooler    
Test condition:  hp3       
Charge:    1200g       
Nominal high pressure: 8150kPa       
           
Dencg = 1.085367  Pcro = 8148.649  Tegi = -9.1819 
Deneg = 1.084399  Pero = 1842.493  Tego = 9.368426 
Denr = 817.7187  Tcai = 0.269401  Tenao = 28.68693 
dPca = 23.48116  Tcao = -7.94331  Teri = 101.4705 
dPcna = 137.811  Tcgi = -8.97644  Tero = 21.13191 
dPcr = 1.068582  Tcgo = -8.08705  Tewo = 18.03144 
dPea = 30.21986  Tcnao = -5.61269  Tslhx2ro = -6.03011 
dPena = 333.8365  Tcpri = -0.36651  Tslhxri = -21.9473 
dPer = 14.51495  Tcpro = 132.0489  Wcb = 0.323292 
dPslhx = 3.315836  Tcri = -21.7264  Wch = 1.597818 
dPslhx2 = -2.06699  Tcro = 20.6081  Wcomp = 1.004655 
Mcg = 428.0862  Tcwi = -3E+14  Web = 0.373377 
Meg = 509.6127  Tcwo = 21.23311  Weh = 1.760459 
Mr = 8.540615  Teai = 20.11088  Wel = 1.342198 




Test number:  9       
Indoor coil:   Flat top fin evaporator with tubes horizontal 
Outdoor coil:  Six port tube gas cooler    
Test condition:  hp4       
Charge:    1200g       
Nominal high pressure: 6800kPa       
           
Dencg = 1.083135  Pcro = 6800.075  Tegi = -5.34203 
Deneg = 1.08358  Pero = 3477.929  Tego = -1.54714 
Denr = 436.1475  Tcai = 9.995511  Tenao = 31.77062 
dPca = 11.73091  Tcao = 1.382523  Teri = 76.78429 
dPcna = 159.6683  Tcgi = -4.85264  Tero = 27.57861 
dPcr = 33.25235  Tcgo = -0.24115  Tewo = 17.9283 
dPea = 30.32361  Tcnao = 1.75537  Tslhx2ro = 24.95789 
dPena = 334.0857  Tcpri = 19.60579  Tslhxri = 0.310272 
dPer = 49.72608  Tcpro = 84.2241  Wcb = 0.351485 
dPslhx = 14.42856  Tcri = 0.692616  Wch = 2.719885 
dPslhx2 = 2.995304  Tcro = 27.48384  Wcomp = 0.98915 
Mcg = 115.5889  Tcwi = -1.9E+15  Web = 0.367185 
Meg = 691.3255  Tcwo = 21.05109  Weh = 2.856666 
Mr = 22.00714  Teai = 19.76787  Wel = 1.364613 




Test number:  10       
Indoor coil:   Flat top fin evaporator with tubes horizontal 
Outdoor coil:  Six port tube gas cooler    
Test condition:  hp4       
Charge:    1200g       
Nominal high pressure: 7640kPa       
           
Dencg = 1.084356  Pcro = 7636.806  Tegi = -6.47559 
Deneg = 1.083757  Pero = 3070.936  Tego = 1.694568 
Denr = 712.6847  Tcai = 10.04788  Tenao = 34.84528 
dPca = 11.30715  Tcao = -2.11339  Teri = 92.61153 
dPcna = 151.9419  Tcgi = -6.30204  Tero = 28.72784 
dPcr = 15.45294  Tcgo = -4.49701  Tewo = 18.10456 
dPea = 30.21861  Tcnao = -1.61524  Tslhx2ro = 12.81753 
dPena = 329.6124  Tcpri = 16.26769  Tslhxri = -4.4014 
dPer = 36.05463  Tcpro = 104.595  Wcb = 0.333294 
dPslhx = 9.383483  Tcri = -4.08345  Wch = 3.647415 
dPslhx2 = -0.64325  Tcro = 28.30383  Wcomp = 1.067839 
Mcg = 363.5777  Tcwi = -9.6E+14  Web = 0.36821 
Meg = 596.0867  Tcwo = 20.84061  Weh = 1.555188 
Mr = 13.00203  Teai = 19.57377  Wel = 1.346689 




Test number:  11       
Indoor coil:   Flat top fin evaporator with tubes horizontal 
Outdoor coil:  Six port tube gas cooler    
Test condition:  hp4       
Charge:    1200g       
Nominal high pressure: 8450kPa       
           
Dencg = 1.084256  Pcro = 8449.699  Tegi = -6.44551 
Deneg = 1.083745  Pero = 3039.855  Tego = 1.965357 
Denr = 790.3668  Tcai = 10.01737  Tenao = 36.43926 
dPca = 11.15611  Tcao = -2.49742  Teri = 98.40253 
dPcna = 148.8566  Tcgi = -6.27664  Tero = 24.98993 
dPcr = 12.22247  Tcgo = -4.58493  Tewo = 18.15505 
dPea = 29.945  Tcnao = -1.98474  Tslhx2ro = 8.97241 
dPena = 328.1831  Tcpri = 12.45205  Tslhxri = -4.79272 
dPer = 33.51637  Tcpro = 112.1416  Wcb = 0.327093 
dPslhx = 8.237649  Tcri = -4.50432  Wch = 3.612988 
dPslhx2 = -0.87579  Tcro = 24.63149  Wcomp = 1.147251 
Mcg = 360.4704  Tcwi = -9.8E+14  Web = 0.361666 
Meg = 595.068  Tcwo = 20.97182  Weh = 1.546775 
Mr = 12.51211  Teai = 20.20927  Wel = 1.356669 




Test number:  12       
Indoor coil:   Flat top fin evaporator with tubes horizontal 
Outdoor coil:  Six port tube gas cooler    
Test condition:  hp4       
Charge:    1200g       
Nominal high pressure: 9500kPa       
           
Dencg = 1.084277  Pcro = 9500.566  Tegi = -6.44473 
Deneg = 1.083674  Pero = 3021.16  Tego = 1.908027 
Denr = 827.4709  Tcai = 10.02585  Tenao = 36.48372 
dPca = 11.20759  Tcao = -2.4513  Teri = 108.3647 
dPcna = 149.0613  Tcgi = -6.19306  Tero = 22.94745 
dPcr = 8.839615  Tcgo = -4.50096  Tewo = 18.23126 
dPea = 29.74334  Tcnao = -2.08714  Tslhx2ro = 7.409427 
dPena = 327.7168  Tcpri = 10.97289  Tslhxri = -5.0456 
dPer = 32.69869  Tcpro = 123.1595  Wcb = 0.32856 
dPslhx = 8.354459  Tcri = -4.75956  Wch = 3.630479 
dPslhx2 = -1.25519  Tcro = 22.72915  Wcomp = 1.26633 
Mcg = 360.5092  Tcwi = -5.7E+14  Web = 0.363207 
Meg = 594.5026  Tcwo = 21.3552  Weh = 1.333216 
Mr = 12.13209  Teai = 19.77671  Wel = 1.359503 




Test number:  13       
Indoor coil:   Flat top fin evaporator with tubes horizontal 
Outdoor coil:  Six port tube gas cooler    
Test condition:  hp4       
Charge:    1200g       
Nominal high pressure: 10010kPa      
           
Dencg = 1.0841  Pcro = 10014.61  Tegi = -6.70618 
Deneg = 1.083787  Pero = 3028.026  Tego = 1.759136 
Denr = 836.8888  Tcai = 9.996353  Tenao = 36.62178 
dPca = 11.22685  Tcao = -2.32817  Teri = 112.5171 
dPcna = 149.5525  Tcgi = -6.44141  Tero = 22.70862 
dPcr = 6.941008  Tcgo = -4.67162  Tewo = 18.20884 
dPea = 29.73712  Tcnao = -1.89524  Tslhx2ro = 7.190781 
dPena = 328.1169  Tcpri = 10.76409  Tslhxri = -5.0312 
dPer = 32.0378  Tcpro = 128.9412  Wcb = 0.327725 
dPslhx = 8.041161  Tcri = -4.74435  Wch = 3.581382 
dPslhx2 = -1.46957  Tcro = 22.52963  Wcomp = 1.306638 
Mcg = 359.354  Tcwi = -3.2E+14  Web = 0.358371 
Meg = 593.6225  Tcwo = 21.45931  Weh = 1.29299 
Mr = 11.90501  Teai = 19.9202  Wel = 1.394401 




Test number:  14       
Indoor coil:   Flat top fin evaporator with tubes horizontal 
Outdoor coil:  Six port tube gas cooler    
Test condition:  hp4       
Charge:    1200g       
Nominal high pressure: 10550kPa      
           
Dencg = 1.084196  Pcro = 10545.62  Tegi = -6.50737 
Deneg = 1.083645  Pero = 3039.117  Tego = 1.915042 
Denr = 846.2531  Tcai = 9.969171  Tenao = 36.52708 
dPca = 11.22033  Tcao = -2.22366  Teri = 116.4428 
dPcna = 149.7837  Tcgi = -6.31029  Tero = 22.43108 
dPcr = 6.652242  Tcgo = -4.57045  Tewo = 18.20916 
dPea = 29.67108  Tcnao = -1.87243  Tslhx2ro = 7.008039 
dPena = 327.6271  Tcpri = 10.52315  Tslhxri = -4.81207 
dPer = 30.73552  Tcpro = 133.8973  Wcb = 0.328289 
dPslhx = 7.69788  Tcri = -4.54827  Wch = 3.547071 
dPslhx2 = -1.36975  Tcro = 22.2807  Wcomp = 1.352931 
Mcg = 360.1671  Tcwi = -6.3E+14  Web = 0.367163 
Meg = 594.606  Tcwo = 21.41457  Weh = 1.30391 
Mr = 11.741  Teai = 19.88251  Wel = 1.388604 




Test number:  15       
Indoor coil:   Flat top fin evaporator with tubes horizontal 
Outdoor coil:  Four port tube gas cooler    
Test condition:  hp1       
Charge:    1200g       
Nominal high pressure: 7070kPa       
           
Dencg = 1.089487  Pcro = 7073.044  Tegi = -18.217 
Deneg = 1.086833  Pero = 1623.019  Tego = 15.98562 
Denr = 531.4307  Tcai = -17.8306  Tenao = 26.34962 
dPca = 17.18784  Tcao = -23.0077  Teri = 84.76046 
dPcna = 142.6335  Tcgi = -23.2808  Tero = 23.49254 
dPcr = 2.639291  Tcgo = -22.7565  Tewo = 19.00007 
dPea = 30.70797  Tcnao = -22.367  Tslhx2ro = -18.501 
dPena = 339.2532  Tcpri = -10.5167  Tslhxri = -27.1732 
dPer = 12.33097  Tcpro = 116.2855  Wcb = 0.312441 
dPslhx = 2.543038  Tcri = -32.4659  Wch = 0.186737 
dPslhx2 = -2.67768  Tcro = 23.28743  Wcomp = 0.923921 
Mcg = 211.4719  Tcwi = -2.4E+16  Web = 0.482102 
Meg = 363.9215  Tcwo = 22.10543  Weh = 0.152069 
Mr = 19.68442  Teai = 20.07142  Wel = 0.096909 




Test number:  16       
Indoor coil:   Flat top fin evaporator with tubes horizontal 
Outdoor coil:  Four port tube gas cooler    
Test condition:  hp1       
Charge:    1200g       
Nominal high pressure: 9660kPa       
           
Dencg = 1.08951  Pcro = 9661.348  Tegi = -18.0812 
Deneg = 1.087064  Pero = 1365.905  Tego = 15.67356 
Denr = 801.9956  Tcai = -18.0589  Tenao = 24.21701 
dPca = 18.81178  Tcao = -22.6096  Teri = 88.34461 
dPcna = 142.2489  Tcgi = -23.1192  Tero = 20.99606 
dPcr = -1.67569  Tcgo = -22.6647  Tewo = 19.02396 
dPea = 30.71177  Tcnao = -21.9347  Tslhx2ro = -15.8608 
dPena = 341.6315  Tcpri = -9.08306  Tslhxri = -31.7012 
dPer = 6.777245  Tcpro = 135.6765  Wcb = 0.312413 
dPslhx = 1.133429  Tcri = -35.1799  Wch = 0.300524 
dPslhx2 = -2.30571  Tcro = 18.68453  Wcomp = 0.937979 
Mcg = 211.3617  Tcwi = -1.7E+16  Web = 0.481656 
Meg = 365.694  Tcwo = 22.04759  Weh = 0.286894 
Mr = 4.089507  Teai = 19.80125  Wel = 0.097023 




Test number:  17       
Indoor coil:   Flat top fin evaporator with tubes horizontal 
Outdoor coil:  Four port tube gas cooler    
Test condition:  hp2       
Charge:    1200g       
Nominal high pressure: 6440kPa       
           
Dencg = 1.08659  Pcro = 6441.124  Tegi = -12.9037 
Deneg = 1.084626  Pero = 2476.61  Tego = 14.92612 
Denr = 436.151  Tcai = -9.39355  Tenao = 26.60105 
dPca = 19.53888  Tcao = -12.8585  Teri = 78.26666 
dPcna = 146.0758  Tcgi = -13.6297  Tero = 22.35955 
dPcr = 11.64425  Tcgo = -13.4182  Tewo = 18.67361 
dPea = 30.62781  Tcnao = -12.5487  Tslhx2ro = -1.81514 
dPena = 338.2456  Tcpri = 2.759416  Tslhxri = -15.0033 
dPer = 23.23336  Tcpro = 92.71042  Wcb = 0.324975 
dPslhx = 6.451083  Tcri = -18.2598  Wch = 0.006843 
dPslhx2 = -2.84464  Tcro = 22.53827  Wcomp = 0.970742 
Mcg = 409.2989  Tcwi = -1.9E+16  Web = 0.489522 
Meg = 448.3534  Tcwo = 22.67878  Weh = 1.545814 
Mr = 15.86275  Teai = 20.40241  Wel = 0.09579 




Test number:  18       
Indoor coil:   Flat top fin evaporator with tubes horizontal 
Outdoor coil:  Four port tube gas cooler    
Test condition:  hp2       
Charge:    1200g       
Nominal high pressure: 7180kPa       
           
Dencg = 1.087209  Pcro = 7183.706  Tegi = -13.2264 
Deneg = 1.085299  Pero = 2065.272  Tego = 13.90066 
Denr = 507.1238  Tcai = -8.80189  Tenao = 28.39791 
dPca = 16.24314  Tcao = -16.1175  Teri = 85.68202 
dPcna = 139.6505  Tcgi = -15.7662  Tero = 24.96557 
dPcr = 5.248053  Tcgo = -15.2145  Tewo = 18.80841 
dPea = 30.64416  Tcnao = -14.8417  Tslhx2ro = -6.86057 
dPena = 337.1772  Tcpri = 0.236575  Tslhxri = -19.5895 
dPer = 21.07757  Tcpro = 109.1757  Wcb = 0.305038 
dPslhx = 4.774187  Tcri = -23.5539  Wch = 0.813454 
dPslhx2 = -2.69927  Tcro = 24.96956  Wcomp = 1.000659 
Mcg = 293.1749  Tcwi = -2.4E+16  Web = 0.773705 
Meg = 416.7749  Tcwo = 22.94495  Weh = 0.075133 
Mr = 20.33801  Teai = 19.93587  Wel = 0.108751 




Test number:  19       
Indoor coil:   Flat top fin evaporator with tubes horizontal 
Outdoor coil:  Four port tube gas cooler    
Test condition:  hp2       
Charge:    1200g       
Nominal high pressure: 9100kPa       
           
Dencg = 1.087075  Pcro = 9101.219  Tegi = -13.159 
Deneg = 1.08529  Pero = 1683.099  Tego = 15.48623 
Denr = 793.7365  Tcai = -8.94039  Tenao = 27.14745 
dPca = 22.17795  Tcao = -14.9475  Teri = 100.6618 
dPcna = 144.9062  Tcgi = -14.226  Tero = 21.35974 
dPcr = 0.224014  Tcgo = -13.9196  Tewo = 18.86367 
dPea = 30.38682  Tcnao = -13.8157  Tslhx2ro = -9.26477 
dPena = 336.8076  Tcpri = -3.0226  Tslhxri = -25.6728 
dPer = 12.48978  Tcpro = 138.9444  Wcb = 0.325249 
dPslhx = 2.24632  Tcri = -28.7678  Wch = 0.006955 
dPslhx2 = -3.82195  Tcro = 20.20422  Wcomp = 1.011486 
Mcg = 405.3014  Tcwi = -2.1E+16  Web = 0.477914 
Meg = 437.7301  Tcwo = 22.47182  Weh = 1.261292 
Mr = 5.666841  Teai = 20.1512  Wel = 0.108309 




Test number:  20       
Indoor coil:   Flat top fin evaporator with tubes horizontal 
Outdoor coil:  Four port tube gas cooler    
Test condition:  hp2       
Charge:    1200g       
Nominal high pressure: 9390kPa       
           
Dencg = 1.086933  Pcro = 9388.657  Tegi = -12.2676 
Deneg = 1.085123  Pero = 1239.425  Tego = 17.75579 
Denr = 798.6422  Tcai = -8.96112  Tenao = 23.60752 
dPca = 35.53145  Tcao = -12.5235  Teri = 81.42835 
dPcna = 126.9621  Tcgi = -14.727  Tero = 21.13841 
dPcr = -1.77958  Tcgo = -14.0114  Tewo = 18.32566 
dPea = 30.73061  Tcnao = -11.4881  Tslhx2ro = -22.4586 
dPena = 341.9621  Tcpri = -14.9401  Tslhxri = -34.745 
dPer = 4.925149  Tcpro = 136.5509  Wcb = 0.31564 
dPslhx = 0.72527  Tcri = -38.4699  Wch = 0.437271 
dPslhx2 = -1.59186  Tcro = 19.27252  Wcomp = 0.879683 
Mcg = 408.7791  Tcwi = -1.3E+16  Web = 0.905361 
Meg = 436.1699  Tcwo = 21.12066  Weh = 1.254741 
Mr = 3.519211  Teai = 19.93664  Wel = 0.098108 




Test number:  21       
Indoor coil:   Flat top fin evaporator with tubes horizontal 
Outdoor coil:  Four port tube gas cooler    
Test condition:  hp3       
Charge:    1200g       
Nominal high pressure: 8340kPa       
           
Dencg = 1.085757  Pcro = 8337.457  Tegi = -10.3009 
Deneg = 1.08378  Pero = 1579.277  Tego = 12.44679 
Denr = 770.9581  Tcai = 0.10096  Tenao = 26.62475 
dPca = 22.29768  Tcao = -4.74976  Teri = 96.46383 
dPcna = 133.8558  Tcgi = -11.3244  Tero = 21.27086 
dPcr = -0.16221  Tcgo = -9.86032  Tewo = 19.20725 
dPea = 30.48287  Tcnao = -4.00396  Tslhx2ro = -12.2675 
dPena = 337.9187  Tcpri = -4.9648  Tslhxri = -27.5699 
dPer = 11.91364  Tcpro = 135.6588  Wcb = 0.314621 
dPslhx = 2.196223  Tcri = -30.9417  Wch = 1.978973 
dPslhx2 = -1.97136  Tcro = 21.02284  Wcomp = 0.956826 
Mcg = 469.9048  Tcwi = -1.4E+16  Web = 0.477269 
Meg = 470.3885  Tcwo = 24.34457  Weh = 0.471715 
Mr = 5.942272  Teai = 19.99274  Wel = 0.096178 




Test number:  22       
Indoor coil:   Flat top fin evaporator with tubes horizontal 
Outdoor coil:  Four port tube gas cooler    
Test condition:  hp3       
Charge:    1200g       
Nominal high pressure: 8470kPa       
           
Dencg = 1.085689  Pcro = 8468.864  Tegi = -9.92297 
Deneg = 1.083795  Pero = 1535.995  Tego = 15.50956 
Denr = 778.2255  Tcai = -0.01628  Tenao = 25.90172 
dPca = 25.5073  Tcao = -4.57428  Teri = 95.65971 
dPcna = 139.5016  Tcgi = -10.6843  Tero = 20.7459 
dPcr = 0.330304  Tcgo = -9.42428  Tewo = 19.01338 
dPea = 30.53941  Tcnao = -3.69519  Tslhx2ro = -15.3831 
dPena = 339.2016  Tcpri = -8.10155  Tslhxri = -28.5873 
dPer = 10.21909  Tcpro = 137.7805  Wcb = 0.32958 
dPslhx = 2.001141  Tcri = -32.2517  Wch = 1.805436 
dPslhx2 = -0.66458  Tcro = 20.50676  Wcomp = 0.947326 
Mcg = 439.965  Tcwi = -8.1E+15  Web = 0.473591 
Meg = 477.8782  Tcwo = 23.8563  Weh = 1.154336 
Mr = 6.2556  Teai = 19.69813  Wel = 0.09666 




Test number:  23       
Indoor coil:   Flat top fin evaporator with tubes horizontal 
Outdoor coil:  Four port tube gas cooler    
Test condition:  hp3       
Charge:    1200g       
Nominal high pressure: 9400kPa       
           
Dencg = 1.085514  Pcro = 9399.963  Tegi = -10.8735 
Deneg = 1.083346  Pero = 1900.763  Tego = 12.37055 
Denr = 800.8858  Tcai = -0.03426  Tenao = 28.18289 
dPca = 17.92036  Tcao = -6.77053  Teri = 102.9072 
dPcna = 137.7722  Tcgi = -11.5684  Tero = 21.23038 
dPcr = 0.41378  Tcgo = -10.2335  Tewo = 19.21618 
dPea = 30.30417  Tcnao = -6.1636  Tslhx2ro = -3.21901 
dPena = 336.7898  Tcpri = 2.250694  Tslhxri = -21.5117 
dPer = 16.97397  Tcpro = 134.179  Wcb = 0.316795 
dPslhx = 3.398616  Tcri = -24.3274  Wch = 2.039378 
dPslhx2 = -2.22207  Tcro = 20.92224  Wcomp = 1.089143 
Mcg = 371.7829  Tcwi = -9.3E+15  Web = 0.474343 
Meg = 468.0233  Tcwo = 24.24417  Weh = 0.077418 
Mr = 6.625429  Teai = 19.72035  Wel = 0.096075 




Test number:  24       
Indoor coil:   Flat top fin evaporator with tubes horizontal 
Outdoor coil:  Four port tube gas cooler    
Test condition:  hp4       
Charge:    1200g       
Nominal high pressure: 7570kPa       
           
Dencg = 1.084756  Pcro = 7571.891  Tegi = -7.10713 
Deneg = 1.083362  Pero = 3349.919  Tego = 8.444249 
Denr = 505.0786  Tcai = 9.991525  Tenao = 34.08528 
dPca = 10.29846  Tcao = 0.091628  Teri = 86.59202 
dPcna = 149.1581  Tcgi = -6.92081  Tero = 28.7913 
dPcr = 21.73422  Tcgo = -5.26973  Tewo = 18.80111 
dPea = 30.32677  Tcnao = -0.48892  Tslhx2ro = 19.87917 
dPena = 331.8741  Tcpri = 20.01273  Tslhxri = -2.09848 
dPer = 50.50162  Tcpro = 97.63942  Wcb = 0.32631 
dPslhx = 11.22623  Tcri = -3.64998  Wch = 3.823102 
dPslhx2 = 1.389421  Tcro = 29.05312  Wcomp = 1.064606 
Mcg = 437.4542  Tcwi = -1.2E+16  Web = 0.481003 
Meg = 531.9917  Tcwo = 22.81579  Weh = 1.871875 
Mr = 22.44644  Teai = 20.23233  Wel = 0.109116 




Test number:  25       
Indoor coil:   Flat top fin evaporator with tubes horizontal 
Outdoor coil:  Four port tube gas cooler    
Test condition:  hp4       
Charge:    1200g       
Nominal high pressure: 9750kPa       
           
Dencg = 1.084751  Pcro = 9754.07  Tegi = -7.01704 
Deneg = 1.083292  Pero = 3038.919  Tego = 8.790637 
Denr = 798.2936  Tcai = 9.889712  Tenao = 36.50367 
dPca = 10.13082  Tcao = -1.59421  Teri = 105.8298 
dPcna = 148.7257  Tcgi = -6.86942  Tero = 23.48373 
dPcr = 8.685566  Tcgo = -5.41889  Tewo = 18.84491 
dPea = 29.94702  Tcnao = -3.13394  Tslhx2ro = 7.794091 
dPena = 330.8725  Tcpri = 11.3957  Tslhxri = -5.45719 
dPer = 39.40553  Tcpro = 122.1053  Wcb = 0.326179 
dPslhx = 7.964834  Tcri = -8.2464  Wch = 3.750178 
dPslhx2 = -0.532  Tcro = 23.43841  Wcomp = 1.292269 
Mcg = 437.7015  Tcwi = -5.2E+16  Web = 0.486111 
Meg = 536.0057  Tcwo = 22.97514  Weh = 1.43149 
Mr = 12.1674  Teai = 20.18583  Wel = 0.096571 




Test number:  26       
Indoor coil:   Flat top fin evaporator with tubes horizontal 
Outdoor coil:  Four port tube gas cooler    
Test condition:  hp4       
Charge:    1200g       
Nominal high pressure: 10910kPa      
           
Dencg = 1.084441  Pcro = 10912.43  Tegi = -6.62896 
Deneg = 1.083155  Pero = 3070.302  Tego = 9.087488 
Denr = 825.8329  Tcai = 9.970284  Tenao = 36.21098 
dPca = 10.15767  Tcao = -1.23496  Teri = 116.9019 
dPcna = 148.7107  Tcgi = -6.52193  Tero = 22.42679 
dPcr = 5.050624  Tcgo = -5.10514  Tewo = 19.03722 
dPea = 29.7894  Tcnao = -2.73915  Tslhx2ro = 7.176477 
dPena = 329.4196  Tcpri = 10.77416  Tslhxri = -4.96685 
dPer = 35.55318  Tcpro = 135.8548  Wcb = 0.327098 
dPslhx = 7.682786  Tcri = -7.96912  Wch = 3.570005 
dPslhx2 = -0.69842  Tcro = 22.61301  Wcomp = 1.383668 
Mcg = 439.6991  Tcwi = -6.6E+15  Web = 0.488764 
Meg = 537.1377  Tcwo = 23.64838  Weh = 1.122013 
Mr = 11.67662  Teai = 19.76793  Wel = 0.097288 
Pcpri = 100.1795  Teao = 39.84073     
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Procedure AirFlowRate ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
This procedure calculates air flow rates and velocities through the nozzles. 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Calls: none 
Called by: main program 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Inputs: 
CDguess nozzle discharge coefficient guess 
D  nozzle throat diameter, [m] 
Tn  nozzle temperature, [C] 
Pn  nozzle entrance pressure, [kPa] 
DPn pressure drop across nozzle, [Pa] 
Wn humidity ratio at nozzle 
Outputs: 
Ma_wet wet air mass flow rate, [kg/s] 
Ma_dry dry air mass flow rate, [kg/s] 
Q_m3 volumetric flow rate, [m^3/s] 
Q_scfm volumetric flow rate, [scfm] 
Vel air velocity through nozzle, [m/s] 
Vn  specific volume of air at nozzle, [m^3/kg] 
Re  Reynolds Number at nozzle 





Procedure AirFlowRate (Nozzle$, CDguess, D, Tn, Pn, DPn, Wn : Ma_wet, Ma_dry, Q_m3, Q_scfm, Vel, 
Vn, Re, CDold) 
                An = pi * D^2/4 {nozzle throat area [m^2]} 
 Vn = VOLUME(AirH2O,T=Tn,P=Pn,w=Wn)  
 CDnew = CDguess  
 repeat {iterate to find proper discharge coefficient} 
 CDold = CDnew 
 Q_m3 = CDold * An * (2 * DPn * Vn)^0.5 
 Q_scfm = Q_m3/(1.2 * Vn) * convert(m^3/s, ft^3/min) 
 Vel = Q_m3/An {Flow properties at nozzle exit, despite inlet is 
standard}   
 Ma_wet = Q_m3/Vn {treat as incompressible AirH2O flow} 
 Ma_dry = Ma_wet/(1+Wn)  
 rho = DENSITY(AirH2O, T = Tn, P = Pn, w=Wn) {air density at nozzle, [kg/m^3]} 
 mu = VISCOSITY(AirH2O, T = Tn, P=Pn, w=Wn) {air viscosity at nozzle, [kg/m-sec]} 
 Re = rho * Vel * D/mu 
 CDnew = .9986 - 7.006/Re^.5 + 134.6/Re {discharge coefficient correlation} 
 until (abs(CDold - CDnew) < .001) 
 







UAc = 0.00909 [kW/K]   





{****************************************Indoor Air Side Calculation*****************************} 
 
Pena=Patm-dPena/1000-dPea/1000 
RHeai = RELHUM(AirH2O, T = Teai, P = Patm, D = TDPeai) 
Wei = HUMRAT(AirH2O, T = Teai, P = Patm, D = TDPeai) 






Call AirFlowRate('e1', CD_e1, De1, Tenao, Pena, DPena, Wen : ma_wet_e1, ma_dry_e1, AFR_m3_e1, 
AFR_scfm_e1, Vel_e1, Vn_e1, Re_e1, CDe1a) 
Call AirFlowRate('e2', CD_e2, De2, Tenao, Pena, DPena, Wen : ma_wet_e2, ma_dry_e2, AFR_m3_e2, 












-Qe_a=Ma_indoor_dry*(enthalpy(air, T=Teai)-enthalpy(air, T=Teao)) 
 
 





D_c=6*convert(in, m)  {nozzle = 6"} 
Wci=HumRat(AirH2O, P=100, T=Tcnao, R=.4) 
Call AirFlowRate('c', CD_c, D_c, Tcnao, Pcn, DPcna, Wci : ma_wet_c, ma_dry_c, AFR_m3_c, 
















{refrigerant enthalpies, from P and T} 
hcro=enthalpy(R744, T=Tcro, P=Pcro)  "gas cooler inlet enthalpy" 
hcpro=enthalpy(R744, T=Tcpro, P=Pcro)  "gas cooler outlet enthalpy" 
hslhx2ro=enthalpy(R744, T=Tslhx2ro, P=Pslhx2ro)  "high side suction line heat exchanger outlet 
enthalpy" 
hcpri=enthalpy(R744, T=Tcpri, P=Pero)  "compressor inlet enthalpy" 
 
{refrigerant enthalpies, calculated with assumptions} 
heri=enthalpy(R744, T=Teri, P=Pcro+dPcr)  {isenthalpic expansion valve}    "evaporator inlet enthalpy" 
hslhxri=hcpri-(hcro-hslhx2ro)                                    "low side suction line heat exchanger inlet" 




Teri_sat=temperature(R744, P=Peri, x=1) 
 
-Qe_r=Mr*convert(g/s, kg/s)*(1-x_oil)*(hero-heri)+Mr*convert(g/s, kg/s)*x_oil*(2.0499*(Tero-
Teri_sat)+2.261e-3/2*(Tero^2-Teri_sat^2))     
"evaporator capacity from refrigerant balance in kW" 
Qc_r=Mr*convert(g/s, kg/s)*(1-x_oil)*(hcri-hcro)+Mr*convert(g/s, kg/s)*x_oil*(2.0499*(Tcpro-
Tcro)+2.261e-3/2*(Tcpro^2-Tcro^2))   
"gas cooler capacity from refrigerant balance in kW" 
Q_slhx_2=Mr*convert(g/s, kg/s)*(hcro-hslhx2ro)+Mr*convert(g/s, kg/s)*x_oil*(2.0499*(Tcro-
Tslhx2ro)+2.261e-3/2*(Tcro^2-Tslhx2ro^2))  




hslhx_max=enthalpy(R744, P=Pcpri, T=Tero)   
"maximum possible enthalpy in slhx" 
Q_slhx_max=Mr*convert(g/s, kg/s)*(hslhx_max-hslhxri) 
epsilon_slhx=(Q_slhx_1+Q_slhx_2)/(2*Q_slhx_max ) 





scpri=entropy(R744, T=Tcpri, P=Pero)  "Compressor inlet entropy" 
hcpro_isentropic=enthalpy(R744, P=Pcpro, s=scpri) 
eta_isen=(hcpro_isentropic-hcpri)/(hcpro-hcpri) 
{HX effectivness} 
epsilon_e=-Qc_a/(Ma_dry_c*cp(air, T=(tcai+tcao)/2)*(Tcai-Tcri)) 
